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Cathôrihe J^  Ellls
mmmï-
thesis isâ; divided into four parts, each' dealing with a" 
different aspect of th^ work on Australian abbri^nal music #
Part I disgussGs some of the early writings, On the Australian- 
ahprigines, and Some of the prevalent, misconceptions about their 
music, , A brief, aoopunt of the social structure of thé Aranda , , 
tribe of Central; Australia is Included*
- ;v Part II contains musical transcriptions and analyses of the 
sacred songs of the, Aranda tribe, P transcriptions and
translations ;of : song-tescts and myths are the work of Strehlow,
There:are 159 pages of my own musical transcriptions as well,as %. : 
thirteen-page; catalogue: consisting of 121 rhythmic pat!berns^  each / 
extracted from one regular, isorh^hlnio verse, This catalogue, of 
rhythms provide3:?niuoh useful informatidh on rhythmic idioms current 
throughout Central Australia, There are only eight irregular versesJi 
with free, rhybhmy which are not included in the catalogue. The 
generali characteristics of Cential^  Australian music have been 
discussed,; and intervals in frequent use in the music déscfibed.
These ihteryais were arrived at by a method.of filming, the ; sound­
waves of portions of thirteen vërses, measuring the frequencies and 
graphing thé résulte.  ^ Pourteen:^  graphs are included, and eleven of 
these have the appropriate transcriptions added in such a way as to 
malce possible accurate checking of both pitch and rhythm. Although 
a soale-pattern is not enunciated it is clear that the intervals ; 
used are quite different to those commonly found in western music,
Part III is oohcerhed with Australian aboriginal mus io as it . 
has been found by workers in other areas# After comparing the
- work ;pf Trevor : Jones Ar#em; L:md musio,''E'#iWoM/ My^^
:m#'lo' ofOentrdl and Southern Auotraiia*'-'myAom--work^in/bolIÿ^ 
with # : T the : imslo ' of the TahganeLalcl tribe of the south-
,eaat /qf South AUetralia;f#dj;the :Pihtuhi tribe of Central Australia 
(one tranaoription is iholuded), Riohard A, Waterman*a work on the , . 
' music''of y thé Yirkalla tribe: of Arnhem;ri'and*''hhd- A# Moyle * h. vn^ it ing; 
yén'.;TaemaniW',;;pbng^  iound:.that : thé, oho :b#ioWmû3icaly:"; x''/.
;idiom,%as ;cbmnion'yt]^ <Aighc^  are-'mmy ■ihtéréotihg
'régiônal.:.differen6ee.;'' /, - w w:\ -
Pftrt IV, the ^ ôonoluoipn,, la honcerned/Wlth thé.'i>resent-dayy;>:,;;;T 
poaition of aboriginal music, and the posaibilitios; of cultural} 
aeBiniilation. ' .W ' • -
A STUDY OF
geSthal ■ austhadian:' lîusio
. V- . ' . ' ■ - . Ù
■ • Prefagë■ "v '.
There are few guides for thé ethnomusioologist, ,în a studÿ which 
is of recent develôpmeht,, it ia always dlfficuit to know-the best methods 
of approach, and those: whichv%ill he ■ most, useful for,:.co™ordinatiGri of 
results in years to come, . It wàa therefore felt aclvisahle, when - 
starting this research at Adelaide University ih lg^ T» to ignore for the 
moment ail previous work on the music, of the Australian aborigines, ■ and 
most, other wzdting on ©thnomusloology, in order to develop my cm methods 
as they seemed best to-fit the .subjects It was not. tmtil all the 
present transcriptions, wew completod that I began to study previous work 
in this field# .It is, hoped that a now approach to this music may help 
to clarify many points which have been hitherto, misunderstood as a 
result of mucli Unreliable material,, soma of which is'disousscd in Part ; I 
of this thesis* . The-,first two. years of my research were spent, attempting 
to discover-suitable methods* : Since at no timO did I come under the 
particular influence of any experienced worker in primitive musioany 
mietalces and shortoomings must 'be counted ny oiyn*} - ' -
This study has been pOsslbl© as a'fesiUV of the work already completed 
by T,G*n,' Btrohlpwk both in Central Austfalli ai;d at the University
of Adelaide# Primarily à linguist, ;Mr* iStrohlov/ has'collected a large 
quantity, of material from native informants belonging to the Aranda- 
speaking tribes of Central Australia* - .This includes. royths, information 
on langiiàge strudtux’e, notes on social customs and family treœ, and, : -
among other material, with some of which X may hot be familiar, extensive 
recordings and films of the sacred ceremonies# The verbal Wxts of these 
recordings had’already been transcribed’ by the time X started this v/ork, 
and these texts togethex* with the. recordings, were the material supplied 
for my -early research,' - Apdrt from the music presented in this.,wbrk, X - 
also at this time. corrected all the niasical examples in Mr* 8trbhlow*s most 
recent work - 8onA'ê of Central .Australia r*'.which is to be published shortly.
A^ the research progressed, and.my own xaaterlal expanded, many -
. ' : . . : . ■ ■ ■ . Ill
questions of an extra-musical nature arose whioh I Aiyself could only 
have answered by conjecture* However, in reply to my many queries,
Mr* 8trehlow has generously supplied valuable information Which has ‘ 
greatly added to the. general interest of this work# Huoh of the 
material thus quoted is as yet unpublished and I am greatly indebted 
to Mr, Strehlov/ for having so willingly made ^ this and his recordings 
and transcriptions, of the texts available for my study*
Research in ahy branch of ethnology rarely retains thé conventional 
subject boundaries* Although usually a, specialist in one aspect of the 
whole, the researcher is bbliged to acquire; at ,least a working knowledge 
of other aspects which are inextricably combined in primitive cultures*
I am therefore very .grateful ' to Mr* Jàmea îlcSeill,. M*A*, A*lnst*Pt, 
Department of Natural PhiioBpphy, Glasgow University, for his valuable ' 
tuition in mathematical tiatt ors, together with much advice and expenditure 
'of .time: and-energy*;  ^ '-r ^  -. '■
The past two ; year s * work .have béên; possible as a r esult of a grant 
gezierously %ide available by the University of Glasgow, for which Î wish 
to express rfiy^ Warm appreciation* i ^ . : ■
Catherine J* Ellis *
' : - • ■ , iv
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PART I 
INTHOilUCTIOir
y :
:;y ' ''';x,yyxyxv':CHAPTER.; .i'X:X ";\x y X/yy yX { ,: ' X'--X'yX'- ;X.- ,y :;X.X ■ y ' . : \/ 2 %
Ah Approaoh to the Study of Aboriginal Mudio .
Do we ever atp%) to think .about : how m  Aiietraliau aborigine muet . y 
feel when he first ; hoars western musib? , Do we ‘ realise *ho\y,. difficult 
it mist be for him to understand nbn-funotional musid? : : After his own 
single line Of ymelbd^ its ëtrangé do%)iètehess, he must^  f
harmony and instrumentation confusing*,y Does the abofigine understand 
our scale structure? y ,If he does#:it should indicate that his own 
soales are either the same as ours, or closely related# , / Experiments 
carried"out in Central Australia ieem to:indicate'that our conception 
of intervals was.incomprehensible to ythe natives .«although; the author 
arrived yàt; a different ; conclusion# yyvr x,xy' ; -.xy. ,
The differences between any exotic music and;western music, can 
clearly, be seen vdxen attempts are:made to reduce the foreign music to 
bur mwn notâtibhalysyétém.; The closérythé: two: oülttu^ és-are/;to' One ; ,
.anotherthe/ more;, esisily, they/'-nan/be; opmpar;8d,:.. The more remote the . 
tv/o becpmè, the more difficult it is to compare them# : It ;becomes a;
process; of moving from the known to the unlcnovm# This adjustment x 
'takes time,x:'patiehde'' and a great deal of sympathy* These three points x . 
have:'; verÿ':' of ten ybeen i^ored by western musicians; who set out 
:the;ha>B|o:,oï,p&er,p ' y y / ' v x : ; : ; ; # >;
Unfortunately^ there: had beeh^  ^ tO:;Uayfrora, thé hiiieteenth:
century,; à belief that western culture is' supreme in all hspecta, and . 
that any other culture, especially that of a so-called:primitive-society 
has ho value exoept as ; a ; burlous ’ example, of how, baokwardyare. the; owners 
-of 'such a. culture#.;;,.;,"'":' : y x ; / y,.- ' ' «!/, - -;y;' '
We; are rather-shocked when we read that ,V «
■'The Australians lové their song, :h thing liionotonous smd . 
of iridefinite;rhythmv conçtantly'repeated in;ayfiïiî^or ;key, :•
: which scarcely strikes thé OExr xas being beautiful# : g
In; return they^^^ quite insensible. to the charm;pf our melodies'# : ;
;l*;;E#v',Harold';'Dàvie;s,,x'lAboriginal'/Bongs...of / Centfalyand Southern Australia',■ 
,XX & e a h : i a ,.: ( S y d n e y y : Ï 9 3 2 ) ; y 4 6 7 . ,  X ,y  .'yiy; ;X:,yV v: , - Xv- X y :: : : ': '
2. HiohàM,.Wallaaohék.XÈglnil tiive'. Muald» (London» 1893) i: 38... XX ' ■
prb^osséd far in our, thinking : Oihoéx theh?:'/ : x I : can 'y/-“:.«''X 
say that: the general Australian public has not moved far from, this 
opinion in a eubj eot whioh is of more consequence to them than to 
any; other people* This; fact proves to be one'.)#7#he: 'gpeates.t'/, ,
• ;'diifioultiéb:'\tb/:be, overcame in\/ritingybn0he#ubjectof'%straliany ^ ;^y,
. #origi,iai;:mu3io:../x'"'y:;:'y; ":' .,y -y;;y'\y;;:' x; y- - . ; - 'x, - : "
To present, the imOio ih à form which is lucid to western 
musicians it is nocessary to; attempt musioaly transcriptions of. the ;
- natlye,:;sOnge#;;'./. These transcriptions inevitably fall short of’the;yy..y:.'!!'y .yy 
performances, some of which are most thrilling# The problems that 
; constantly arise in t^ a^nscribing ,Oannpt. be completely solv'ed# A 
. compromise must be made between detail and.musicianship# %
v; It ih n that,X.unlike our ; own musib>y the ; ./
aboriginal music■has a very important piace in daily life. Because V. 
of thi s, it is unwi a e to at t empt to : under stand tho music wi thout fir at 
having; some knowledge of the abprigine himself . / Music ia intimately : 
linkedwith;xhi'sianoestry,.>wlth;^  ^ the countryside around x
him, the animals;, the birds, ; the./plhi^ stv^ ;/.-' . It; aerycaxu definite purpose ; 
in his life: the bringing of rain, the increase of his totemic brother^
the magib of heckling or ; Wbunding, the winning or. losing ; of ; battles* ; .
. '; /There y are,/three distinct ';^ bups.;bf. abb'ri^ inal^ -musi /■■
and largest group c onsi at s of the ; sabred ceremonies# .These;y
songs hayb no;connection with pure entertainmeht, but are. fihiotional ; . 
songs, y ; The ceremonies are performed to cpmmemorate .someyevent or events 
connected with the totemic ancestors, or for the 'increase of the totemio = 
creatures* : The son^s and ceremonies'of this group are known and; 
witnessed by initiated men ohly* x:
.The second type of music is the serai-saofed, of which/there, is a . 
large amount * Unfortunately these songs, have not been recorded* They 
were sung at the; initiation ceremony of a young boy, and were performed 
by the men while the women danoed* , :
4
The third type is the hon-saored or puré-entertainmènt music*
The aongs oompriaing this group are the only form/of Australian 
aboriginal muaib that can be performed by any person - man, woman or 
child - any time, and at any place* The sacred abd serai-sacred 
songs werexperforroed in full only at the appointed ceremonial ground, 
and were never sung by men who were not initiates of that totem at 
that particular- piaceV The non-saorcd songs are traded .freely between 
tribes* It frequently happens that these songs cross.language borders, 
and sometimes the new owners do not even know what the fb?:d.^. .of the 
song mean. Those songs spread very easily* One of the better laio\m, 
perhaps .mor©. .publicised, : forms of these entertainment evehinga is the 
corroborée, which is really a folk-dance evening* All the able 
bodied men dance for three to four hours continuously whilev the women 
and-Children sing. . ^
Music also plays a part in the hum-drura existence of daily life* 
Basedow.notes that natives sing for their own pleasure. - He also adds 
this interesting comment $
Ajit is common practioei,* among the tribes of 
. Australia, for one individual to carry on conversation 
with another by singing the words.' / When, for instance, 
it is the intention of the person/.engaged in conversation 
to make the matter as little noticeable as possible, or 
when they wrant to impart information to each other Without 
■ attracting the attention of a third party, they clothe 
their words in song. And the same is also done when a 
third party'is- to be ofitici%ed. '/./'^ Moreover,;/.-it is for 
exactly^similar reasons that all communications which are 
.supposed to be oarried\;oh with superhuman beings.are 
chanted : or crooned, in order that the Evil.Bpirlt * s 
attentioh'râay not be drawn to the fact*^
That it is possible thus to disguise communications proves amply that 
daily music-raaking is a normal occurrence.
1* Herbert Basedow, The Australian Aboriginal# (Adelaide, 192$), 385.
CHAPTER 2 :
Borne Eàrly and Recent Writers on: thé Australian Aborigine
tt# * # * * the tendency of the writers of our own day
is to approach the traditions/ of the past without vision, 
without heart, and too often, without brain* Tradition 
is a marsh-fire. lighted by memory and imagination combined, 
and it reveals its secret only to those who seek it with 
equal courage and respect*"
There are a few vwiters, in Australia who have spent a lifetime of 
research among the natives of Australia; writers who have gained the 
respect and affection of those natives, who have lived with their dark . 
companions, have adopted their ways of life and hâve been welcomed into 
the native society* These few writers have brought back to us 
invaluable accounts of the way of life as it was before white,man set 
his foot on Australian soil* They have written, and are still v/riting, ' 
with great warmth and a depth of understanding that is granted to few* 
They have made a most valuable contribution to our own culture and have 
made possible, for those of us who are.not on such a confidential 
footing with our fellow Australian, an,understanding of these people 
which would.not otherwise have been possible*
These dedicated people started at a distinct, disadvantage for 
several reasons* The first of these'is that our ideas about the natives 
were already firmly fixed in oUr minds from earlier vjriters. The 
second is that these workers had to deal v;ith natives who had long since 
become displeased with the treatment meted out to them by the white man* 
Europeans depended, for their early knowledge of the-Australian 
aborigine, on;the accounts published by travellers with whom the natives 
of Australia came in contact* Unfortunately these travellers conveyed 
a very poor impression of the natives*
One such traveller, Charles Wilkes, describes:the natives as
1* Sir Hall Gain* The Life of Christ * (London, 1938), 93*
•6 '
"most wretched-looking beings, and inoorrigibie beggars »#,
They are difficult to manage, taking offenoe easily 
when they are ill treated; and if one attempts.to control, 
thwart or restrain their wandering habits "they-. ' at once 
resort to-the woods, and resort to their primitive mode of life
Willces goes on to claim that they are not distributed into tribes,
that they have no social organization other than humorous individual
family units and that they become violent if leased. He quotes the music
of several songs one of which I will refer to l a t e r I t  is worth
quoting here the text from this song; by comparison with the texts that
appear later in this work, it will be seen how ridiculous is the followings
However, it must never be forgotten that this is one of the early
impressions the world received of the Australian/native.
: ■ ; > "Abang abang abang abang abàng abang abhng abang a ^mber^ry jah jun gun relah gurabe-ry jah jun gum relah 
bang abang abang abang abahg : abang abang abang a *
Ho translation is offered for this I
Fortunately for people dependent, on these sources for' thOir 
information, there have been some worthwhile writings on the subject, even 
though they are far outnumbered by their more crude counterparts. We 
find Captain Sturt*s ideas refreshing and feel comforted by the fact that 
in all his journeys there was never any native blood shed (a fact that 
has rarely been recorded. eidev;hore in early writings) * As' his comments 
about thé conditions existing in 1848 are applicable to those of the 
present, day.-some of them, are worth quoting here.
"The repeated collisions between them (the natives on 
the Murray riverj; and the Overlanders had kindled a deep 
.spirit of .revenge in their breasts, and although they suffered 
severely in every content, they would not allow any party 
with stock to pass along the. line, of the rivèr ; without 
attempting to Stop théir progress; and there can be no doubt 
that, in this frame of mind, they would have attacked the 
station next the river if they had been left ;to themselves,
1« The U.3» Bxpeclitiôn 1838-42, 1845)> 184
1. See p. / a
and with their stealthy habits .and daring, would have been . 
no mean enemy on the boundaries of location*. The character 
and spiritjqf these people JLs entirely misunderstood and 
undervalued by thé learned'in Hbglahd, and thé degraded position in the scale of human species into which they have 
been put, has, I feel assured, been in consequence of the 
little intercourse that had taken placé between the first 
navigators and the aborigines of the Australian Continent* ,
I hâve seen them Under every variety of circumstances - I 
have come suddenly upon them in a state of uncontrolled 
freedom - have,passed tribe after tribe under the 
protection of envoys - have visited them in their huts - 
have mixed with them in their camps, and have seen them in 
their intercourse vfith Europeans, and I am, in candour, 
obliged to confess th# the most unfavourable light in which 
X have seed them, has been when mixed up With Europeans*
That natives of the interior have made frequent attacks 
on the stations of the settlers I have no doubt ; very likely, 
in some instances, they have done so vdthout any direct 
provocation, but we must not forget their position or the 
Consequences of the extension Of boundaries of location to 
the aborigines themselves* The more ground our flocks and 
herds occupy, the more circumscribed become the haunts of the 
savage* Hot only is this the inevitable consequence, but he 
sees the intruder running,dovm his game with dogs of unequalled 
strength and swiftness, and deplores the destruction of his 
means of subsistence* The cattle tread down the herbs which 
at one season of the ye;ar constituted his food* The gun; 
with its sharp report, drives the wild fowl from the creeks, 
and the unhappy native is driven to despair*"^
Until the present time there has been,very little written about the 
music of the aborigine, except- for,the accounts contained in travellers* 
reports* ' There is valuable work being done in this field,at Sydney 
University and my o m  work, which, until ray departure from Australia, 
was carried out in Adelaide University. Other than these two sources I 
am unaware of any detailed research in aboriginal music taking place in 
Australia#
With this small number of workers in the field of aboriginal music, 
and the frequent inaoouracy of the accounts of travellers good material is 
limited# I v/aa therefore most surprised to find a section in ?/allaaohek* s
1. HarratiVé of. a n 'Expedition into Central Australia» v & vi, (London, 1849) 
211-213.
' \  ® Primitive Musio which makes good use of the material then available:
"As a rule the Australian songs begin in high, loud tones 
and end in deep, soft ones, vrhile thé rliÿthm is given by 
boomerangs, drums or sticks, one of which is held across the 
breast and beaten y/ith the other# They have of course, some 
instruments of definite tone; in Port Sssington and Port 
jackson they have a small bamboo flute, the tones of which are 
considered musical in Australia#
# ##Howitt divides Australian music into three classes* dance 
music, descriptions of comic and pathetic events which may have 
interested the composer and a fairly large class of songs which 
* are connected with the practice of.magic ^• / The simple and 
somewhat monotonous songs appear to the novice at first to 
: possess little melody, but oven he gradually 'sees how/powerful, 
an impression they moke on the natives*
The character of Australian music depends a good deal oh 
its rhythm,;,T/hich is strongly marked and very irregular,, full 
of sudden changés and dften, alternating between duple and triple 
time; these changes are brought about by à slackening of the 
tempo and a curious gliding from; one tone to/another, not unlike 
the slow tuning of a violin string*.
« « * Unfortunately nothing as a rule is done to encourage the 
peculiar productions of savages, and Howitt regrets that we know 
so little of the songs of the blacks as they /might afford us 
welcome; information about their mental capacity, their intelligence 
and imagination* To most people they are unmeaning and barbarous 
chants, and to the missionaries, who are in a position to learn more 
than any others about them, they are merely a sl^ of heathenism, 
and must therefore be altogether pushed into oblivion and forgotten# 
Thé effect of this.must bo, that sooner or later they/will be 
completely lost*" .
Wallasohek's description is ih most respects remarkably good. • 
The songs do usually descend , and déorééte in intensity until they fade away 
The beating is usually on boomerangs, or sticks and; sometimes, depending bn / 
the area, on drums* However, I am/not aware of the existence of the flute 
described in this passage#
1* Wallasohek, 38 and-39'
In dividing the musio into Hewitt has at least the right
idea* I do not Icnow what is meant by: "dance music", as to my :knov;ledge 
all music is ,accompanied by dancing : or miming. The secret songs, of 
whidh nothing was, then knovm, constitute probably the largest and , 
certainly the most important class/of Australian aboriginal music. This 
will explain my objection: to^an earlier passage in:the book, which states 
that, one of the most important of the songs is the "Corrobberee".
My own experience of the rhythm is that there is never any change of 
tempo, but that the underlying common : phi t is often exceedingly difficult 
to identify* For instance, it can be very confusing to have a b- bar in 
the midst of a section consisting otherwise bf 0;^ rhy .At first it is
excusable to feel a change of tempo* However, vfith due patience, I .have 
invariably found an underlying common uni%*: In the case just mentioned
the quavers of each bar would be performed at the Same speed*
The last remarks that are quoted from this passage are unfortunately 
altogether true* 3t is now a race against time to collect what remains 
of the native music* Especially is this so in the case of the sacred 
songs* The older men of the tribe have, long since ceased to teach the 
young men these songs, because the latter associate freely with 3hiropeansi 
A letter I received from Norman B* Tindale, Curator of’Anthropology, 
South Australian Museum, which refers to recordings of the music of the 
Tanganekald tribe of the Ooorong in South Australia makes clear how right 
WallaBchek*s predictions woreI
"I would be pleased to hear whether, the material sent 
was of interest* Unfortunately the singer was an aged man, 
the last: of his tribe, so that it is probably not as well 
sung as would have been possible if younger voices had been 
available*"
As the recordings referred to here were taken in 1937: the condition 
will presumably have worsened since thbn*
1 0
Three musical exarapies quoted frofii Wallaachek^B hook oan he seen on 
PP* tf 4: They are greatly reduced in value owing to the
omission of the name of the area from whioh they were collected, and also 
any information regarding the natûre of the songs and their/function*
■ \ \ marnple- dL ,^^ _Beoklery
The example is quite foreign to the music v/ith which I am familiar* 
Almost certainly it has been "Europeanized"*
. Example 2 Wilkes '
This example appears to be more plausible*. ' Here there is both a 
definite tonic feeling and the characteristic descending tonal pattern*
It is unlikely that it was a regular <1*; however, some such examples , can 
be found in my transcriptions, and Trevor lones statës that 50i& of his 
transcriptions are in either duple or quadruple time* It is also 
characteristic of the known music of the abofiglnes that the song commences 
with an upbeat and that it has à regularly recurring=rhythmic pattern*
Example -. 3 ^ 'Frevclnet
This example appears less accurate than that of Wilkes* It is unlikely 
that the song would conform to our ;F major key, with its ,tonal centres 
involving a "tonic" a^d a "déminant"* This suggests either preconceived , 
ideas about the music, or latér "tidying" to fit European principles*
. Recently Trevor Jones published, some of the reâulta of his rëièarch ongArnhem Land music* He finds that in Arnhem Land 'there are two classes of 
musicians 7/ho claim professional status* They are the Longman and the —  
didjeridoo player.
The songman actually, creates new songs and ho is trained from the early 
years of his life to fulfil this-important function* This practice is 
unknown in Central Australian but is referred,to in many of the early \7fiting 
that I have already mentioned* As these v^ritings were mainly (one presumes) 
about the natives of Hew South Wales (few other natives having then been
1» îrevor Jonea,' 'Arittiern Land MuaicV, Oceania, xxviil.(Sydney, 1957),23,
2. Ooeania, Mcvi (1956), 252 and xxviii (1957), 1"
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Btudied) it là posgi'blô that thé idea of'a profeBôioiml s'ongmàh extends 
dovm the east ' ooaet* ; Over ho?/ moh move of AuatVë,lià this practice 
extends is not knovm# , .
Ahout the didderidoo and Its performer, Trevor Jones has much of 
interest to say*^
"The didjeridoo is by no?/ v/prid famous as the,^i^at musical 
achievement of the .Australian aborigines* * #',It'. is extremely 
difficult: to, olassify among imAsical instruments ^ for its .effect 
is due entirely to the.incredible virtuosity pf its players, and 
can ih no way be inferred; from subtleties-inhérent in Ita'r ;
, structure, which iç simple to the point of crudeness*
The didjeridoo is .nothing .morethan'-'a'.hollow tube of 
bamboo or other wood^ from five to six feet long and about 
three inches thick, and sometimes fitted with; a ' mouthpiece 
of . wax or clay, at one end shaped to .take/the .;playerls lips*
There is no fipple, no reed, no membrane, nor any other 
Qoimd’-produoing device*^  It is simply a rosohating pipe, into 
Whioh the player.blows, his lips vibrating as in a trombone or 
tuba- Yet in,the%ands of aocdmpiished players the result is 
amasing in its éubtiety and complexity*
Didjeridoo players are trained from an early age and devote 
their life to their profession* .Good players,often become 
celebrities and go on **graiid tours" around thé district* Their 
: services are eagerly sought by songmen and they are >vell paid*
The function Of the didj:eridée is to prot^ ide a constant, 
drone on. a deep note, somewhere betv/een D flat and G below the 
bass clef* 'This drone is not a simple held note, but is broken 
up into a, great ,.variety of rhytWlo patterns m d  decente by the 
skilful us© of the tongue. :^d cheeks* ; If or, is it constant in 
timbre, for;many different tone^oolourb are achieved by altering 
_ _.the shape of the. mouth cavity and the position of the tongue and 
. by shutting off various parts of the anatomy ;\?hioh act as 
resonating chambers for the human voice*
It is not,; how oyer ^ in the manipulation of the droned 
fundamental, nor in the slight rise and fall of pitch used to 
aocont a rhythm, that the groat skill of a didjeridoo player lies,, 
but in his use of t%Yo entirely different n o t W h i c h  are , 
alternated in rapid suocossion^ t^o form complex and fascinating
ogse^,: (1957), 8. ■ .
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: or0Bs*-rhythra3* -These two notes are not haphhssardly ohosenj hut
invariably are : pitched a major tenth apart, the upper note being; 
the first overtone* The physioal explanation for this overtone's
/ . being a tenth above the'fundamental has not, so far, vbëén found, 
but probably lies in the fact that the tube is slightly and 
irregularly conical* One would expect either the octave (for a 
bonioal pipe) or a tvvelth (for a cylindrical pipe) to reaiilt, but 
the actual Interval heard is never lésé than a tenth nor more than an eleventh* ..
The manner of using this blpm upper note assumes two extreme 
forms in the norih-^ east* The most usual method is to "touch off", 
as it were, the high note very lightly and in a,ciipped, staccato 
contrast to the long, sustained low note* Used in this way it 
sounds exactly like a high-^ pitohOd drum, for its strange resonance 
is quite explosively produced even though the ;aooent,f mparted to 
the note appears to be very light; The two notes thus play. , 
elaborate counterpoints against one another * : : Unle s s one were told 
that both these notes were produced by the didjeridoo, one would ^  
c sv/ear a drum was being; used; so agile is thb constant switch from 
one note to the other that . the low, drone seems to continue unbroken 
in its rhythm* At the other extreme the up}#r note beobmes a long, 
resounding blast, rather like a'steam-boat whistle*"
Trevor Jones work is the first of its kind, to be published in 
Australia. Unfortunately the music in Arnhem Land and that in Central 
Australia differ so greatly that little use can bè made here of the one, 
authoratative account of aboriginal music at present available*
C H A P T E R  3  1 4
Borne Booiàl Institutions of the Aranda Tribe
Until recently it was not realized that social structure, beliefs, 
legends and customs differed greatly from tribe to tribe. It is now 
knovm that many errors have been caused by this lack of understanding. 
Languages, customs and, indeed, the entire ways of life differ greatly 
from tribe to tribe, and often, oven within one tribe, from group to , 
group,' ;
The following discussion applies only to the;Aranda tribe of Central 
Australia, and uses information v/ritten by Mr, T*iv*H. Btrehlow, most of 
which is published. I will therefore, when quoting^ mention only the 
source, and T.G.H.SÆ, for identification.
All large tribes v/ere divided: into a number of small groups, The 
social organisation of any Australian tribe was not arranged so that one 
group might be master over another. Each group;;|was organised so that 
members could make the, best use of what meagre provisions Ifature had made 
for their existence without having to interfere with neighbouring groups. 
Cooperation between groups was essential, especiÉlly in times of drought. 
0  Over most of the Aranda area the olghfclasS; kin-group system was in
use. This consisted of a complicated method of : dividing the family to 
ensure that social regulations - e.g. laws governing marriage - could be
%
1
if
0  enforced, and the order of the society retained %der all circumstances,
•*• "Every individual was born into one o0êight named, classes. 
Their inter-relationships may be set forth ds follows; the first 
class was that of the speaker himself; tiib'-hecond was his 
fathered? the third was his mother's? tholf^ was that to 
which his cross-cousins belonged? the fiftfewas his wife*s 
' class? ■ his wife’s father and his wife’s mother came from the 
sixth and seventh classes respectively; and the eighth 
contained his wife’s cross-cousins. This system^of kin-group 
classification determined the everyday behavi,^  ^ each individual to all other men and women with whom he came into
•0-1. header in Australian Linguistics, University df Adelaide, B.A,
: ■ /  ■■ ' I  '® '
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contact. An Aranda man, for instance, had, to regard all 
males and females of his ovm generation and in his ovm 
class as his "brothers" or "sisters", even if they were 
not blood relatives at all* He had to regard all men 
in his father’s class, v/ho were older than himself, as his 
"fathers" (or '-father *3-brothers"! but the Aranda term is. 
the same for both, i.e., "fathers"), and all older women in 
this class as his ’’father’s sisters". . Similarly he wa.s . 
legally entitled to seek out a wffe for himself only from 
the f emales of; one of these classes that which I have just 
labelled the fifth class, Consequently, an Aranda man would , 
address every other individual in his acquaintance by a kin- 
é^ip term? and this kinship term.determined his mode of 
conduct towards that individual, " >
The Aranda names of these eight classes'arot^ ’
Panajka, Purula, kjjuarea, Ijala, Bapata, Kamaia, Paltera, and 
Mbitjana,
Thus, the individual’s position in the family^  was important to him 
and to others. However, just as much social importance was attached to 
his totem, to.at least one of which every per son belonged,
Totemism was,: of vital importance to the native* It converted his 
barren desert home into a.land full of rich meaning and it also protected 
the often scarce supply of natural food from complete extinction by 
creating natural reserves.
The entire area of the Aranda speaking peoples (Western, northern, 
Central, Eastem,and Southern Aranda, and the Unmtjera) is approximately 
40,000 square miles, and this area is crossed by. the legendary paths of 
the totemic ancestors who passed from one place to another in their 
journeyinga at the beginning of time, These .anqbstors were sometimes in
the form of animals and sometimes in the form of. humans. Their resting 
places, their places of battle, their .camps, and 0iy other important points 
along their route were kept by the natives as sacred ; si tes;, known only to 
the .older men of the tribe. Hero all the aaoredfobjecta left behind by 
that particular ancestor were kept in the sacred Storehouse ? here no
1, T * G,H.S,, The Sustaining Ideals of Australian Kbbriginal Societies, 
(Melbourne, “
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uninitiated person was permitted; here no animals could be killedj 
nothing,must be done which might anger the saoréd ancestor.
The.natives did not (officially) associate sexual intercourse and 
procreation. They believed that a wornan became pregnant. through coming 
in contact with something belonging to the totemic ancestor, this ancestor 
now wishing to be reincarnated. To decide which ancestor was responsible 
for a pregnancy it was necessary to explain fully the location of the 
v/oman when she first became aware, either through violent sickness or pain, 
of incipient pregnancy.
Having received the woimn^3 information, the,; elders were then able to 
tell her #hioh ancestor it was who wished to be reincarnated, and hence to 
what totem her unbdrh child would belong# It was usual that the child 
was born into a totem closely associated with the ;main totem of the group, 
near whose storehouse and sacred site that groupsdwelt#; However, it 
sometimes happened that the "conception site" was;far removed, and sometimes 
even in a distant area v/here a different language'Was spoken#
, Each person, as well as belonging to his personal totem decided by his 
"conception site" also belonged to the main totem/of his group and had, 
therefore, unless the personal and group totems coincided, at least two 
totems in which he had hereditary rights*
' (The following remarks on secret ceremonies are limited to males'only, 
as there have been no female field'workers in Central Australia and hence 
little'fs known of women’s’secret, ceremonies# )
At the age of puberty a boy was taken to the centre of his personal 
totem for his initiation ceremony. (ihere inter^tribal or language 
difficulties prevented this he was initiated onlyWnto his group totem, or 
pmara kutata. ) '
The novice was usually accompanied to the initiation by his traditional 
protector - his mother’s brother. All other older male relatives then
1# Much of .lîhis information comes from T.Cl.H.S., Aranda Traditions,
( Melbourne^ 1947);
. fv'. .■
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became "persons of authority v/hom after initiation he was taught to • 
respect and even to fear". A'
Before being allowed to hear-any .of the mystery that surrounded; 
the, early wanderings of his o\yn ancestor, of whom, it must be. remembered, 
he \ms .a reincarnation, the manhood of the novice was tried by the most 
exhausting and painful rites. If the boy showed any weakness he was not 
trusted with the more secret songs or sections of’the myth. He was 
taught only that part which mattered least.
The initiation ceremonies lasted for soveral.v.months. Birring the day
the novices had to go out and hunt while; the. older men performed the sacred; 
and, secret ceremonies. At night they returnod exhausted to the camp and . 
had to stay some diatanop from the ceremonial site until summoned by their 
leaders. They were the last to eat of the food# As the weeks,passed 
they became tired, and weak, but the game became more scarce and their day’s 
hunting more difficult., Each night the initiatiph Geremohies took place 
and the young men had their endurance tested tO' breaking point2 Not until 
given permission could they rest, and then they had to sleep with their 
heads on the sacred mound in the centre of the ceremonial ground. ; .
If they survived these ordeals; they gradually proved their worthiness 
in the^  sight ^of the old men; only then were thesO ÿoung ihitiates 
introduced to some;of the,pacred aspects of their :totem. They learnt of 
the wanderings of their ancestors, learnt, the songs, dances and ground 
paintings that belonged, to the dramatized versiç#of- the life of these 
early inhabitants of their. land, and' were taken to the storehouse to see 
their tjuru^a (personal sacred objects). Each tjurupa had a special song 
or verso which had- to be per formed as the object, was displayed at the 
storehouse,. .and these songs.had all to be learned^
By his knowledge of the ancient traditions of ;the society a native’s 
personal standing in that society was judged. Whether. he reached the top
of his society .or. not depended, entirely upon his 0)m ambitions and efforts. 
The height of. achievement in this regard wasgto become the "owner" of ’
. \ 'y;: ' ' -' ' ' '  ^ "" ' : ' - -. i 8 .
a , ceremony, or, if .this piovod. to be impossible because of an older; man 
with similar standing and knowledge of the legends, to become the 
owner’s assistant until his deaths: ;
The Oïmer of the ceremony is the only person-who has the 
"performance rights of this ceremony. As long as he is alive, it 
must not bo performed without his being present, and without his acting 
. as song loader. Should he happen to be the possessor of an unsuitable 
vbice for this latter task he may appoint a younger man to start each 
versé# Even if. this younger man possessed.a thorough knowledge of the 
ceremony,he was not permitted to commence any vorae without first being 
told-to do so by ;thO;-sons'lleddcr# - " -
The elders of the, tribe were regarded with awe not only on the 
ooremonlai ground:;but also in every-day life. , Fpf with their knowledge - 
of all-the,, traditions, they were responsible for||>he day-to-day observance 
of the.law. :. - '
It can be aeon therefore that the-lÈèitral Auetraliah aborigine does , 
not (even yot) live a nomadic life in a completely haphazard way, as is so 
often suggested. His personal behaviour to everÿ individual that he meets 
is governed,by the daw. His way Of living# his;®arriage,: his social statu 
his punishment for wrong-doing are all:the conooÿh of the tribe as a whole, 
and.as such are decided by the men of authority.
It is even more important,: for our present ;çtudy, to realize, the high 
honour attached to music, and its close and indiaeoluble association with 
the legends and therefore^ indirectly, with the Wocial structure and 
conduct of the tribe.
As many • of. the jnyths crossed tribal borders^ : the.,music v;as a great 
aidxto intertribal relations.: , All small totomioAsitea, regardless of 
'  ^ locality, were closely connected v/ith -the niain totemic centre, and
whenever ceremonies were held-at this centre people from all the surroundln, 
areas connected with the. centre contributed thoirÿsectioh of the legend and 
their songs and dances* ■ • : Each group/of people whs concerned only with that
-;."r
■: : . ■ - ' ,A' ■. -part of the ancestor’s wanderings which took place‘within their own borders
and had no right of inheritance to any other part of the.myth or ceremonies.
Here is a most effective description of the meaning of totemiam in 
relation to the Australian aborigine from which we can see how strongly it 
influences his whole way of life, A knowledge of totemiam, therefore, is 
necessary to a full understanding of his ;sacred raUsic. ,
"According^  to native beliefs, the ; earth v;as the 'eternal 
mother from whose fertile womb the totemic ancestors and the
. first animals and. plants had sprung. Each ancestor was
associated with one animal or one plant, whose life essence 
■ was the same as his own. . The later human beings, who were 
believed to have.become reincarnated; from thèse immortal 
ancestors, were therefore linked immediately ÿith the animals 
and features of their birthplaces or, more correctly, of their 
conception sites. To a man of the Kangaroo totem, the . 
kangaroos were hiè own "elder brothers"; and;the rocks and 
trees of the kangaroo totemic site were sacred objects that 
shared with him some of the mystéribhs life essence that had 
once emanated from the original.kangaroo totemic ancestor#
A common bond of life united a man with the animais of his . - 
: totem, with the supernatural, personage that heliohoured in his 
ritual, and with the land in which he had been born. An 
: Australian native consequently' had;.an affection for, and a ; 
feeling, of oneness with, Nature, that few of the present-day 
generation of white Australians Can even comprehend, let alone 
feel in their ovm hearts. It is this personal legendary link 
; with the Winals^; trees, and rooks of his ehvirq%ent that had 
the power once to turn even an arid sun-scorched tract of desert 
into a spiritual home for our natives; and the emotions stirred 
;up by the sight of the animals, trees,and rooks of their home 
gave to the aboriginals in,past timés spiritual strength during 
cruel droughts and disastrous.epidemics. As long as the 
mountains stood, the springs flowed, the animals survived, and 
the anoestrai rooks esbaped damage, the tribe had no fear for 
the future. Nature and men shared the same life; and naturecould not die."1 '
I.T.G.H.B., An Australian Viewpoint. (Melbourne. 1950), I6-17.
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The following terrnn have bemi adopted, by both. ^#G»H# Btrehlow and 
: myself ; so') that ' our / separate: wprK;^ èaailÿ, relàteë^when
■npcB.aaxy, '  ^ ^
Transcription means ; the■musical: transcription of a ohahtéd; verSe # .
■ Cycle means a complete set of totemic acts associated with a given 
ceremonial: sitey'-: 7: '
// Song (aboriginal ) »; A "sohg!^  :is, a complete set of the^ verses:;.-/;'/’;//■•, ■; 
associated wi^  ^ ceréinqniai site ahd pertaining to the doings of any ' ; '
■ singlb mythical being oi group of/Adhntical/toteiic ancestors#;.
' Verse means a single unit which constitutes:. such a ”song"> i# é# à ’
'■' ' musicàïly-roshaped -#ou# Of - wof ds:::,expreesin^ ;,^  an.: idea :orrdGsoribihg^' an action 
In ;suoh;'h; vei^sé/tHè^ràyliables pf;'the/Com]gon^ ^ beGn;ohànged S0\\ :.
/ completely by their musical setting, that the verse cannot be recited; 
hence, each verse must be 1 earnt, by heart: in Ats chanted form# . :Aocording 
to thé context,/ "vërseV- -accordingly yrè'férs/ èitheiY.to; the/;musio b'f -such'; a'
. unit, or to its musically-reshag^ text,;:;;0r/io;both-;^^^ '
verbal-text#l''-:x " ?:
. Couplet# ■ ' ,In,'';jü:'ah(la poetry, .the; wordç':'.of ;'most ,yerpes''; in ' ;
couplet form, and: the'';yerses/;may; hehce be referred to as couplets# ; This ,
. " term; applied';to::^ not tb'^#e^ V ' :' ■ '///•
' Bifms Used i n ' ' T r a n s c r i # o n V
The treble clef is used - throughout;a# versSs;;beihg''-'transppseâ hn .' y:
r,: . I,:.;;' ; ..v;// „
anticipatbry;giissando%^ ; ^ ' ■; / - ■' . //' r ;, ; /
,,wart(p-%e/ :W. ^  - '.'/.v-
^ quarter-tone higher .
^ 22
as in above
^ V alight alteration; of pitoh, in the direction indicated, leas; than a 
quarter-tone. ‘ ;
> accent '
[cO principal note of tonal pattern; tonic. Thé other notes in the 
charts of measured pitch have their importance in the ^calc.denoted by 
progressively shorter notes than the seraihreve-tonip,
^ slight extension of time value 
V/ slight curtailment of time yhiue
^wayering on a sustained note
,i notes normally, tied Or slurred, each of v/hioh; takes one vowel of a 
diphthong.
4/, /Lv mordent using intervals smaller than a semitone 
CO turn using intervals smaller than a semitone ,
two short notes and one long one ^ the note itself a tone below then 
a minor third above*
.V'^ Jr^ .Vrapid continuous beatingl like a drum roll*
first note slightly delayed
note slightly anticipated
: ' " : ■^■■' y ■■-, ' 2 3
^  to above part (used after double parts)
N  portamento (This often occurs with the usual final note omitted.)
^  ^ lur between two notes, the second being reached as the concluding 
note of the mordent.
k indicates thé pltohlcss beating of boomerangs
C» acoiacoaturfl '-
\ r' '■ ■ ' ■' -■ ■  ^ '■. here the; short grace ' note., comes...after the main note, but is not ■
attached to the following note, being still the same syllable as the
procgding note to which it is attached by a slur.
Solo. .::)0#',Ëâch verse opens with a passage sung by the song leader#
Ch. This indicates where , the main body of singers begin to join the song 
leader. ,ThiB is; not. an organised entry, but most voices join in the same
bar , ' ' - : ' ; "
Any particular number written, as, e.g# "No, 24", refers to that 
number in the Catalogue of Rhythms (pp# 38 - id ) ♦ ,
Metfonome markings are approximate Only, owing to the Irregular 
length of bars. . ' Where there is no motronbme speed';on a transcription it 
will be understood that this particular verse is the same speed as the last 
marking to ,appear. ; Unless oth#rwise-stated, ,-^ tliroughout one verse#
Notes transcribed in braokets are' notes-which are 'bàrelv audible in 
the reoorciings, often being performed on a breath iiitake,: or at the end :
a . - .  . . .  . ■ :
: '. 'Key^Sighatureo hWe:beon-''enoloaed i%squarè braokets to avoid 
confuaibh''With;west 'uoago'#- : _ ' vThev^ maih.,.objectibh'tb/uping -them/'for;'
avoiding excessive hooidentale is that whore accidentals do occur, they 
often do so in one, octave only* It: has thereforo; boon thought beet. to 
use these accidentals as ’key-si^aturos ’ only when the change occurs in 
both octavos - or where the range ,pf the verse doos pot . reach/the octave* .
;■ ' A'btbmloss' crbtchet'. (è)/ia;-iioed tp:;indioate ' thO;' piich-'bf'“hny- aOoidèntal/; 
v/hich is not found in our v/estern system of key-signàtureh.' '''Aft.er':'the' - 
not© requiring the accidental is sung for the last time in a verse, the 
;key^ signatiire/is^  superfluous,' and':is'oftoh/bmitted#;^  ^ : / ^
: Charts : of : measured pitch have beoh prepared fpr all transcriptions 
oompleted-.'.ih';Adelaide* ;-'/The0e/intervala;,arb"ho-1 Ongér/^ 'bdnsidered/of J/; 
sufficient accuracy for use in determining, acales, but,have been included 
as a rough tguide to the pitch uoed* ' The original methbci .of determining 
. 'these, iht ervals lacksthe..Vaoouraoy^  of the : more. receht/.wprk, disbursed - in ' , ■; 
the chapter oh scales (pp* 3oq ff. )*
/; :Uent-:’is;thè::hu^ .part' 'Of;One - tempered semitone* '" '■(Ah/.bbtav'e'-'/; 
« 1200 bents# ) /  ^ , -
'■Time-^ BiMaatur'es/^ O''all'' placed;4t; the beginhihg:of':!th,e''verse# in /
order-of •their'ocourrenc4v^ ‘'b''^'-''-’' : ' . / l ' / ' l ' 'V'
■ ■ ' ■: 2,5
The texts » àl 1 of Which are the work pf I'.hr# Btrehlow^have not been 
included in full * - One verse id made, up of u numbef of repetition^ of the 
text* One full version of the text is given, and thé beginning of. the 
repeat# One© the acqneno© ia clear, "**#,©to#" is used to indicate that 
the words:continue as already marked until "*# #* * * * ", after which follows 
the last; portion of the verse, or any irregularity in the sequence during 
the verse*
At. the beginning of each gr oup; of tranacriptions there appears I- 
(i) the title of the song
(ii) the record number-(e.g* fEX40gl)\
(ill) the side of the disc (©*g*. 2XBi8§v;or ,2)^189:)/
(iv) the dates from beginning transcription "%o opmpleting checking
(v) the out number, taking the outside of the ;ctiBG as but I
(vi) the vers© number, which Coincides with the Cut number in many cases,
as my numbering of th© verse©, is taken from the recorded 
■ performances# : ,
The early transcriptions were taken down iai g^eat .detail, and have 
been included as they were originally written since they supply much 
information on the' W#ll©r details of performano©# With more experience
the regular features became clearer and it was possible to differentiate 
between important and,.unimportant detail, and therefor© to reduce the 
complexity of the finished transcription# It will therefore be noticed 
that all transcriptions dated after IggS have less detailed notation#
Notes on Charts of./Meàauroâ Pitoh,;
'...Th©;charts::are, the result'' bf iWhrk'obmpleted Ih; Adelaiday :and; the :"•/ 
notation for all the appropriate verses hao been adapted to tixe mélodie 
outlines centaihed .in the bharts# : Tkl© #rk was done; with the assistance 
.of the Ààdio Broadcast:, 'B.eotion'.'Of -1 P'. M# 0 #/ bepar tm'ent ( South Australian//
Branch), Mr# M.I.Q* Iliffe, Woturer in the Bépartmçht; of Physiosj 
University of Adeiaicle, and also other members of this Department and the : 
Departmënt;.of; %tM)mtids-bf'Adel / :
. The method us ed to determine the accurate frequency of all notes 
was as :follows*/'/-An. audid:.'o0cillator ;type'\A5732l was- warmed, thehplugged 
through'h:'speaker''hidngsid#;.Which-anothér-i/èp^ kè^  reprqducédjthé required 
notes from the recprding#. : (The speed of the turntable was checked before 
..use# ) : bach note of the ohosén' verso., was taken separately 'an’dvrepeated".-
until the not.e prqducedy.by the%osoi:llatbr..:ooffe8poh6d Here some ; /
error: could ; occur, .âs it was impossible to. have the : two- notes soimdihg. 
together for any length of time* It \ms therefore necessary to sound /
One 'and--'immediately''fbliow/it-by-til©; other*-. , As thO:';o.doiliator-,.M hot, . 
have a sufficiently .ao,our ate scale for my pur po se, ai pieo e of paper kas.: 
placed, oyer the scale and the exact;position of each/note was marked bn the, 
paper* ;'/%These-hoteh were later, .reproduced-^ ib^ ïi-fhç;markings,;bh;'^  
scale and. checked on a finely calibrated oscillatorj the two tones being 
matched both through a spe^er and by use of a aero..beat meter* The 
freqUehqiea; thus-idotermined-werbb^hy /;''
Following the identification of the iutervf^  Is of each vèrae measuredÿ 
.iui/ attempt was made to locate a standard scale for the Amëwarà Tnàta^a 
Verses, eleven of which h^d bcen'isiudicd’^y-^ '^ T^his arrived at by
calculating the béht value of every possible interval; between,, any notes in 
the scales already taken*: The results were graphed and the final scale
inborpb&ated-, all; th© : important.'in fcervals ...whi'ch; ■appeared; aw peaks.,-on' the
'ii». From my . article The - Beales - of ■ some ■' Central Australian . BonA'sl - Journal 
of. # e  Ihterhational Folk -Musid^ :ù.oUndil.ÿ-'1958) X, 57#
' . : 2 7- :
The mathematical structure of this scale is as follows:-
There are three recurring, intervals5 the first, two when added, 
produce the third.
80 cento, which is smaller, by 20 cents, than a tempered semitone
220 " ** " larger, " " " , " " te tone
300 " , , " " a tempered minor third / ; ,
These were combined as f ollows : (the number. in brackets is that of the
interval between the two cent values)1-
0 220 300 520 820 1040 1260 ;; 1480 1560
(220) (80) (220) (300) (220) (220) (220) (80)
However, this representation of the scale can be misleading. By far 
the most important recurring interval in the transcription v/as one about 
520 cents. Now, it can be noticed in the first p%ce that the scale falls 
into three sections, 0^520, 520-IO4O, and 1040-1560, each of which is itself 
the interval of 520 cents, or slightly more than a tempered perfect fourth. 
The interval of 740 cents sometimes occurs as a passing note: this interval
is at a distance of 5^0 cents from 1260 and 220* Also, the intervals of 
300 and 820 are at a distance of 520 cents* Finally, another note which 
occasionally occurs in the transcriptions, but is not a fundamental note, 
is the one which is 520 cents above 820 - 1340. Hence, this scale, as in 
the music itself, lays stress on the.subdominant rather than the dominant.
The octave is exceeded. It appears hero as 1260 cents as opposed to 
our tempered 1300 cents.
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CHAPTER 2 2 9
Rhythm
"Rhythm is a ’bond’; - a discipline imposed on , 
rausic! and poetry in order to convert unshaped raw 
material into a well-wrought art"*^
In most so-called primitive music the prédominant structural element
is rhythm# There are many different uses made of rhythm by the native
peoples of different countries. A.M* Jones shows us clearly, in his
article entitled ’African Rhythm’,^  how the complexities of polyrhythm
are understood arid performed by the African native# , AgaiHvTreyor Jones
frequently mentions the rhythmic characteristics : of Northern Australian 
3music* Polyrhythm here plays an important role, and it is also noted 
that this Australian.music is isorhythmic, ■ Curt Sacha^ mentions that 
isorhythmio melodies are frequently found in primitive music and refers 
specifically to the Menominee Indians and the Arapahp Indians*
With few\except ion 3, the sacred songs of Central Australia are built 
on the one rhythmic pattern, be it long or short, which is repeated over 
and over again regardless;of. the melodic outline. Thus, this one rhythmic 
pattern decides the structure of the verso* Moreover, each rhythmic 
pattern has a function in relation to other rhythmic patterns in a large 
ceremony, and therefore plays an’important part in the form of a complete 
song* ■ .
The length of any particular rhythmic pattern is governed by the text.
Some texts have one short .pattern imposed on their various sections, while
other , texts have new, rhythmic material throughout ; in the latter case the 
rhythmic pattern is only repeated:whéh the text itself is repeated.
The accents in: the ext do not agree with normal speech accents, and 
much of the language of the texts is archaic#, Further, the syllables, are
1* Curt Bachs* Rhythm and Tempo. (London, 1953), 19*- 
2, Afrioa. xxiv* no.1# (London, January 1954), 26*
3* T, Jones. ’.Arnhem Land Music*, Oceania * xxviii (1957*58)» 23 ff*
4# 0. Bachs, Rhythm and Tempo, 47 & 48#
3;(
misplaced, the lines not representing complete words* This can he seen 
from the following example, (aX being the text sung and (b) the prose form 
of this text#
; (a) , Mamïwarâtnatïjjèi 
Lamîwaratnâtïjj éî 
Lâlârkil&üpându . ,
Mâlârkilânupâncu ' '
(b) Amewara tnatagala 
Ldrkalanopanama
The important musical application of. this is that the accents fall in the 
verbal text to coincide with the musical accents, and not the normal 
linguistic accents* However, this misplacing of syllables and accents . 
has a non-musical advantage if we bear in mind the fact that the content 
of the songs is secret# With the words jumbled as they are, the meaning 
of the song cannot be understood by an uninitiated person even if he should 
accidentally overhear a performance#
"The form of each verse results from the combination 
of à certain tonal pattern with a certain rhythmic measure#
Usually - 1 believe - each complete song will have the same 
tonal pattern running through it, but very often more than 
one rhythmic measure will be found in its verses# These 
rhythmic measures of sung versé correspond to the stress and 
quantitative metres of spoken verse; and just as in Classical 
European poetry iambic, trochaic, anapaestic, and other metres 
could be found in poems written by different poets, so certain 
rhythmic measures have a wide .distribution .over the Aranda- , 
speaking area*! .
In transcribing these sacred songs it soon became apparent that any 
variants of verses would be those with identical rhythms# It was then 
felt necessary to catalogue the rhythmic pattern of each verse in order to 
identify variants*- This catalogue produced much interesting material and 
made comparison of rhytjims more convenient# Metronome marks are mostly '
' '  ' '  I J - . . r - - U . U i i - J  . . . .  ^ • ' " " / / T "  : "'"'7 I T -  r  i n i r a i i  [ « « ■ ■ ■ . i n n r r i i n j r . i i T i  B i i r i - .111* 1: u i n .  r i r n r i T r n n r r  t -  -i r T T T r i n i i i i i i r m i i - i i l r - i i r T m n i n i n i i r r t  i i m .  n i n i r T - i T - T T  r i  'i. i .1. 1'.ji
1# Information supplied by T*0#H#S.#
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approximate, but those that were accurate indicated a slight degree of 
rubato in most cases, '
Each regular verso has on© basic rhythmic pattern,■which has been 
extracted to form the following catalogue#. Its main divisions, are 
governed by the number of bars contained in the rhythm# Thus we have 
1-, 2-, 3-, 4-^,. 8-, 9*^, and 14* bar rhythms. M^y of these
rhythms are divided into two sections, with each section repeated. These 
are placed under the number of bars in the pattern without repeats* with 
the number of bars of the whole pattern noted in square brackets# After 
each entry there is marked the number of bars - e*g# (6); then, where 
applicable, the niunber of bars with repeats - e#g#^  then, time-
signatures in order, starting with the smallest orotchet-beat si^ature 
and ending with the largest quaver**beat, or the largest brotChet-beat 
signature if there are no others; then, finally, metronome marks#
The following abbreviations have been used for idohtifioatidn of 
verses; - ' /;■
A*T# - Améwara/Tnâtaja Verses* .
. .G#B# - Gurh Bbhg. of B&lja#
A#I# - Intjéta:Verses#
K#K# - Kangaroo Bong of Krantji# . '
; T.T:. ,
H#Ii> , - Hohey-ihit Bong of Ljaba#
,S#Û# - Bong of Urumdna#
E#M# - Er#akura Bong of
S#]3* - Lower Southern Aranda Ulumba Bong of Erea,
U*G# - Unmatjera Oereraonial VorseB#./ - . ‘  ^ - ' - 3*A#E# - Lower Bouthern Aranda Arenana. Verso from Jrulitna#
. E.R. - Brëa Rain'V#aea,'\ . ' '• :
à.À.H.’ - - .üpper Southeijn Aranda, Rain Veraéa';from Mborawatna,
L#L# - L^tjid Song;of.Ljfeta#
: /"'/ : . W:/,:,:/ ■, .. • ■: '.'r. ■
(Where it is felt necessary, record numbers will also be included#)
- ■ / 3 2
Each main division of the catalogue is arranged in the following 
order. Firstly, all rhythmic patterns with only one time-signature, 
beginning with the smallest crotchet time-signature (usually ^ ), 
continuing with all the crotchet time-signatures in order, then theg 2
smallest quaver time-signature, (,eith«E*Q ; or g ) « Beoondly,/ those patterns
with two, three or more signatures, which are placed in order of the 
number of time-signatures and again the lowest bretohet.time-signature 
comes first; then foUqw all the orotchet time-signatures in order. 
Examples,.of. miXed/ quaver and crotchet beat time-^ signatures can be found 
in If os# 58 and 59» Here the/group is/placed ahead of 4, 'Ç, *0*,
because the higher number of crotohet-beats (t , ’t ) come before those groups 
with only one crotohet-signature# V/here all the signatures are quaver- 
beats they; appear after the combined ones just mentioned,,and again in orde] 
from the smallest# , *
\fherever two patterns have the same number of bars and the same time- 
signatures, the length of notes is the deciding factor# The first note to 
be considered is the first note of the first full bar. The pattern with 
longer opening notes is given preoéâepo® oyer one with shorter notes.
All metronome maikb,appear as,vih thç. transcrliDtions, together with the 
corresponding/ pfptqhet y^ brackets, - e#g# « 100 (#)« I50)# As
has been stated earlier, these metronome markings cannot be taken accurately 
owing to the irregular, length,of bars# , It has been thought best when 
transcribing to consider the standard tempo to be about J « 160, and all 
notation has been governed by this factor# ,In many oases it might have 
seemed visually better to have transcribed the music in/g- with ^ « 160,
but this has been avoided for the purpose of achieving uniformity#
\Vhere first- and second- time bars are required, the differing notes 
are written above the music, of the first-time bar# In the first section
they are followed by -- ^ (on to next section), and at the end of the
second section by — (da capo)#
The notes in square brackets at the beginning and end of a pattern
3 3
are th© aame* Where, beoaus© of the difficulty of repeats,, the upbeat 
occurs in the pattern only once (inside the repeat marks), this is also 
marked in square brackets# Thus it can be seen at a glance whether a
rhythmic pattern has, or has not, an upbeat. Where square brackets are
encountered at the end of a pattern which has both sections repeated, it 
will be understood that the bracket applies to the second time only# 
Comments on Rhythms
%n the next two groups, rhythms appearing next to one another. in the 
catalogue are not included* -Here are the rhythms which are intended to 
bear relation one to another, each group being from the one ceremony*
Nos* 3," 11#':' ' ,1;:.^ / ■ '4,,
" 17, 75. ■ ' /
.18, 68. // •
25# 27, 54, 58, 63, 94, 102, 106, 108#
" 29V 51, 99# 112#
" 31# 47, 52, 76# 92, 111.
" 49, 88, . , . ,
" 62, 93.
" 6ë» 84. ' ' , . , . ■ ■ , . ' i
" 69, 120. ; V
" 70, 86.
" 81, 119. -
" 97, 118.
" 98, 104. . .
" 105, 117.
Rhythmic re la tlon ihetv/aen verses o f d iffé re n t ceremonies are moatly 
c lea r from the catalogue. The: very oloçe re la tio n  o f Roe. 21 and 40 le
not c le a r, however, and Ro. I I 5 comes from a separate ra in  cycle to  Noe.
52 and 76.
A number o f oha rao te ris tioe  become more noticeab le  a fte r oloae 
examination o f the rhythms. They a re ,-  ' -
( 1) the fig u ro /f , e sp e c ia lly  in  a 4  ba r, and m o s tly /s :
; /; '-/h ; ' / ■', 3 4
Bos. 1, 1 2 ,,3?,:5T,r64> §1, 10%, 110, 119 (g times)
(.^■^45, 60 49, ;  29, SI, 99, 112 62, 9 / , / j ; ^  36, I I 4 .
(11 times alightly varied)
( 2) an upbeat o f â s ing le  note .( ^  or o r * )
Hoa. 4, 8-, 9, 10, 12, 15, 24, 26, ( j  32), 33, 34, 46, 99, 61, %0, 73, 78, 
81, 82,, 84, 89;,(J,86), 87y :88, ( j  90) , 92, 93, 98, 101, 104, 105, 110,
113, 119. (34 tim es)
(3) an upbeat of two notes ( yy , J73 etc, )
Boa. 5, 6, 17, 21, 22, 23, 28, 30,: ( 7 )  35), 38, 40, ( . ' - ' ' 43),i 47, 50, 65, 
66, 67, 69, 71, 72, 74, 75, ( j  •S'BO,; 95) , 96, ( J 97) , 100,' (T) 103),
109, i n ,  118) ,  120, 121, : (33 tim es)
(4 ) , an upbeat o f th ree notes w ith  the accent on the f i r s t  o f the 
three ( jT )  ,lT )  , 7 7 3  e tc . )
Boa. 13, 14, 18, 25, 3 9 ,:41, 68,; 77, X8 ,tim es)' .
(5 ) rhythms th io h , on Casual hearing, sound lik e  T v  . In  fa c t they 
are a •' 7  type o f rhythmy .Hence we fin d  many #  bars cons is ting  o f -V 7  
ra th e r than a ?  bar , o f )  .- 4 ■ ■■■■■. .  - .
(6) rhythms without any upbeat.
Bos. 3, 7 , i l , .  27, 29,-, 4 ft ', 53 , 54*,: 58», 63*, 89, 99, 102*, 106*,; 108*, 
112, 116, 117, (18 tim es)
Those number© marked with an aaterlak are also dieouêeed under (7)#
(7) There are éomé yersea v/hioh, although thèy appear not to have an 
upbeat I really have one extending over a number of notes or even several 
barsi , The verses in the first section of the Gura Bong of Bulja appear 
to have an Upbeat ext0nd.ing over the whole of■ the first bar. They may be 
verses without upbeat, ahd hence, their inclusion (with an asterisk) in (6)# 
The first bar could equally well be considered simply as a preliminary 
movement towards thé stronger beat of the next bar. For a further 
oxtehsioh, over more than one bar, see number 79;# ' This is surely what -. 
Curt Sachs excuses himself fpr calling "the clustered upbeat on the 
downbeat".
Here are some features of the rhythm of this music which are not 
shown in the catalogue,
1, C, Saohs^ Rhythm and Tempo, 349*
/  ; ..........  : . , ■ , 3 5
The music is invariahly acopmpanied by :sp#e of moveinent - 
dancing^. mlMng or; the, décoration of the bodies of/the performers/ 
or of thé èacrëd ground associated with the oeremomy to be performed*
When the music is the actual accompaniment to a dahoeV the-stick beating 
coincides with the dancer, and not necessarily with the melodic rhythm*
There are not many examples of beating tp be found in these recordings, 
When, there is beating it is often practically inaudible for much bf the 
- verse. However, the fpllowing,verses give a clear indication of the
rhythmic intentions bf the/performers* - '
■Akar’Jhtjéta /Verses-1, ;3.#'4 ' ./' ■
- Tjilpa Bong of ilbalihtja Plain - verses 27# 28/-29j 3 3 /-
'/ Southern Aràhda Ceremonial Verse from ErUlItna* ' V-;
' In:verae 1 of the Akar’ Ihtidta Verses the melcdic/line: is in/^ :^^ ile'^
the beating ie in ^ /^begihning :bn:.:tbe/seoPnd crotchet beat, /of/-the .mélodie^
line* >- The rapid beating is always intended to accompany oerenmrniali/
quivering by the dancers# ■ / ' /
■ï ' ' ' ' In Verses 2 and 3# where ;the melodic line is syncopated, the beating
/ always cpincides with the strong béat of the melodic line. , Inverse 4
there is only occasional rapid beating* -
■ In the Tjilpa Son^ of Ilb^lintja Plain, versé 27 has regular beating
on the first and third crotchets of a 4 bar# Veiae 28 is an interesting 
' Vll , . . . 4  V K . . /example*/ • The melody proceeds in alternating bars of ^suid 'g# and the
beating in a continual J pattern# Beginning in the bar, the taps
fall on the third and fourth beats (the crotchet é# the sticks even though
it falls on the first beat of the -bar, is not the accented teat)# Then
in the bar the: tapping occurs on the first, second and fourth beats, the
last being the accented quaver which precedes the orotohet oh the first
beat of the # bar# 4f added interest, and further proof that the quaver
is the accented beat, this same verse is repeated (hovf verse 33) and the
1* I feel sure :that this method: of beating is frequently used, but have 
insufficient material at present to prove this point#
V' . / V ' . " ■ ■ ■ ' 3 6
beatinglB/ih' / (ÿk phe-b^ / : j.. r _. AgaÏA, the. aocénlied„ beat
(the only beat) falls on the; third quaver of the Lbar, and the first and 
fourth quavers of thé ^  bàf♦ In both cases the two separate rhythmic 
patterns coincide on an accent ©very nine quayersy :i>0# every two bars, 
Vbrse 2$ has regular ■orotohet beating in ^ • v ' The Southern : Aranda 
Ceremonial Verse from Efalltng presents a further example of,polyrhythm*
The melodic rhythm consists of three bars of ^  , One of ^  , one of| and one 
of g ,* . The beating is in, ^  throughout, with only one accented beat. in a 
bar* These accents fall qh the .following beats of the melodic linet- 
the third and sixth' quavers of ..the bars | the second, fifth and eighth 
quavers of the ^  bar; the second, fifth, eighth and eleventh quavers of 
the g bar, In:fact»-..as in the tjilpa verse* the beats fall every three 
quavers* This is very like the method used in .African band-Clapping, 
although .there several different beating parts are often combined# and to 
my knowledge, there is never more than one beating part at a time in the . 
Central Australian music*
The irregular verses in this collection have less rhythmic interest 
than the regular versés. These are musically enjoyable, but place more 
emphasis on pure melody than do the regular verses* It would aeera to be 
true that "
"rhythm necessarily withdraws to a subordinate role 
wherever expression fcouses on melodic inventionj but 
,*• melodic invention aCoepta a .rear position wherever 
rhythmic intricacies, engage the oential attention*!*2
The rhythm ; of the regular verses is full of vitality* Even in the 
qdieter songs, éuch ''as the Gura Bong of Bui j a* the. rhythm is a living force 
Which moves the song on from vers© to verse* This particular song has a 
great deal more freedom than, have most of the other verses, and it is . 
doubtless this freedom that gives the almost languid feeling to the early
1* As discussed in A*M# Jones, ^African Rhythm’# 
2# Ç * Bachs * lUiythm and Tempo, 371 *
: _ / . ■ 3 7
part of the song# The metiouloualy strict rhythms never give the . 
slightest suggestion of monotony in any of the verses.
The results of this examination of a very limited nuiÀher of rhythms 
from Centrai Australia seem to indicate a high form of organization in 
the music. There is nothing.haphazard to he found here, and indeed it 
would seem that this is a cultivated and complex art which manifests a 
high degree of intellect#
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It ig impossible to trace the legendary travels of the band of 
toteraic ancestors,.usually called the fetive Cat horde* They are 
known to have crossed many tribal boundaries, but each tribe only retains 
that part of the myth which concerns the IJative Cat ancestor during his 
stay in their territory# The investigatdm is constantly referred to a 
more southern area to locate the place of origin of these sacred beings, 
and is eventually-informed, that the tjflua horde arrived in Aranda 
territory from South Australia. There is some suggestion that they may 
even have travelled from the great salt sea (probably Spencer’s Gulf). 
Unfortunately, the myth has not been located among those South Australian
tribes which would have fiurther knowledge on this matter. It is knov/n
■ ■ ^that the various tiilpa ancestors travelled through the lands of all the 
Aranda, Unmat j era, Kaititja, II par a, Italia, and Kukatja groups*^
(i) The Simpson Desert Hative Oat Centres
It v/as, originally thought that the whole of the Simpson Desert Kative 
Cat song had been lost# However, in 1953, while Jlr* Strehlow was inland 
making recordings he came upon a mm of about 56 years of age, whose 
father came from the Simpson Desert and who had been instructed by his 
father in one of the Hative Oat . cycles. This man recalled another 
Simpson Desert man still living, who left the area in 1921 and was 
approximately forty years old. He, was then living at a station south of 
Lake Eyre* This man was finally located in 1955 aRd the complete song 
and myth was recorded from these two informants assisted by four or five 
other men who, in their youth, had been present at these festivals though 
not personally belonging to the Simpson Desert group. Here is a brief 
outline of the myth.
The Simpson Desert till pa centres are linked by myth with Port 
Augusta (situated at the head of Spencer’s Gulf); According to local 
myths, tufts of red down came floating from the sky on a young t.iilpa
1. Aranda Traditions contains# at the end# a useful man with all these
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ancestor who originated on a plain north of the MaoDonnell ranges* Hé
wished to ascertain from where these tufts had oome, so he headed south,
travelling over thousands of miles of sandhills, desert, and gihhèr plain
country until he finally reached Port Augusta*
There he saw a huge pole standing in the sea* This pole was so tall
that it touched the skyj» The wind, obviously had carried the tufts of
down from this pole to the place where he had been in Central Australia.
Finally he secured the pole (tnSt^tlfa) from the local totemio ancestors,
•6and it was taken back to Central Australia by a large band of t if il pa 
. ^ oestors from Fort Augusta* The pole is called AmSwara* which means
Milky Way* This is because the natives believed that the Milky-Way
touched the ground, and that where it touched was the foot of the Milky
Way pole. Indeed, the pole stretched .across the. sky like a second Milky
V/ay* '
The whole song falls into a number of sections, each of which describes 
one part of the journey* firstly, the parts concerning the tjflpa 
ancestor’s journey to Port Augusta, then that part describing the Journey 
of the party going.back north with the pole. This journey took the 
wanderers through approximately six South Australian tribes before the 
Aranda territory was reached. The verses relating to these southern 
portions of the journey are the property of these South Australian tribes. 
The Simpson Desert Aranda group preserve only those parts that describe 
the journey through their own Area and.also those verses which describe the 
.pole as I it; stood in the sea at Fort Augusta,
-There are two different Simoson Desert tjilpa cycles. One is 
performed on the flood flats of thé lower Finké river and the other is 
performed in the centre of a vast plain; These totemic centres in the 
Simpson Desert could stage ceremonial cycles in good sé^^ons when the clay 
pans in the desert and the lagoons in the lower Fihke were filled with 
rain or flood waters. On such occasions the Biinpéon Desert group which 
normally lived on the lower reaches of the Finke was obliged to visit all
■ ■ 5 3 ■'
the ceremonial sites in the Bimpson Desert and stage the cycles celebrating
the mythical actions and wanderings of the totemic ancestors. Two of the
most important: of these cycles were those relating to the wanderings of the 
tjilpa ancestors mentioned here*
In pre-white days all males in the Simpson.Desert would assemble, in 
good season, at both of these sites and perform both cycles associated with 
this myth. Each cycle would consist of approximately forty separate acts, 
each of which related an incident in the story of the Native Cat wanderings 
in the Simpson Desert area. Each cycle took approximately two months to 
perform in full, generally at the rate of one act a day with sometimes 
several days between acts* During this time the men stayed at a camp of 
their own, away from the women; a number of hours each night were spent 
singing the songs *
There are approximately 300 couplets in the recorded verses, many of 
which would be repeated several times in the course of the cycle* However, 
one group of songs, perhaps comprising fifty verses, was sung each night*
Each; of the cycles concluded with the : revelation of the Port Augusta 
pole* For about a week before this, verses describing the pole were sung. 
These Amevmra Tnataja verses,were not secret (although sacred) but were
* ■ * * * "  i W P  I f . . . . . . . . III! wmm» m ■ '*11 11% # , I ~
known by all adult initiated men of that area* '
(ii) Araewara Tnatarja Verses 
The singing of thèse verses, as might be expected from a camp of 
energetic and enthusiastic men singing a commemorative song which was closely 
associated with their own existence, is vigorous and lusty* Each verse is 
begun with great enthusiasm,,but does not end abruptly or with any sense of. 
climax,
' , V Each couplet in the text is, expanded to form a verse of usually about 
thirty to forty bars# The couplet is repeated until the particular act 
referred to has been completed by the dancers. It is the à*Ong leader’s 
task not only to begin each verse, but also to conclude the verse* This 
is done simply by gradually lowering the intensity of the voice until it 
becomes almost a whisper, and* then stopping. It can bo seen from the
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transcriptione that the stopping point is not fixed, hut, that the fade out 
is effected whenever it is suitable for the other performers#
The following features of this ceremony have attracted my attention*
, 1# Each verse is divided, into three parts#-
(a) Working from upper G to B (tonic)* The actual sequence of 
notes varies from verse to verse# ^
(b) Upper B to lower G* This is usually.indistinct in pitch but 
follows the same idea in each verse.
(c) The repetition, usually slightly altered,. of (a), only one 
octave lower.
2* The scale always descends.
3# A most interesting feature of all the Central Australian songs is
the method of breath intake* Quite unlike our own practice under these
circumstances, thé, native frequently omits an important syllable. The 
breath intake is always audible, almost vocalized* Mr# Strehlow suggests, 
as a probable explanation, that the singers must never have a pause in their 
sacred chants lest the magical power, which these chants possess, be lost#
4# It often happens that some of the group, when singing either
section (a) or (o) of any verse, come dov/n to the 4onic earlier than the rest
of the singers#  ^This gives rise, to, singing in thirds, and sometimes closer 
intervals, a practice that is perhaps the source of Wallasohek^s remark#
’’babillardiWe has declared that the natives^sang in- thirds, 
a statement which DonWiok appears to doubt"
5* The detailed study of the ,dcale and intervals of this ceremony 
did not in any instance display.an octave. The average sise of all 
possible intervals of an octave was found to be about 1250. cents. Thus, 
in descending from the upper tonic to the lower tonic, the native usually 
exceeds the octave, -
6# , A1though:the verges, recorded are folt to have the same tonic
throughout, ,-the pitch actually varies, and drops slightly towards verse 44, 
after which it is raised a semitone to the original pitch in verse 45*
1# R. Y/allaschek, 40#
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The fail is probably due to physioal tiredness, as it imst be remembered 
that these men would have been singing and dîmoing for many hours prior 
to these verses being performed* The.subsequent rise was no doubt due 
to the inability of most of the singers to reach the lowered tonic 
comfortably* In verses 40 and 41 the tonic in the lower octave is quite 
definitely sharp, and this would seem to indicate that accurate intonation 
was impossible because the pitch'required was out of the singers’ vocal 
range*
(iii) Musical Analysés ^
(a) Form
The vefses are divided into,.groups, each group containing couplets 
describing one aspect only of the pole* As soon as the desoription in 
the poetry changes the theme and the rhythm are transformed to suit the 
new clroumstanoes*
Verses 1 - 1 2  (Transcriptions on i>p*5?-^v
The first subdivision is from verse 1 to versa 12* These verses
describe the supernatural tjllpa ancestor at tho foot of the'Milky Vlay pole.
Here are some of Mr# Btrehlow’s translations of the poetry
At the foot of the Milky Way 
He sends out flashes of lightning
At the foot of the i^lky Way 
' He is trembling, violently#
At the foot of the î,1illty Way 
Ho gleams like fire#
At the foot of the Milky Way 
He glows rod like fire#
From the trunk of.the Milky Way
Flashas of lightiiing are shooting out incessantly
From the trunk of the Millcy Way
A bright red glow emanates incossmtly* '
These verses are basically in a ^  rhythm throughoi## Early in the recording
as a background to some of the versos, there can bo heard the ma^ i^o sound
(contp. 73)
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of the hullroarer* This is produced by a thin hoard attached to a cord,
and whirled over the head of the executant ,
Comments on Verses 1 -» 12,
The short solo passage at the beginning of each verse is sung by the 
song loader to indicate what the, text will be. The chorus entry is not 
organised, but the singers all join the group as soon as they know 
definitely what the words are going, to be* , By this time the verse is at 
its dynamic peak, tmd the gradual vdiminuendo is broken only by a rest 
which is followed by a somewhat louder entry. This renewed enthusiasm 
soon fades, and the verse ends in a mere whisper*,
The main breath intalce in these versos is at the end of phrases.
Mostly there is a rest after the fourth phrase,_,md one 'or more rests later
in the verse* Verses 8 and 11 are the only examples with rests late in
section (o), and in the latter case it would appear that the chorus had 
already decided that the verse had ended. , ,
Verse 1 has frequent extension of time value at the end of phrases,
but this is insufficient for these bars to be considered as bars,
.. . 8In verse 2, and indeed in many oases throughout all the transcriptions, 
and not only of this ceremony, it can be noticed that there are two notes 
on the syllable *Par* * In later transcriptions I have often, avoided the . 
temptation to write two notes in these cases, because it is doubtful whether 
this is indeed two notes, or whether it is an auditory illusion caused by 
a prominently rolled *rJ*
The rhythm of the opening of verse 5 io the only example so far located 
in all the music being discussed in this work where the initial rhythm is 
not that of the rhythmic pattern* At first I felt this to be the song 
leadererror, but it will be noticed that there is no hesitation on the 
part of the chorus, unless the extension in the second bar be so 
considered* The easy switch from one rhythm back to the established 
rhythm of verse 1 makes mo wonder whether there are not perhaps a set of 
verses using thèse two rhythms combined# The opening rhythm seems more 
suitable for the accentuation of the words than doos the usual ^  rhythm.
In verse 9 there is confusion in the singing in the seventh line, the
two most prominent parts being noted.here*
In line 2 of verse 11 there is an unexpeoted. ,G sharp in the second 
part which is written below* This 0 sharp is shortly used'by the whole 
group, and its appearance in the body of the verse, rather than at the
opening, is unusual* The sixth line of verse 11 shows another common
feature of this music - an anticipatory note for which there is no 
syllable in the text* This is the extension of the anticipatory glissando 
which is to be found at the. start of many phrases, especially after a rest* 
The habit of gliding from one note to another is very common in 
aboriginal music* This tendency is more usual in descending,passages, 
as a jump upwards is mostly token ,without sliding* However, these verses 
oooasionally display ÎU1 ascending glissando (e,g* verse 4» line 4, bar 5)*
In verses 1, 4f 5f 7? 8 and 9 there is an interesting use of two
slightly different notes - D and ^ D* ‘ It can be seen from the chart that
the interval,is very small - 12 cents* Perhaps the second note is slightly 
lower in pitch because the singers have anticipated the descending 
passage* •
In verse 12, line 6, bar 1, the already syncopated beat is 
anticipated from here to the end of the verse.
Verses 13 * 15 (Transcriptions on pp. 70-7^) .
The next subdivision consists of verses 13, 14 and 15* These three, 
verses refer to the pole itself. The poetry is more easily understood if 
we remember that the natives thought the Milky Way stretched down from the 
sky until it touched the ground, and that where it touched was the foot of 
the Am^wara pole*
At the foot of thé Milky, Way,
The fnat^tja pole is standing* '
At the foot of the Milky Way,
The ceremonial pole is towering up
At the foot of the Milky Way,
This is the place where it shook off its foam
' 7 5gThe rhythm is how contained in a % bar* The melodic outline, though 
slightly altered, is fundamentally the same# For the first time we hear 
the voices of the younger boys who give us a further example of an upward 
glissando before singing an octave higher than the rest of the group*
This happens at the beginning of section (b) and continues to the end of 
the verse*
Comments on Verses 13 15
An interesting note,has been added to the original transcription by 
, Mr* Strehlow* “Araewara Tnataga (* the base or trunk of the Milky Way) is 
here used as the name for Port Augusta*.
The anticipation of the third beat in many bE^s (o*g* bar 1 verse 13) is 
similar to that already noted in verse 12* This particular rhythm, and 
that of verses 2 and 3 of the Honey-Ant 3ong of Ljlâba (No* 14) presented, 
the : some diffioulty in transcription* : , Both were originally talcen as 
^ /I { j j. 1 but, /as such, were not entirely satisfying. It was then
found that, by considering them as rhythms, anticipation of the third 
beat was frequently used* This mostZy likely caused the confusion in the 
original transcription* .. In the Honey-Ant verses the diacritics in the 
text give a strong accent to the syllable on this third beat*
The scale outline varies slightly from that of the previous section 
and the descending passage seems more purposeful* ' The only rest occurs 
in the three verses, twelve bars before the end, before the start of a new 
phrase* v
Verges. 16 - 21 (Transcriptions on pp*
The third subdivision of verses is from 16  ^21* Here it is the 
young tjilpa ancestor : from the plain north of the HaoPonnell Ranges who is 
speaking: ' . ...
The Milky‘Way has drawn me to itself?
I claim as my o\7n {this pplej that ..has drawn mo to itself.
These verses are really in a — rhythm;throughput. The tempo is' slightly 
less than the first group of verses (crotchet for crotchet) and slightly
7 6
more than the verses from the second subdivision, verses 13 - I5* How­
ever, if we consider this present group as a ^  rhythm, d « 72 is 
considerably slower than the previous J- « 92, and less than half the 
opening speed of J - I58* This probably accounts for.the more stately 
character of these, verses* .
Comments on Verses 16 21
Again there is a,slight change in the scale outline* However, these 
verses are surprisingly accurate in pitch. The opening of verse 21 is the 
only occasion when the usual opening outline is not followed, and then the 
difference is slight. Verse 20, line 1, bar 3 is flatter than usual*
Verse 16 has several extra notes which do not take a.syllable of the 
text, e*g* line 2, bar 1*
, bine 2 of verse 21, has a reduced version of the. usual ornamentation 
of this subdivision of verses.
The main rests fall at the end of phrases, this time nine or ten bars 
from the end of the piece*
Verses 22 - 32 (Transcriptions on pp*F^-^^
The verses in subdivision 4 are used as love charms.
At the foot of the Mlky ' Way,
The pole which stood in the deep excites all who view it.
In these verses we have the first example, in this present work, of 
the very common feature of alternating time-signatures. We have bars of 
•f, {ji and occasionally^* Only 32^ (39 out of 12Ï) of the rhythms in the 
catalogue, had bars of equal length and of these, more than a third wère 
one-bar groups where there is no option but to have a single time- 
signature* It will therefore be realised that these verses are not 
exceptional frpm the point of view of rhythm*
Comments on Verses 22 - 32
A similar occurrence is to, be noted in the first verse of this new 
rhytlm as was mentioned regarding verse 1 - a slight rhythmic irregularity 
in relation to. the standard rhythmic pattern* In bar 1 on the second line 
of verse 22, and in m^y similar bars throughout the piece, there are leas 
than 2& beats where all later verses hâve a full three-beat bar* In verse
7 7
1 the time value was extended; - here it has been reduoed. It would seem
that the rhythm of the opening verses often requires a little time to
stabilise itself. Again in this verse, line 7, bar 4, there is an
anticipatory note*
Verse 23 has a slightly different descending passage (line 4, bar 3),
and indeed there is not the same degree of uniformity v/ithin section (b)
in this group of verses that has already been found in the previous sections#
In verses 34J 25 and 26 there are two notés, on the syllable
The phrasing of these versos, carries over into the repeat of the rhythmic
pattern which results in alternating long and short phrases* However, it
can be seen (e*g* verse 24, line 5/7)2tr 2) that there is sometimes a rest
at the end of the rhythmic pattern (which is also the end of one complete
statement of the text), but this rest occurs in the middle of the long
phrase* . . .... .
There are two solo entries in verse 24 which may supply useful
information* They are in line 2, bar 1, and line 8, bar 4# Here the
singer uses . the second note on the diphthong as an. anticipatory note to
the next phrase* This may .well , be the explanation of the instances where
these extra notes occur after a diphthong* However, many are found after
syllables which do.not contain a diphthong, and here an extra vowel must
be used, or the last one repeated. In either case this technique could
be viewed as a further attempt to avoid definite breaks in the text. :
Sufficiently unusual to be of interest is the existence of the
interval of a major third, to be found in verse 25, line 3, bar 2*
Verse 32 has less chromatic alteration of notes than the other verses
of this subdivision.
Verse 33 (Transcription on p. 7^^
Verse 33 io a most interesting one* It is unique in Central
Australia* so far inland a description of the sea is most surprising*
The verse describes the pole as it stands in the sea at Port Augusta*
6The music itself is in a -g* rhythm throughout, and for the first time in 
this ceremony intentional and artistic use is made of intervals smaller 
than a semitone. (cont. p. qs)
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Commenta on Verae 33 ^ 9
The text which waa originally given to me, prior to making any 
musical transcription, contained the following syllables for bar 2, 
line 1, and bar 3, line 2:
guberrgwo^
Therefore, my transcription again oohtained an extra note for the syllable
*berr*# However, on re-hearing the work following my transcription,
HhTf Strehlow substituted guberegTsrciu" thus making text and music agree*
Verses 34 and 35 (Cf* transcriptions bn pp,70-71)
Verses 34 ^ nd 35 are repetitions of the verses in subdivision Z*
There is very little difference in, these verses, the only important points
being the absence of anticipation of the third beat, lack*of octave
singing and, in verse 34^  a very sharp final note* Ho transcriptions,are
included here for these verses# , ' - -
It frequently happens that the song leader calls for a change of
rhythm to avoid undue monotony# ; We therefore find verses 36 - 39 -
still descriptions of the pole at Port Augusta - quite, different to
any earlier verses. Again, the use of small intervals is intended for
special effect* ,In these verses,, particularly the first two, the result
is like a glissando which has,been stopped very briefly at certain points
in its descent to the main note. The regular 7* rhythm here may be% '-r 4 cmisleading* This could, be , or it could be ^  with the. long note at
the beginning* However, I prefer to enter hero the,tranBcriptions as I
originally felt them to be, and not as I might afterv;ards feel they should
be# (sec pp. 101-/0^ ).
Comments on verses 36 - 39
The tonic in section .(a) of these verses is a semitone flatter than
previously. - The lower tonic is much the same as in the other verses,
and is therefore sharp in relation to the upper tonic* The interval in
line 4f 1 of verse 36 (c-a ) is larger than the interval which is to
be found at the same place in previous verses.
In verae 37 the chorus .seem uncertain about the words for lines 3 and
9 9
4 of the text and therefore wait for the song leader to sing these by 
himself*
- Verses 38 and 39 have slightly different opening bars, and the 
interval in verse 39, line 4, bar 1 is now larger? than before (J-a^ ). 
Verses 40 and 41 (Cf« transcriptions oh pp#
Verse$4p and 41 ' are variants of verses 2, 3> 10, 11 and. 12 in, the 
first’subdivioion. They conform with the remarks made concerning the 
early verses, and differ only in text and in the i ever a e 'position of the 
two separate parts of the rliythmib pattern in veise: 40* The ^  bars are 
mmg first. ; {  ^ "  : ; -• ■ ^ -
Verses 42 - 46 (Tran.scrintions on pp* log-fif)
Verses 42 *7 46 are closely related tc the verses of the second 
subdivision (versés 13 - I5), the rhythmic pattern being slightly altered 
and the tempo reduced* To. assist in comparing rhythms I have not used 
minim beats in time signatures at all* These verses obviously have only 
two.beats in the bar containing the triplet orbtohet, and therefore may 
have been better written in a 'g- rhythm.
Comments on Verses 42 - 46
Kests appear more frequently in these verses, especially in verse 43* 
The pitch of the first three verses of this subdivision .seems rather 
awkward. ‘ This uncomfortable feeling is not present in verses 45 .^nd 46, 
where the opening pitch is much higher. ; The pitbh becomes more settled 
from here to the end! of thé ceremony*
In verse 46 there are many double parts* There seems to be general 
uncertainty as to what is to follow^ although double parts do not always 
imply Uncertainty* For instance, the figure as it appears in this verse 
on line 4, bar 1 has. appeared before, and is probably a favoured 
ornamental device* .However, the double parts in the descending passage 
give rise to unpleasant intervals, the single occurrence of which indicate 
the'error*
. Verses 47 and 48 (Cf* transcriptions on pp.7^ '^ 3^ .
Verses 47 and 48 are repetitions of verses from subdivision 3# . The(cont. p. 115)
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moat notaMe différence ia the higher pitoh of the opening (A ) and the 
entry; of the chorus; in verse 47* In this latter case the song leader 
has descended to the tonic^  but thé chorus enter with the opening phrase 
starting .on A., thus producing a simple canon. Otherwise the similarity 
of the verses mfikes the inclusion of tfansçriptioîis unnecessary*
Verses 49 and 50 (Transcriptions on nn* -
Verse,49 ia very closely related to the verses in the fourth sub­
division (verses 22 - 32). Ihis being so, the later part of this 
ceremony has been using repetitions of early rhythmic patterns. îhus wo 
see that verses 34 and 35, and 42 - 46 find their early counterpart in 
verses 13 r 15, verses 4  ^and 4I in verses 1 - 12, verses 47 and 48 in 
verses.16 ^ 21 and verse 49 in verses 22 - 32* Is.it possible, then, that 
verse 50 is related, to verses 36 - 397 I think so, although this is hot 
apparent when listening to them individually#
Comments on Verses 49-and 50
In verse.49, line 2, bar 5, there is some confusion regarding.the 
words* The reason for this is explained by Ih?. Strehlow when he states 
that this is the first vorçe of this Amfv/ara Inâtapa which begins with a 
verb* Hence the singers are not .sure what the opening words of the 
couplet should be#
Verse 50 has the last notes of many phrases slightly lengthened, as 
in verse 1. ,
(b) Rhythm
The following rhythmic patterns comprise the, material from which these 
50 verses have been built. If we remember, that the melodic outline varies 
little throughout the work, it will be roaliaed that the main interest 
lies in the rhythm*
Before each rhythm is placed the number under, which this rhythm ,appears 
in the catalogue containing the rhythmic patterns,of all regular verses 
in this collection* The marking under these rhythms is as follows*
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Taking first the l,arge subdivision a, as set oiit above > the following 
rhythmic relations are now clear#
Subdivision 1 \ 2 . 3 , 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 (1-12) ' . 8
2 (13-15) 6 9
3 (16-21) 10
4 (22-32) 11
5 (33)
6 (34, 35) 2
7 (36-39) 12
8 (40, 41) 1
9 (42-46) 2
10 (47, 48) 3
11 (49) 4-
12 (50) 7
There are six clearly different rhythms which could be bhlled ly 2, 3, 
4, 5 and 6 (subdivision 7)* Prior to rhythm 6 there is 2a, and after 6 
comes la, 2a, 3a, 4a, 6a# Only 5 has no repetition in any degree*
Some subdivisions may be similarly divided#
Subdivision 1 has two distinct rhythms, with verse $ slightly different 
at the beginning# Considering the verses on each line to be the same 
rhythm, we see the following pattern emerge* as in the over-all picture, 
there is a central rhythm different to “che others in the group although, 
in this case, closely related to them*
1, ,4, 6, 7, 8, 9
2, 3, 10, 11, 12
; 5. ; \
Subdivision 2, has the same rhythm fox all verses.
Again, subdivision 3 presents only one rhythmio pattern.
The fourth subdivision (verses 22 to 32) is arranged similarly to the 
first. 22, 27, ■ 30, 31, 32
23, ,24, ■ 25, 26. 28, 29
1 1 9
This time the central part is represented Tby the three identical 
verses 24, 25 and 26#
Verse 33 is the only verse in this group whose rhythm is not repeated 
in any other verse#
After this verse, reference is made to the rliythm first contained 
in verse 13, in verses 34 and 35*
The group of identical rhythms from verses 36 to 39 (subdivision 7) and v 
the later group from verses 42 to 4& (subdivision g), are separated by verses
40, and 4% which repeat the rhythm first contained in verse 2#
Although verse 42 is not rhythmically identical to verses 43-^ 46, it can 
be seen that it is more in the nature of an extension of the other rhythm 
than an entirely different rliythmio idea* .
Verses 47 and 48 are identical to the verses in subdivision 3, and are
followed by new material in verses 49 and 50 (which are related) to
subdivisions 4 and 7 respectively*
(c) Conclusions
These Amewara Tn^taga Verses are a carefully shaped collection of
musical ideas* They maintain the one melodic outline throughout, and
conform to a plan of rhythmic relationship which holds this sequence of
short songs in a closely knit form#
( iv ) Tjilpa Song of.the' Ilbalintja f ;
Ilbalihtja is one of the moat important ceremonial sites in the
Northern Aranda territory* It is actually a bandicoot centre - the most
important site for this totem in Aranda territory - but it was considered
the real initiation centre of the local group. It was here that the iclcura
ground was laid down, and the iQkura festival celebrated. , This latter
was the important occasion, when young novices, v/ho had by then passed all
the excruciating physical tests of manhood, were first instructed in the
cycles, chants and legends of their own clan.■ /Although Ilbalintja was a bandicoot centre, many other lesser totems .
1. Parts of the appropriate myth appear in T.G.%*B. Aranda Traditions , 39.
120
were represented, at the itjkura festival, as they also had small centres
close to the main Ilbalintja ground* Among thee© were the rarka (sun) 
totem Of XlbaHntja, the ntjuiamba (honeysuckle tree) totem of Tjoakana 
und the tjllpa (native cat) totem of M^ lal^  Intlndka* The members of 
these totems all had close male relatives who belonged to the gura 
(bandicoot) totem of Ilbalintja,'and were therefore obliged to undergo 
the final initiation rites at this centre, before receiving **the final
stamp of citizenship which entitles them to a recognized placé in the' ' ' ‘ ' 1 social and cultural sphere of their people",
Many visitors were invited to attend these festivals, . All totems 
with sacred obj èct s or ceremonies connect ed with the Ilbllintj a.st orehouse 
were represented and all the ceremonies connected with this area had to 
be performed* The festival, lasted for several months, and much of the 
time was spent performing bandicoot cycles, which took precedence over all 
other totems to, be represented at the festival*
However, the;lesser totems had also,to perform their ceremonies, and 
those included, as v/ell as the three already mentioned, the tjilpa 
ceremonies of Jutatna, Banga and Ragiagata and also thekgul^a arintja 
(evil, dog) ceremony, of Ankota*
The Tjilpa; Song of the Ilbalintja Plain describes the travels of the 
tjilpa; horde passing from -lutatna to MSlaï* Intindlea* Verse 1 celebrates
the departure from Jutatna, the native cat méh looking at their footprints
in the sand before passing through the resin-bearing spinifex tufts on
their journey* Versé 34 (the last verse) relates the incident where, at
Malal* Intinaka, they are frantically digging for v/ater* As the verses
all relate to geographical features on the route, the secluenoe of the verses
will always be the same in performance*
. " Verse_l
XSï^ïtj â/• * • ) They hear the orders sounding forth*
, ’'Farewell Jutatna, marked with our 
footprintei"
1* T*0*H#S* Aranda Traditions* 100,
Verse 2  ^(ïbatjaiinjai *,*)
Verse 3atjSmbâlai *,,)
1 2 1
"Go through the splnifex resin, go 
through the splnifex resin;
Go through the sticky resin, go ti^ rough 
tho-sticky resin Î”
The sound of the büllroarers, the sound 
of the bullroarers is drawing near*
Verse 4
j irkolal * ♦ * )
Verse 5
Covered with bullroarers, covered with 
buliroarers, they are drawing near*
Through the mulga thicket the bull- 
roarers arc sounding, - 
%ere the trees are wet. with dew*
jerse 6 is composed of the same spoken word;^  
Verse 14"/"JT '"'J"' ' • \(Jawurima .**) "bet us hurry along, let us hurry along: This wind is fierce and keen, this wind 
is fierce and keen*"
Verse 20 
’(¥tou&êra ***)
Verse 22 , ^
(kSrkScurkeli‘ * * * )
"Fathers and sons, let us make[our 
bodiesj slippery with blood;
Fathers and sons, let us surround our 
waists with decorative bands!"
6'he reference in the first line to 
"blood" is to its use as a fastening 
medium for the down used in 
ceremonial decorations^
With their little toes they are 
dragging thorn along;
In the prongs of their feet they are 
dragging them along*
f^ Them" refers to the ceremonial poles 
which are being dragged along in this 
manner by the travellers^
Verse 25
Xrjatjrtapaururkga *#♦)
Verse 26 -
l^ Tjaparîrï **»)
Verse 271 peltjkalânâré *» * * )
Verse 28
(jdtjitemSlëltja *•*)
Verse 34
jMrnleinte'ina »,.)
. : 1 2  2  ;
"Swinging along 1 et us. pat s march : 
onward ih a hand, fathers and sons; 
With waving, tails let us mar oh onward ; . 
in a hand, fathers and sons * "
: [I'he tjilpa wanderers sometimes wahder 
along looking like men, at other times 
they assume the shapes.of native cats^
"With tails raised aloft let us march 
onward in a hand, fathers and sons; 
With waving tails let us march onward 
in a hand, fathers and sons I"
"Look at those cat footprints, at those 
cat footprints;
Look at those spotted men, at those 
spotted ones !"'
^*e* the spotted cat men are looking 
at each other, also at their tracksJ
"We oats, ruffled by the winter wind, . 
We cats shall never throw off our loads*"
^Louds" refers to the ceremonial gear 
they are carrying^ <
"IToU boyish-mouthed ones, keep digging 
into clay, keep digging into clay!You cat-mouthed ones, keep digging into 
clay,-keep digging into clay!"
The individual verses in this song are all’used for 
singing during the decorating of actors for the various 
. tjilpa dramatic performances; and most of the verses can 
be sung as acoompahlments to thé dramatic, performances,. 
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1* Information supplied by T*G*H*S. Most of the translations here appear 
in the manuscript of his mOst recent book "Songs of Central Australia" 
which \7i 11 shortly be: published. ;
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Pomment à on Verges 1 -> 34 ( Tranaoriptlona on pp* ' )
, It ehould/bo noted that the transcribing of these verses was done under 
.different conditions to those,of the Amewara Tnataga Verses, and this may 
account for differences in ornamentation# . The earlier, verses were 
transcribed from long-playing discs, while these present ones were taken 
from tape recordings which could be reduced to half speed* It is ; 
noticeable, for instance, that although the tonal outline is very similar ’ 
in the Ilbalintja verses, to that of the previous cycle, the falling third is 
often noted differently* .Instead of a gradual,slide from the higher.to the 
lower notes, there is a mordent which terminates bn the second note#
Jlarked."^  ^,; it is to be - found first in verse 1, bar 1# ■ This feature was 
only heard at the slower speed, and it may be ;that it\is also used in thé ' 
Amewara verses which have not been heard other.than at their correct speed* 
Thèse t,iilpa verses conform quite closely to those already analysed*
It. is believed that any one complete song (i*e*, in .this case, all the 
separate tpilpa songs from the various totèmio centres) will be performed 
throughout in the.one basic scale* . There seems to be no reason to contradict 
this statement in the small variations’we-find here* The three sections - 
(a), (b) and (c) are. again present,.although section (b) is very rarely 
clear, and has frequently been transcribed as a continuous glissando. This 
is because even .when a note is sustained, the wavering in the.voice makes . 
pitch recognition impossible* In many instances section (a) is very short. 
The only marked difference between the two cycles (from a mUsioal point of 
view) lies in the greater rhythmic variety of the llbdlintja song*
In section (b) of verse 1 there ..are two separate glissando parts which 
last for a minim, after which section (c) begins*:
Verse 2 has ;a very .short, section (a) which is followed by singing in 
3 parts, a'not unusual occurrence* : The ornaments .are. executed'after the 
note to which they belong* :
Section (b) of verse 6 is interesting,: One part repeats the. tonic
while the other part descends to the mediant in the lower octave; immediately 
the upper voices' descend while the.lower part continues on the mediant*.....
f.
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Contrary to. expectations, the two parts unite ôn.the suhdominant, the 
lower part rising to meet the other voices* Later in the verse (line 6, 
bar 5) similar use is made of the small interval as that of the Amewara 
verso 33 (see p*97 .)•
In verse 9 there is a tendency'to performas two even notes, and to 
extend the tied note, thus making ^ into à | bar#
Although verses 10, 11 and 12 have been represented here by the 
transcription of verse 10 only, there is a alight difference in the texts*
In verse 10 there are seven syllables in the second complete bar* 
tupintaliraliru 
In verses 11 and 12 this is extended to
tupalatirikalatin = . . ' . '
and, again bar, is noted thus;
In the second line of the couplet of verses/11 and 12 the verse 10  ^ bar 
is again used*
The beating in verse 16 may start sooner; one becomes aware of its 
presence rather than actually hearing it be^in* .
In verse 18 the long bar occurs eight times. Of these, four are ^  
bars and four are |.ones* The ^  signature was adopted tliroughout for 
convenience of notation, thus eliminatingJ_J^* Verse 19 is a variant with the
same text as 18*
The. opening' of verse 20 is very faint* There is, a late chorus entry 
which does not happen in the variant (verse, 21)*. The singers were by then 
familiar withVthe pattern' scad text, and entered in the fourth bar*
'In^vérse 25 thé beating seems, to have little organiaatioh except for 
the fact that there are two beats close;together, the first being they '/ ,accented one .(' ' )• Again it is possible that much of the beating is 
inaudible* The pattern perhaps conforms with the idea of regular - (or # ) 
beats, the accented beats falling as follows*«
. ) M i l  ;
This type of beating does occur in some places; the above pattern would
1 4 7
suggest that there is a heat présent in line 2, bar 2, which has not been 
heard* The Same would appear to be the case in verse 26. These two verses
■ are surely;aiming at the regular beating heard (clearly) at the end of verse 
28, and in its repetition (verse 33), which has already been discussed in 
the chapter on rhythm ( see p. 35 )*
In verse 2? there is regular beating on the first and third crotchets 
of the ^  bar.
Verses 2g and 30 are the same as one another. To begin with there is 
extension on the minim, making the first four bars g instead of, as later 
becomes evident, .
The beating in verses 31 and 32 is almost the réverse of the idea of 
imposing a dotted crotchet beat on a predominantly duple melody. Here the 
boating is a regular crotchet rhythm while the vocal line progresses in bars 
of nine and thirteen quavers. As before, the rhythmic pattern always has 
the beating in the same place; in this two-bar pattern, the accents of both 
parts coincide every second bar.
Rhythms of the Tjilpa Song of the Ilbalintja Plain
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There le a great variety of rhythm in those verses* No clear 
divisions exist> hut there seems to he a definite plan of rhythmic 
relationship# The more closely related verses in the following chart ^p.l5l) 
are not marked in brackets#
Although there are no definite divisions, those verses can he 
considered in three separate groups# The musical thought is continuous 
(as was the journey it portrays) Eind there is close relation between 
individual verses in different groups# The grouping chosen is based 
mainly on the common relationship of the verses of one group.
The first idea we can get of the form of these verses comes from the 
rhythms related to versell; the open, unoomplioated rhythm that is here 
suggested is found in verses 1, 7> 16, 17» 22, 23 and 34# If we take 
three subdivisions as follows*
(1) verses 1 - 1 2
(2) verses 14 - 19
(3) verses 20 - 33 - .
with verse 13 rhythmically unrelated but undoubtedly part of. the, structure, 
and verse 34 closely related to the opening verses, we find that the 
rhythm mentioned above occurs centrally in each subdivision - verse 7 in
(l), verses 16 and 17 in (2) and verses 22 and 23 in (3) with verse 34 in 
the opposite position to verse 1* There are close relationships, between 
sections# Verses 2, 29 and 30 unite the opening and close of the song
1 5 1
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K*B» Versé 22 has here been opnsidered in notation of double duration 
as in verse $0 of the Améwàra verses (Fo* 11)
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more than would verses 1 and 36 alone* Verses 3 and 16 bring (l) and
(2) together as also do verses 7 and 18* Verses 8, 10, 20, 25 and 26 
/  unite (l) and- (3) while verses 27 and 16 help to bring closer
connection between (2) and (3)# Throughout the 34 verses there is an 
alternation of the open rliythms already mentioned# and more complicated 
rhythms. Verses 1 and 2, subtly connected/ are not rhythmically 
complicated* Indeed, their very simplicity is a musical joy. Verse 
3 is more extended while verses 4> 5 a^nd 6 have rhythms of progressively 
. more complex, natures* Verse 7 takes the listener into the realms 
rhythms while still retaining much of the naturalness of verset
Rhythmic tei:i9ion ebbs and flows like this throughout the. thirty-four 
verses* It is never static, never uninteresting. The great wealth of 
rhythmic variety throughout the Tjilpa Song of the Ilbalintja Plain is an 
important discovery which proves beyond doubt that.rhythm is the 
predominant element of this Australian aboriginal music*
(v) Unmat.1era f.lÙpa Verae . ;
- (from the Tjilpa Song of Aljitjarinja*)
This verse was recorded during the ceremonial festival held at 
wélatjàtara in 1953* Various acts were presented by individual 
Unmatjera:visitors; they were performed from a number of unrelated 
cycles from the Unmatjera area*
Both text and music are almost identical to verse 27 of the 
Ilbalintja song.
This similarity is due to the fact that t^ è. tjïlpa, totemio 
ancestors celebrated in the Northern Aranda Tjilpa Song of the 
Burt Plain later on continued their journey northward,into^the 
Unmatjera area - aéoording to^the myth passing Aljitjarinja 
on their way. Hence the Aljitjarinja song has a number of . 
verses with v/ords similar to those of the If or them Aranda song*
(vi) Remarks on the Three Hative Cat Songs ‘
There are certain .similarities between these three separate Hative 
Cat songs which would seem to indicate that they are musically to be
L T.G.H.S*
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considered aa one work* Mention has already been made about scale' - :outline in, this regard; rhythm, in the same way, has inter-cycle 
relationship.
The Unmatjera verse was originally transcribed as identical to 
verse 2? (Uo. 21) of the Tjilpa Song of the Ilballhtja Plain. More 
careful examination revealed that the Unm^tjera men actually held the 
dotted crotchet for an extra quaver, thus making the rhythmic pattern
a e n - 4 - n -t- j  30 »
Amewara verse 50 (Ho. 11) and Ilbilintja verse 22 (Ho* 3) are 
rhythmically identical except for tempo, only hére, unlike the last 
relationship, there is a small difference in pitch, ;
Amewara verse 33 (Ho* 24) and Ilbalintja verse ,18 (No., 9,1 ) are 
variations of one another.
There are at least two verses with musical similarities between the 
Amewara. and Ilbalintja songs which apparently have no. textual connection* 
These arex-
- A.T.. verse 13 (No, 13) and T*I* verse 2 (No# 5)
A*T* verse 22 (No, 51) and T,I. verse 20 (No, 57)
We must therefore not only pause to fadrriire) the, musical structure of 
a small portion of a song, but realise that it has widespread musical and 
textual relationships* This, perhaps more than anything else, must impress
on the mind of a Western musician v/hat tremendous feats of organisation and■ . . ■ ■ ■ : . ■ memory are involved in the Central Australian musical tradition.
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Gu3:a Song of Bui j a ,
Bulja is the general name given to a cluster of individual 
gura (bandicootJ toternio oentrea situated to the west of Ryan's 
Well in the Unmatjera area. The original Unm&tj era owners of 
the gdra songs and ceremonies of the Bulja region left their 
country, years ago and went to Alice.Springs* Here they died, 
after passing on these songs and ceremonies to some Northern 
Aranda men, in whose area there was ' situated the North Aranda 
gdra ceremonial centre of Ilbalintja, which was linked by myths with BÜlja,.
In 1953 Rubuntja and Iliakwata, the last two surviving 
Northern Aranda men who had been instructed by the original 
Unm^tjera owners in the Bdlja traditions, performed a number of 
the ceremonies .from the O^ra Cycle of Btilja and s^g the 
appropriate bandicoot verses at the.edge of the Bdlja ground- 
painting, The latter was put down before the Opening of the 
cycle, and until the close of the cycle^  a portion of the Cdra 
Song had to be sung every night by men sitting, around the edge of the ground-painting,'
In the G^ra Song recorded on disc PRX4O22 -,
. Versea 1-19 are the verses associated with the ground-painting. 
These had to .be sUiig every night, and were not used for any of the ^ 
dramatic (acting) performances. The gura ground-painting of Buija 
(like, that of Ilbalintja) was regarded not merely as a sacred object 
from which g^fa ^ aridicoots would emerge at the Close of the dramatic 
performances cbnstituting ti^ e B^ lj a Cycle I it was believed to be 
also the mother of grasses ; and flowers in the district, and the 
source of rich healing powers. Consequently many of these special 
ground-painting verses celebrated flowers and^fiasses, and others 
could be sung-independently as healing charms by the Unmltjbra 
medicine men*
At the end of verse 19 the song leader ushers in a Change which precludes 
any musical reference to.this group of verses, by saying words which mean*
"And now wipe out ^hia section] , - let the song take â 
different turning,
Verses 20 - 44 are the ceremonial verses, some of which were,always 
included in the chanting around the ground-painting, coming after the 
special ground-painting verses. They relate to-the various dramatic acts
1, These details were supplied by T,G#H,S,
b:,
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of the /yura ceremonial..cycle. ; , Burihg the. staging of each act, only one 
verse was performed,' and that verse concerned the Supernatural personage 
revealed in the act*
These verses also had an independent. existence* They could be : 
performed during the day when the actors v/ere being decorated and objects 
fashioned for ceremonial use in the bandicoot cycle*
As this song is secret, and known to only a few older men of the gura 
totem, the singing, especially in the ground-painting verses, is much less 
robust than in the tjilpa verses# which are commemorative. The singing 
is rich and smooth, and quite unlike the harsh quality sometimes heard in 
Australian aboriginal singing*:
There is remarkable consistency of pitch throughout the whole song. 
Although there is a marked difference in rhythmic, structure between the 
two separate groups of verses, they all have the same melodic outline*
What slight variation there is in the tonic is imperceptible. Frequencies 
as taken for verses 5, 20, 35 and 44 revealed respectively 110, 109, 111, 
and 110 c*p.s.
The structure of each verse is still basically isorhythmic. In verses 
1 - 19 the rhythmic pattern has many variations,and some.time-signatures 
which appear on the transcriptions have not been included when isolating 
the rhythmic pattern* •
Tbe beautiful performance and excellent recording of the Gura Song of 
Bulja rndkef" it a suitable vmrk for close examination of detail. This 
exânîination, .emphasises (the; aocuraoy of performance as well as the rhythmic 
.■freedom, which is frequently found*
Verses 1 - 19 (Transcriptions on pp. )
Throughout this; section there is a definite plan for the internal 
structure of each verse, arid this plan would seem to override the elsewhere 
dominating influence of the rhyth^c pattern. Only verses 1, 7 and. 19 do 
not adhere strictly to the (blan ? (#ese. beihg : varied slightly.
Each, yerse. i(Witb-the except'ïpn of verse 2, which begins on the second 
syllable) startSwwith the opening of the text. The rhythmic pattern in 
moat of thesé.-^ yerses is repeated at . least twice during one. complete statement
. ' ;■ : . . (cont. p. 177) '
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177
of the text# The pattern varies slightly, some bars being longer or 
shorter when repeated# Always, at the end of the first statement of the 
text there is a rest (usually a orotohet rest) before the repetition of 
the text# The second part of the verse is almost the same as the first 
part, with the variations in the rhythmic pattern often repeated at the 
same place in the text# Again, the second and third parts are divided by 
a rest# The third part is much the same as the first, but transposed down 
an Octave and inoomplete* Hence the verses are in ternary form and the
sections could be called al, al, and a2#
In verse 3 the rhythmic pattern is repeated eleven times* four of 
these repetitions constitute al, and the next four thé second statement of 
al; thé final three repetitions form the reduced and transposed a2# In 
verse 4, where'the rhythmic pattern is twelve bars in length, al and the 
complete form of the rhythmic pattern are the same* Only ten of the twelve 
bars of the pattern appear in a2# It is significant that the verses where 
the rhythmic pattern and the statement of al are identical were the only 
verses in the group associated with the ground-painting vfhose rhythm lost 
none of its freedom in the process of isolating a rhythmic pattern#
Comments on Transcriptions
There are two characteristics which recur in nearly all verses# Firstly, 
the slur which is found in the g bar (e#g# verse 2, line 1, bar 2); it seems 
that the vowel is almost repeated on the tonic and that this and the next note 
form a separate slur# I do not sugge^that this actually happens, but this 
impression - the feeling of a new start in the slur - was so consistent that 
the divided slur was adopted to indicate this in the transcription# The 
fact that the vowel is not repeated here is clear from the slur over the 
first three notes# Where this figure.occurs on a diphthong (e#g# verse 
line 4, bar 3) the second element of the diphthong forms this last slur#
Secondly, almost all diphthongs sung on a sustained note have a slightly 
higher' pitch oh the first note, giving rise to the notation J #
Verse 1 has three added upbeats which d.o not occur in thé rhythmic 
pattern (opening upbeat; line 2, bar 4) and line 3, bar 3)* This verse
has a very short rhythmlo pattern and, together with verae 7, is 
unusual* These two texts omit the
"initial (H);jall - (« the spoken jala = "lo!"), which 
is to he found in all the remaining verses relating 
to^the^^omid-palnting*  ^Thus the second verse 
(dalipatâçaljâ - bu / nhâral # * *) is composed' of the spoken words- .
Jala ilhalbatja nàücanana,
^  ^  ^  / 'Jala ipitaija Ijâbunbaral
which means - -
ho, the dweller among the.ilbalba grass, -
Lo, let it the bandioootj rise up out of tho deep pit!
Vafse 7 (Maretare! tontelanei .•*) is one of the verses 
whose singing v/as believed to raise grasses in the area, thewords being -
Aret afeta intulanama, 
Intiljihtilja intulanaraa,
The verse means -
The aretarota grasses, are rising from tho soil;; .
With flowering tips they are rising from the soil"*
This would partly explain, why verse 1 has a much shorter rhythmic ■
pattern* However,. I feel that it does not explain satisfactorily the
complete change of rhythm which is found in verse 7 only *'
The variations that are to be found in the first nine verses (apart
from those already mentioned) are concerned mainly with the frequent changes
in the length of bars; e*g* verse 8, line 4, bar 3 and line 7, bar 3 where
a 3 bar, which is expected, is replaced by a |* one*T In verse 10, line 5, bar 1 it has been necessary to reduce the figure
which usually appears in a g bar, because the lower part is the correct one
and those, who sang the upper part realised this*
There are several examples of delayed entry in, verse 11, while in verse
17 there are likewise found some bars where the first beat is anticipated*
There is confusion about the start of a2 in verses.10 and 18* .
1; Supplied by T*G,H*S*
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An ,interoating second part appears in a number of verses. It is
and, although it is essentially a duple pattern, is found in
verse 3 (line. 2, bar 4) in a ^ rhythm, verse 8 (line 2, bar 4) in a ^
rhythm, and verse 12 (line 2, bar 4) in a J rhythm,
Bhythms of the Gura Song of Eul;ja
Verses i - 19
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%e fo llo w in g  chart o f rhythm ic re la tionsh ipd  should make c lea r the 
arrangement o f th is  group o f verses. :
verses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ÏQ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
1 5 6 8 9 10 13 16 19
2 3 4 8 11 17 18
3 (same as 2) 2 4 8 11 17 18
4 2 3 8 11 12 ' 17 18
5 1 6 8 9 10 13 16 19
6 (same as 5) 1 5 8 9 10 13 16 19
7
8 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 13 16 17 18 19
9 ■ 1 9 6 8 1? 13 14 15 16 19
10 (same as 9) 1 5 6 8 9 13 14 15 16 19
11 (same as 2) 2 3 4 8 17 18
12 4 18
13 (same as 5) 1 5 6 8 9 10 16 19
14 9 ' 15
15 (same as I 4 ) 9 14 '*■
16. (same as, 5) 1 5 6 8 9 10 13 19
17 (same as 2) 2 3 4 8 11 17 18
18 2 3 4 8 11 12 17
19 (same as 5) 1 5 6 8 9 10 13 16
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The rhythm of the opening of this section is the simplest in the 
whole of this group from verses 1-19* Verse I hot only lacks the 
initial (l&%li mentioned hèfore, hut is also the only verse (excluding ?) 
Y/ithout i^\ J - tacked on! to the end of the pattern* The rhythm first 
heard in verse $ is the ext ended form of verse 1 using the ahove ending.
We find this longer rhythm,in verses 6, 8, 9» 10, 13, 16 and 19*
A still longer form of the verse 1 rhythm is to he found in verses 
2, 3, 4,8, 11, 17 ‘and 18.
Verse 7 has a rhythm unrelated to any in the entire song.
There are two other rhythms not yet mentioned* They are those 
found in verse 12, and in verses 14 and 15* However, when thèse; new 
rhythms first appear, they do so as one.half of a long rhythm, the other 
half already heing familiar. Thus the rhythm of verse 12, although not 
identically .noted, is foreshadoYæd in verse 4 (comlbined with the verse 2 
pattern), and later clarified in Verse 18 (also comMned with the verse 2 
pattern). We first .find the pattern, of verses 14 and 15 in verse 9f 
there allied.to the verse 5 pattern*
It can he seen from the chart ahove that verso 8 is related to all 
hut four of the verses*
The overall form could he considered as foilo\ysi 
verse 1 is the.germinal cell from which all later rhythms (except 
verse 7 ) have developed* .This development has taken two different 
courses in the verse 2 i>attern and the verse 5 pattern. Each of these 
links up with a new rhythm and thus makes the versé. 12 and verse 14 
patterns integral parts of the structure* However,, if the formal idea. 
continued no. further, there .would he. tvro distinct subdivisions in this 
section, each using one.of the basic rhythms. By combining these two 
basic rhythms ; into one pattern, verse 8 prevents this division and becomes 
the central unifying element in an already well organized musical 
composition* Only verse 7 remains unrelated, and it thereby takes a 
similar place in this song as verse 33 does in the Am^wara Tnatatja Verses.
(cont. p. 196)
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In. the ceÿemonial verges, the rhythmic pattern’ returns, to its : 
important function, and there are .no deviations from the standard .. 
pattern* This is probahly hedause .these verses'are primarily for use 
as the accompaniment to acting and dancing, which reguirea regularity, ' 
'.where the earlier verses were aasQoiated with the increase of local 
■bandiooots-by meano oÇ chanting over the ground-painting.
GommentB on Verses 20 - 44- -
How closely the.melodic putline remains the same as in verses 1 - 19 
can he seen in the slur figure which is retained.in these verses (e.g. 
verse 20, line 2, bar 2). ■ ■
In verse 21 there is a very clear example of an important syllable . 
being omitted for a breath intake (marked in brackets* line 3, bar l). ■
.... Another indication of the tonal relationship between the two groups, 
of verses appears in verse 22, line 1^  bar 2, where the former figure y 
, j has now. become W  • : Later in this verse there is singing in
three parts?, aftèr one bar the two lower parts unite and three, bars 
later the singing again reti,irns to unison.
■ There seem to be three .separate rules which are generally adhered to, 
when a slur is found bn.a diphthong.: They are all represented in verse.
■ 23, and aret ■ 'Vvy;;' ; A.y - ;/■ . . ; '
(1) when the slur is, on one sustained note, tîxè vowel change comes 
either on or before the first crotchet (lino 2, bar 1)? ,
(2) when the slur is over diffèrent.notes the vowel change is delayed 
until the last note, which note takes the second vowel (line $, bar 1);
(3) when the two forms are combined in double parts they each retain 
their individual usage (line 3, hur 3)^  These general rules have been 
followed in .the vast maj ority of .cases. where the change has been . , . , .
, noted. After checking this result carefully with 'iiiany examples it v/aa. 
no longer felt necessary to note these particular features In,transcriptionj
■ hence moat verses transcribed after the date 28^8.58 .do not include 
definite notation for vowel changes on a slur. It is to be understood
1 9  7tha t the above ru les are observed.
Verse 24 has a very long rhythmic pattern o f eighteen bars* In  
l in e  5? the singing in  s ix ths extends fo r  three bars; here one group 
o f singers has begun the section at the lower octave sooner than the 
other group*
Verses 26, 27, 28, 38 and 39 are the same and the tra n sc rip tio n  
fo r  only verse 26 is  included#
Again, verses 30 and 31 are the same as one another* In  lin e  4 
o f verse 30 the parts are w idely separated -* eventually by the in te rva l 
o f a major tenth#
In  verse 33, lin e  2, bar 1, the sy llab le  has been omitted, and the ■ 
fo llow ing  solo a rises, because the singers are w aiting  fo r  a clear 
ind ica tion  of: the te x t fo r  th a t line# Verse 33 has a very short 
rhythmic pattern* The great va rie ty  o f rhythms in  these bandicoot 
ceremonial verses is  ind icated to  some extent by the fa c t th a t th is  verse 
appears as Ko# 1 in  the catalogue, while verse 24 appears as Ko, 120, i.e *  
the second longest rhythm.
Verges 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42 and 43 are a l l  the same* The
tra n sc rip tio n  fo r  verse 36 is  used, as the singing o f th is  pattern is  by
then well, established* O n til the reappearance o f the verse 26 pattern 
in  verses ,39 and 40, there is  a descending passage (section (o) o f the 
t j ï lp a  verses)* This is  not w e ll executed and is  omitted in  verse 40 
w ith  much b è tto r resu lts* I t  is  used again in  verses;41 *43#
Verse 44 is  a s t i r r in g  concluding item in  th is  group.
' Rhythms o f the  Croira Bon/? o f Bulia  
Verses 20 *  44 .
a ± 2.
ù,.l. c .ao,v-ap.
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The3?9 is  ,not the same degree o f. re la tio n  between theae rhythmic 
patterns as there was in  those o f verses 1 ’«19* ;. Many rhythms do have 
features th a t , l in k  them w ith  other patterns,.and;several are c lose ly , 
re la ted* In  the fo llow ing ,chart o f rhythmic re la tio n sh ip , the verses 
. which have features in  common, but,are not in  themselves c lose ly  re la ted , 
' are w ritte n  in  brackets. Repeated verses are no t'inc luded  in  the chart.
verses 20 21 22 23 24 25. 26 29 30 32 33 34 44
20 (24) (29)
21 (32)
; 22 (29) 30 (32) (44)
23 (24) ;25)
24 (20) (23) 25
25 (23) 24
26 ‘  32 . (33)
29 (20) (22) (30) (44)
, 30 22 (29) (32) (44)
32 (21) (22) 26 (30) (44)
33 (26)
34
44 (22) (29) (30) (32)
. 2 0 0  ■
There appear to  be four main groups o f verses# A ll  the. verses in
a group are re la ted , some by having elements common to  another verse
(e.g . verses.32 and 33 are not c le a rly  re la ted  to  each o ther, but are 
both re la ted  to verse 26)* The four groups are*
(a) 20, 21, 29, 30, 31, 44 
; (d) 23, 24, 25
(o) 26, 27, 28, 32, 33, 36, 39
(â) 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41» 42, 43.
Tlieae may bé divided again, and here (a2) applies to  a section o f 
verses re la ted  to ,th e  o r ig in a l verses marked (a l) ,  w hile  the seoond 
appearance o f (o l)/an d  (d) ind icates rhythms id e n tic a l to  the e a r lie r  
verses marked (d l)  .and (d ). ' , ; . '
Thus v/e a rr iv e  at the fo llow ing , in te re s tin g  formation»
(a l)  20, 21, 22
(b) 23, 24, 25
( c l)  26, 27, 26
(a2) 29, 30, 31
(c2) 32, 33
(d) 34, 35, 36, 37
( c l)  38, 39
(d) . 40, 41, 42, -43
(a3) 44.
There is no indication? in the information I have received about this 
part of the odra Son^ T of Biilia» that the verses are always performed in 
the same order. I think it unlikely that the order within the smaller 
groups would be altered, and the overall pattern would not be greatly 
affected by the.change in order of some of these sections*
CHAPTER 5 on 1^ / V . ,  2 0 1Verses from the Jiramba (Honey-Ant) Sonff o f L.iaba
Ljaba, s itua ted  on the boundary between the Northern and Western Aranda 
areas, was the main honey-ant cen tre .fo r the whole o f the Aranda tr ib e . 
■The ceremonial ch ie f o f Lj&ba was a very important and h ig h ly  respected 
member o f thé t r ib e .  He was e n tit le d  to  the h o s p ita lity  o f those 
groups which had legendary lin k s  w ith  the honey-ant hordes which 
migrated from IJ a b a ., This included honey-ant groups in  the,Unm^tjera 
and Kukatja tr ib e s* The ch ie f could v is i t  such places as the Western 
Aranda Roulbmaulbina, the Unmatj era Korbula, Arambea and Ilbmanopuntja, 
and the Kukatja Popanja, and be a welcome and much honoured guest.
À portion  o f the Honey^Ant 8on# o f L.iàba is  presented here. Study 
has been done, by workers, in  Sydney, on a; larger se lection  o f the versés 
from th is  song, but these have not yot appeared in  p r in t*  This is  
unfortunate, as the two Unmatjera jframba verses from Arambea may w e ll 
be re la ted  to  th a t portion  o f the song while presenting no close 
connections w ith  the yeraes which I  have transcribed. Although I  have 
labe lled  these verses numbers 1 to  17, th is  does not imply tha t they come 
before the other portion .
Comments on Verses 1 *  17 (Transcriptions on pp*2ûZ'^/0 )
The s lu r- f ig u re  to,be found in  most o f the verses (e.g . verse 1, 
bar 3) is  s im ila r to  that found in  the seoond section o f the Cdra Song 
o f Bù lja  (ppf%5 ) . The scale ou tline  is  s im ila r, although the grfra 
verses employ a major th ird  where these honey-ant verses have the minor 
th ird .  Like the Bu lja  song, there is^no section (b) as the centra l part 
o f the versé, but a leap o f a s ix th  to  thé\;jDeginning o f the re p e tit io n  
at the lower octave.
'  *  -, The rhythmic fig u re  • • '  is  not common in  Aranda music, the fig u re  
found in  verse 1 (# Z) being the more usual form. Hov/eyer, a sharper 
form o f the same metre is  more often encountered and appears in  verses 
5 and 6 as the pattern (cont.p, aiO
1* Taken from T.G.H.S. Aranda T rad itions, 53#
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In  verse 6, l in e  3? b a r,1, there is  an example o f a note being 
^awallowedV -  i . e .  being sounded only as a vocalized breath-in take.
The chorus entry in  verse 7 is  delayed u n t i l  the s ix th  bar, and 
in  verse 8 u n t i l  the. e i^ t h  bar# In  th is  las4 mentioned verse there is  
a tendency to  shorten, the minim o f the g bar (e#g# l in e  1, bar 3)# An 
inopraplete,form.of section (b) can be found in  the lower voice, part .
( lin e  3, from bar 3 .onwards) which resu lts  in  p a ra lle l s ix ths  and octaves. 
The s lu r - f ig u re  o f.Àhis verse is ^ in d is t in c t and could have been noted as
A ; > v  : , ;Two la te r  examples of **swallowed" accented sy llab les  occur* They 
are in  verse lO i ( lin e  6, bar 5) and verso 13 ( lin e  5, bar 1)#
Rhythms o f the Honev-^Ant Son# o f L jib a  ..
; ■/1.1 i ;*  f.
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The fo llo w in g  ohart o f re la ted  rhythms ahows th a t th ie  portion  o f
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verses 1 2 4 5 . Ê 10 12 13 14
1 (8) (10) 12 13 14
2 5
4 T . " ■
5 2 6
6 '■' 5', '
7 4
8 / $ ) (10)
10 (1) 8
12 1 1? 14 ,
13 1 12 14
M..„ ; 1 12 13
(Verae 15 is  a va ria n t o f 13> and 16 and 17 o f verae 1#)
SuM lvis ion  .1 ^  Ver ses 1 # 16 and 17 ' ^   ^ ^
The s tructu re  o f the seventeen verses is  s trong ly un ited hy the 
re p e tit io n  o f the verse 1 pattern in  the la s t two verses# Although 
a longer pattern than usual fo r  an opening verse, i t  nevertheless 
contains the elements o f moat o f the rhythmic m ateria l which is  la te r  
used#
Subdivision 2 ** Verses 2^1
These-verses are not c lose ly  re la ted  to  those mentioned above, and 
introduce figu res  which do not.recur elsewhere. There is ,  however, 
organ!2îed in te rn a l s truc tu re , versos 2, 3 and 5 being c lose ly  re la ted , 
also verses 4 and 7, ahd again verses 5 and 6,
Subdivision 3 "  Verses 8 ^  11
The rhythms w ith in  th is  group are a l l  c lose ly  connected# They have 
evolved from the use in  verse 1 o f the unaccented quaver.
Subdivision 4 ** Verses 12 ** 13
Again, the rhythms o f these verses are very c lose ly  re la ted  to  one 
another. They also make constant reference to  the fig u re  ^ found 
in  verse 1«. .
The overa ll design is  one which, when the main idea has f i r s t  been 
announced, immediately incorporates the new m ateria l o f subdivision 2, 
then gradually works back; , (through the next two subdivisions) to  the 
re-statement o f the opening idea.
Two Unmatj era Jiramba Verses from Arambea \
Ar&mbea is  linked  by myth w ith  XJaba#■ As mentioned e a r lie r ,  the 
ceremonial ch ie f o f LJaba would be welcomed at such centres as.Arambea, 
as he was ch ie f o f the most important Aranda honey-*^t -ceremonial s ite .  
However,, even th la  h igh ly  respected man was not permitted to  claim 
ownership o f any but the Ljâba honey-ant cycles, a point which the 
fo llow ing  passage c le a r ly  i l lu s tra te s *
(cont. p. ZI6)
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216"When Makarln3a, . the ch ie f o f the honey*-ant pmara . hutata o f Lj aba, was showing me a l l  phyaioal ohjecW  o f 
aacred a ign ificanco a t h ia  own ancestral home, he pointed 
out to  me almost c irc u la r , curiously  ahaped v a lle y , A 
legendary iiramha woman from Ar|mbea in  the fa r  north had 
come ; to  hjâha and begun excavating the ancient s o il  in  quest 
o f honey-anto, The va lle y  represented the re s u lts  o f her 
marvellous e ffo r ts  w ith  her magic digging à io k , Then he added in  a whisper*
must not re la te  to  you.the, s to ry  o f th is  woman. She 
came from Ar^mbea, from the oouli*ry o f the Unm^tjera. I  know 
the s to ry  myself, but I  would np't daré to  t e l l  you. I t  is  
not my personal property. I t  is  one o f the tju ruga owned by 
the men o f Ar^mbea*. they alone have the r ig h t to  re la te  th is  n s to ry  to  others.
There may be some doubt in  the mind o f the reader.as to  the r e a l- l i f e  
existence o f creatures mentioned in  the myths. The totemic ancestors 
always take th e ir  name and charac te ris tics  frofw}^some lo c a l animal or p la n t.
The honey-ant i s  an unusual insect w hich,is found in  Central 
A u s tra lia . I t  liv e s  underground, and i t  is  part o f the d a ily  food- 
gathering task o f the women o f the tr ib e  to d ig  fo r  th is  much prised 
add ition  to the often meagre d ie t. The actual hdneywaht is  a member o f 
the colony which-is in te n tio n a lly  overfed by the-workers, and becomes so 
bloated w ith  honey, which is  stored in  i t s  by then much enlarged abdomen, 
th a t - i t  is  Unable, to  move. I t  is  thought tha t the honey-ant in  th is  way 
supplies food fo r  the res t o f the colony during bad seasons. Thus, the 
ArKmbea woi^ tan had been d igging fo r  honey-ants, and had by her action caused 
a v a lle y  to  he formed near, Ljaba.
PPA#QUts on. the Verses from. Arâmbea (Transcriptions on pp. 2/4.f  )
These two verses do hot appear to have close'musical re la tion sh ip  w ith  
the foregoing tran sc rip tio ns  from the Ljaba song. They may v/e ll be 
connected to  portions o f the song which are not recorded here, but the scale 
is  qu ite  d if fe re n t,  and the ornamentation is  more elaborate them tha t o f 
the Ljaba song. Section (b) is  used in  the two verses. Indeed, there 
appears to  b e . l i t t le  connection between:these two d if fe re n t .honey-ant songs. 
3î3ven the rhythm is. un like  any o f the previous set o f verses, in  sp ite  o f the
1 • T . Gi'H. S, . Aranda- traditions g. ' 1^8-9 • .
•>uae, in  both areas, o f,th e  o har. 2 1 7
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In  verse 1 the. ornamentation which hae, in  other cycles, mainly 
occurred in  passages fa l l in g  a minor th ird ,  is  found in  a descending 
in te rv a l o f a major second ( "V- o f l in e  1, bar 2 )*
Verse 2 makes frequent use o f the lower mordent» The time value at 
the end o f phrases flu c tu a te s , sometimes being shorter than the dotted 
crotchet, o f the pa tte rn , and sometimes longer. The range o f th is  verse 
is  wider than tha t o f verse 1.
These two Unmat j  era verses seem to  be re la ted  m usica lly to  the 
Unraatjera verses from the Tonaija ( f ly in g  ant) Song o f Ilapa tu t.la ta  
(c f .  pp. z<\7f )
; C H A P T E R  6
AkÉrI în t.io ta  Verses 2 1 8 ,
This cycle commemorates two totem ic Eagle anoestors* I t  is  
performed a fte r  the second o f the two Simpson Eeseri Amewara. Tnatatja Verses 
(of# pp. 51 ft ) and is  m usically c lose ly  re la ted  to  some o f them# Like 
the Native Cat verses, i t ’ is  thought tha t much o f the. Eagle cyclep has been 
lo s t ,  and.that here we have,only remnants tha t the performers o f the Amév/ara 
verses could remember# The cycle re la tes  to  the totemic Eag’le  brothers 
who dwelt bn a low r is e  in  the vast p la in  on whioh the second o f the Native 
Cat ceremonial grounds was located. These two IDagle ancestors ranged over 
the p la in s , sometimes in  the guise o f eagles and sometimes in  the guise o f
two men hunting game .with spears, Gonsequenily some obuplets describe them
as eagies;who have- secured th e ir  quarry; other couplets describe them 
, fashioning spears and s ta lk in g  animals.
We imst regre t th a t such a small portion  o f th is  song has been 
recorded. With the knowledge tha t I  now possess on the. form o f other songs, 
the lack o f d e fin ite  s truc tu re  in  these verses is  a c lea r in d ica tio n  th a t 
much o f the ceremony has been> fo rgo tten , . I t  would indeed be in te re s tin g  
to  discover what was evolved from the m ateria l o f verse 1 ( i f  the one so 
marked is  the o r ig in a l opening verse), and to  hear more, music o f th is  type 
would be an ehriohing experience.
Comments on Verses 1 -  7 (Transcrip tions on pp, ZZ^ '23^  )
Verse 1 is  unusually long -  .104. b a rs /- compared w ith  the average 20-40 
bars# A fte r the short opening s61o, there is  an extended passage o f singing 
in  th ird s . A fte r thesé 22 bars o f two parts the voices u n ite  fo r  ;moat o f 
the rem aining.section. In  l in e  3, bar 4, o f the top part there is  a note 
lo s t while a breath, was being taken; again th is  occurs in  .line  4» bar 5> 
but t ^ is  time in, the lower p a rt. The sy lla b le . * l j i r r ’ o f the te x t takes
two notes o f the music ( f  .
I t  sometimes happens th a t the normal p ractices fo r  lengthening a verse 
are in s u ff ic ie n t fo r  a p a rtic u la r  ceremonial ac t, and i t  is  the song leader’ s 
re s p o n s ib ility  to ensUrc th a t the music continues u n t i l  the act is  complete. 
In  th is  verse i t  was necessary to  repeat the whole musical o u tlin e  again,
instead o f ju s t lengthening the la s t section o f the verse. This
re p e tit io n  has been, executed most e f f ic ie n t ly ,  two sy llab les  only 
being lo s t ,  whilo  the beating continued und is tu rbed ,.
The beating in  these verses has been recorded exceptiona lly  w e ll, 
and i s ' audible-throughout a l l  the verses. , There are three separate . 
patterns.used, each o f which is  to  some extent a d if fe re n t rhythm to 
tha t o f the ycioai lin e *  : The patterns are a l l  contained in, a g har, . 
and arét. v \.  ^ f  '
The rap id  beating, o f the boomerangs,, having a s im ila r e ffe c t to  a r o l l '
on a ké ttlO  drum, are intended to  accompany the ceremonial quivering o f 
the dancers. In  th is  verse there are f iv e  examples o f the rapid r o l l ,  
the f i r s t  three la s tin g  fo r  nine, dotted crotchets,, .the next fo r  f iv e ,  and 
the f in a l  one fading, but jus t, as the n in th  dotted crotchet is  reached.
The continuous g character b f  the vocal l in é  : o f verse 2 v/aB perhaps
clearer in  the o r ig in a l nota tion  fo r: bar 1, which was ^  ^ . As in
verse 1 the beating is  c lear ■ throughout, the verse, but here i t  conforms 
to  the rhythm o f the vocal line# In  lin e  5> bars 2 and 3, three notes
have been omitted by thesingerS, Verse 3 is  a va ria n t o f verse 2, being
unusual in  tha t i t  takes a fas te r tempo than verse 2, The beating is  in  
continuous dotted crotchets w ith  .thé exception o f thé I r o l ls '  which occur 
in  d if fe re n t places to  those o f verse 2, '
Verse 4 has an accented, sy llab le  oh the la s t quaver, o f the second g
bar, the sy lla b le  being held fo r  .seven.quavers. This is  much the same as 
verse 7 o f thé Qura Song o f Bui j  a (o f, p. ./6d ) where the accented
sy lla b le  f a l ls  on the la s t quaver o f the % bar arid is  held fo r  four 
quavers, Each example incorporates the f a l l  o f a, th ird ,  and each occurs . 
on a diphthong. The two.elements.of. the diphthong are treated in  the 
same way in  each case,, the f i r s t  element being reta ined longer than the 
second, ' - :
There is  no beating in  verse 5, whioh is  otherwise the same as verse 4 , 
except, fo r  -the usual unimportant v a r ia t io n s ,. ; Ccont. p. ISG); 1
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Verse 6 is a variant of verses 16 - 22 of the Ainewara verses - (of. pp 
and. has hot ibeen included here* Xt will he remembered that these two 
separate cycles were always performed consecutively* Probably some of 
the material is common to both cycles; it could well be that reference 
is made to the Native Cat ancestors in the Ea^lemyth* This would 
account for the identical nature, of these two verses*
Verse 7 makes further reference to the Amewara verses* but this time 
not by direct repetition* It will be noticed that, in line 3i bar 2 the 
third dotted beat is delayed. This is curiously similar to the rhythmic 
indecision found in the Amiwara verses 13 *- 15 (îfo* 13) and the Honey-Ant 
Song of Inaba verse 2 (ho* 14) referred to on page 7d *
Rhythms of the Akar^  Xntjota Verses
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It is clear that verses 2 — 5 are rhythmically closely related, and 
that verse 7 has some connection with them* Versos 1 and 6'seem to bear
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little relationship to the other verses presented here*
It is:bhviQus, that this song and the Amëwara verses are musically 
closely related. The scale is similar and the pitch virtually the same* 
However, verse 1 of the AkarV Intidta Verses illustrates quite clearly 
that there is individual material in this song which appears to he unique - 
as far as our present knowledge of aboriginal - music extends*
CHAPTER 7 23 8
; Rain. Veraeè
Some of the richest music of this, collection is to ‘be found in the 
rain verses. It is not surprising.that these verses should he important 
in an area notorious for its lack of water. Or» is surprised to find 
that there actually exist "ràin-arreating*' verses, and wonders what 
tremendous feat of memory must he involved in retaining them, as 
performances of them can surely rarely he necessary, .
The Ulamha (Rain) Bong of jSr.éa constituted tho main set of rain 
charms in the Lower Southern Aranda area*
Brea was [l have used the past tense, heoauso today only 
one man survives who remembers the L.S.A. traditions] once a . 
very important ulamha.(rain) ceremonial centre, situated.close 
to the floodouts of the Pinks River,.at a point just south of ‘ 
the 26th degree of my "Aranda Traditions" map (i.e. south-east 
of Charlotte Waters), in the territory of the Lower Southern 
Aranda sub-group*
Brea was linked by myths with other rain centres* One of 
these was Bruitja, a place in the Simpson Pesert lying somewhere 
between the Hale River and the Pinke River. / The most important 
rain ancestor of Brea, whose .name was Br.éarînja, once went north 
to Brdltja for a meeting with a number of.other rain ancestors 
who had come from other Aranda rain, centres* After the meeting, 
Brearlnja returned to his own home at Brda. This homeward 
journeÿ'is celebrated in the two versions of: the Brea Gong given 
on record PRX4O24 ôidO'2XS194* The first version (which is incomplete and .should be called "Verses from the Lov/er Southern 
Aranda XJlamba^ Song of Brea") was recorded at Alice Springs on 8th 
October 1955* ' '
The transcriptions of the first version do not appear with the other 
transcriptions (see pp. 24-0 ) except for the two- irregular declaimed
verses, 13a and :13b* , After completing this first recording, Mr. Strehlow 
found that thb two singers knew more verses and the complète version was 
recorded on 19th Octoberi this time omitting the irregular verses. The 
transoriptionc included here are those of the second version? with verses 
13a and 13b from the first version... There is very: little difference
1. This information as well as the following notes on the rain, myths and 
recording process is from T.G.H.S.
.v-:;-"' ' v".v  ^ y : /  : ■ 2 3 9  :-
between the repeated yerses of eaoh recordingbut the aeobiid version is 
approximately a major third lower in pitch. The verses bn which scale 
measurements have been taken are mainly from the fifst fecording.
"Irregular declaimed measures used to be found in many of the 
Southern Aranda songs, partioularly in those pertaining to 
ceremonial centres located in thé Lovfer Southern Aranda area.
In normal Arsuxda poetry, the syllables are indissolubly; wedded 
' to .their musical notes, from which they derive both their stresses 
and their quantities. Bven thé ornamentation is traditional in 
normal: sung Aranda, verse. In the declaimed measures much more 
liberty is permitted r whole syllabies/ words,; and even lines,
; may be left out at will by different "deolaimera", and even the 
. same "declaimer", may r . add normally ;doo3 v^ vvvafv the shape of the whole 
verse slightly each time hé repeats it. This can be seen by a 
: comparison of . verses 13a and 13b* These arévone. and thé same rain 
charm,- deOlaimcd by. the ; same mcui; } and "verse ; 13b" was 'declaimed 
immediately after the oompletioh of "verse 13h". . Yet^  they shpv/ ad 
number of differences in the numbers of their syllables, due to the 
■ intentional leaving out or addition of words :%hnd phrases on : repetition* - ;  , • '
, , This, declaimed Brea verso (i.e*; verses l3a and 13b) was a rain 
charm,that could bo declaimed independently of'the rest of the
Brea Song during special fain taaking ceremonies in thé. Lower
. - ' Southern Aranda, a r e a ■' '3] ",
Commenta on Transcriptions .
There appears in these verses an i^usual form of ornamentation which 
I have indicated by the sign ^  . This is. performed on two short notes 
ahd a longer one (usually #0 1 ); ;it falls approximately a tone then 
rises a minor third to finish above the original noté. There is : 
considerable variation in the sise of intervals, bUt the direction is 
constant* This «rnament occurs, in.most, versés, ; but .is nowhere even % 
suggest ed in..thé^iffé^laf versés* In verse 1, line 2, bàr 2 and again : in 
line 6, bar 2 thé slight change in the usual ornaméntation has resulted In 
a change in the rhythmic pattern also. In this, verse, and also in verses.
: 6, 7 and 8^  the regularity of the rest makes it paft of the basic rhythmic
pattern. (cont.p.l5&)
L O W E R  SOUTHERN ARANDA ULAMRA SONG) or EREA
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In vorae 2 all the ornaments occur after the note on the first heat 
of the bar. Line 7> bar. 1 is no exception, the grace note being, 
attached to its preceding note*
The ^ bars of verse 3 have three clear beats (originally transcribed 
as ^ fko J* The regular v/ ornamentation reappeçirs, as also does
the grace note attached to its preceding, note (lino 2, bar 4)#
In verse 4 the majority of ^ bars have an anticipatory note on the 
third crotchet beat* In lines 7 ahd; 8, bar 4 the P sharp is a vocalised 
breath-intahe* The next note is ornamented as tho first one would . 
have been had it been sustained*' ' ' ' fe?Verse 5 again has 3 beats in tho bar*
In yorsGS 6, 7 and B, not only the rest^  but also the accented note
immediately before this rest is an,intrinsic part Of the rhythmic pattern*
' ' ' ' 'l ' ■ ■’' ' ' ' ■ - ■ 'In verse 10 the bar has two beats, having been originally
transcribed as a ^  bar, *
The metronome markings in the catalogue have all been taken from the
first recording of this song* Verse 11, was taken at a slightly faster
tempo in the second recording, and the higher metronome mark appears in the
transbriptions*
Verse 13a is gui.te different from any of the regular verses* There 
is no common link either by scale, or melodic outline, or even .ornamentation* 
There are many tempo changes; an accelerando over the lengthy descending 
crotchet Trasaages concluding with a ritardando' withvevery note heavily 
accented* The last eleven bars have an entiroly different atmosphere*
Tho basic rhythm has now become a. compound tijnbj tho tempo has been . 
modified and the tonal centré has changed*
This final oantabile uassaR'o appears iii v o r 1 3 b ’without much change* 
The tvfo verses, or more correctly, the two versions of verse 13 are closely 
related, but that marked 13b has more change of tempo and leas of tonal 
centre.
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excluded, and with section 4 oonsiating of the two ■variations of the 
dec1aimed verse*
2 5 4
Verses, ' ■ 1 \ ' 2- ;:3\ : 4;,. 5:- it.:. 8 '; 9 ' 11  ^;l3a 131)
I' :
I 2 , : 3 ■■ .4: ■ 5.'.
' 2,;- t 8 9
4 , 4 /.5 (13)
5 ; : 2 4
6 , 3 ■; . 8 9 ,
./ 8 7 3, ; : 6 9
9: . ■:3 ' 6 8 ,
: .11 (4)
13a irregular declaimed measure* ,
13h irregular declaimed measure, -
As, is ouaiomàry, verse 1 is a simple rhythm which does not appear, in 
this way, to he clogèly related to other verses* However, as well as the 
usUal unifying element'of the meiodic outline, there is the.further cdmmpn 
factor in these.verses ofunique ornamëntatioh*
Section 1 « Verses 2 - 5 /
This.section provides all the material for the regular verses* The 
.rhythm of verse .3 is. important one, which relates this section^  with 
section 2, while verso 4 foreshadows the rhythm of section 3* :
Scot ion 2 - Verses 6 ^ 10 . . .\
, These verses develop,.the, material of verse 3; their most unusual 
feature, is the reourrehoe^in all hut verse 10, of the crotchet rest as an 
intrinsic part of the rhythmic pattern*
Section 3 - Verses 11-and 12
These verses , are almost nesv material to, tho song,, hut are connected; 
;to section 1 through verse 4*: ' :
. y" ; : / ‘ , 2 5 5
These two versions of the irregular declaimed verse have free 
rhythmio structure which in each example ends with a melody which* to a 
Western ear, is easy to retain* Neither version has any musical 
relationship with the rogiüar versos, not evon. by the use of the same 
scale or ornamentation* There should, I think, he more than one of these 
irregular vehs^ es. ■
The two Lower Southern Aranda Brëa Bain Verses- are repetitions of 
one another and the transcription for verse, 1 only :is included here 
(see p. )
. l]r|a is linkM hy. a myth also with .Hbalka, a fire totem 
- centre south of Horseshoe Bend; for two of the Erla rain 
: ancestors travelled 'by a devious route to .Mbalka, where they 
put out a great bushfire which ha,d been lit here by the local 
Crow Sire*. The two Lower Southern .'Aranda rdin verses from Erla 
■ given at the beginning of record PHX4O244side’2XS195 relate to the journey of these two Erla ancestora*
Comments on Transcription .
Compared with the richness of other rain, verses, this performance seems 
dull and monotonous* The two voices intone this verse with slight pitch 
alterations of one note* There are many syllables missing^ and many, 
marked in brackets,:which are almost inaudible or are sung by one voice 
only* There are audible breath intakes between notes (these are not 
marked in the transcription)* \  ^ '
Rhythm
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. The three Upper Southern Aranda Rain Versos beautiful pieces of 
music, rich in feeling, highly decorative and very well performed* They 
wore performed to stop the rain on the rare occasions v/hen it continued 
long enough to prevent the men from going out hunting* (^contp* 2,00)
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Gomment8 on Tranaoriptions (see pp*^ ^7~ 9 ) 2 6 0
The transoriptions oompleiely fall to recapture the spirit of theae 
uongs*
In voree 1 there is ornamentation on every aooonted beat - occasioxially 
after the beat. Tho first noto ia ini a sing in lino 4>. bar 1 and line 5> 
bar 6.
Versé 2 is unusual in the use of tho interval of a tono above the 
first not6 ao an ornament.
Verse 3 has a very long rhybhmio x^ attern with no ornaments* Tho 
smne melodic outline is used in the three versos, but in verse 3 it is 
extended down a tone, thus changing the tonic *
M — X-±'rlÈ 4 - : a rà-
— -, . ( f p f  '■----J)n -------------- 'M. ., \ b.. 4 • a- • o' à ■
S.A.R. C 1IS M r USCZjE y~~y # 0 0
g — . r
S.A.R. C4,v.a, ,,
i aJÊ-L ê t = B0 0 s
> ' 0 a
m i n ]  = 1 0 » )  [ M l 9
S.A.g. C,f, V,3. __
The rhythm of versa 2 ia almost idantical to that of verse 10 of. the 
u|amba Bong of Brea. They both use tho bar with two beats.
Verse 3 has the longest rhythmic pattern so. far found*
The last rain : verse to be .quoted has no connect ion with any of the
: . . V ;V ■; ; 7- 2 6 1
provioua vorsoR* It is an Ummtjera verse from the Kwat.la (Halny Bong 
of Wajj-abanba* and it vim recorded at. the 1953 ceremonial festival held 
at Wolatjatam* It is performed,by two UiimStJera mon, visitors to the
festival, and is aung with a nasal quality of voices The lengthy and 
mpld upbeat gives the irerse an agitated feeling* It is highly 
ornaraontad#' ' ' ' ■ .
(see p. %6Z)
-W-
It would seem from, these fe?;r examples of rain verses that elaborate 
ornamentation is a feature of the musio which must hold an important 
place in the lives of the water-oonsoious Inhabitants of the barren heart 
of the continent of Australia.
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■ The ISrlakiara Son^ . of. #âlerkga 
This Eastern Aranda song used to he chanted in order to promote 
the increase of yalka bulbs at ÎÜhalerkija. Only the ceremonial chief of 
%alerkga sang these songs, sometimes with assistance from a few older 
men of this region* , 4 '
This song was recorded from Johnson Hjtlkunba at . Maryvale 
Station on 29th July, 1953• It .was an Eastern Aranda (or Alitera Dialect) song, Mbajerkga being situated on the Lower Hale Hiver.
When this recording was re-spooled at Alice.Springs eleven days later, 
the magnetic wire got tangled up,and all but the first 5 verses of 
this song were lost. I managed to re-reoord .the song once more at 
Alice, Springs, from the same singer (Johnson Hjulmnba), on 13th 
August, i960. Hjfikunbà how sang these verses in a higher key.
 ^This second recording appears on PRX4016 as verses 1 - 9  of the 
Erlakura Song, of Bïbalerki^ aj verses 10 - I4 on the same disc 
represent what v/as left of the original recording ; made at Jîaryyale, 
Verse 14 breaks off abruptly at the point where the wire of this 
original recording became hopelessly tangled* ,
The difference in pitch is therefore due to the same singer*s 
use of different starting notes on these.two recording ;dates. Whether 
the machine also varied very slightly in speed on thosé two dates,. I 
cannot say; but even if there had been a very slight variation in 
speed, this would not account for the very marked difference in pitch*
When the song was being repeated on 13th August, Djukunba used a 
traditional ."variant" (k^ ativ/dlintja). for the first verse of this song, 
i.e. verse 1 (sung on 13th Aug. ) is a "variimt" of verse 10 (sung on 29th July). . The words constituting verse .1 are,-
Mana an^a puljara, puljareljara; . ,
M|na anga hturuta*
(-There are flat food bulbs, - there 
' are small, flàtl j^ ^^ bulbs] ;
. There, are large, rbhhded food bulbs.)
The words constituting verse 10 are - ,
Jala mana anrja pûljara, puljareljara;
Jala mana âhga utdruta*
(= Lb, there are flat food bulbs, -there are 
small, flat [food bulbsj , 1
.Lo, there are Ihrge, rounded food bulÿa*);
_______:   (contp.zii) \ -
1* T.G.H.S.
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ICommenta on O^ ranso'riptions (See VV* Zl»lt^-Z]0\ ) - : 2 7 1
, Verge 10 la really verae 1 of the original perfoirmanoe.
remaining veraOa are identical to verses-2 g, and:have not been transcribed.
Verse 10 has been placed first, because the verse Ï have labellëd "verse 1" 
is a variant of the original verse 1, V
V There is considerable difference in the pitch of these two veraes -, 
approximately a.minor sixth - which would seem to indicate that the actual. 
pitch is not very important* . It may, however, indicate that, the ; 
performer did hot. have à very accurate -pitch memory * : There is less / . :
glissando and ornamentation in verse 10 than in verse 1, and apart from:
the rhythmic difference 'arising from the extra syllables, ofSverse 10 the u , 
performances are remarkably consistent* '
The small range of these two verses is further restricted in verse 3.
In transcribing this the freg.lient; chromatic, alteration on 1) was . used 
intentionally* There are two notes which are altered in this way, and 
a chromatic change above 0 is quite a.different note to a similar change 
below D* The analyses, of a film of. the soûnd waves-, of the early. part of 
|| verse 2 revealed a number of intervals of about 80 cents* It is probable 
' then that the distance from "0" to "0"^  " would be 80 cents and "D ^ "to 
"D" likewise about 80'cents, i.e. 20 cents less than a semitone in each .
, r, ; . , , . . -,Verse 5 is rhythitio and invigorating* It is quite .different to thev'ù ■  ^ ■ ■ ■' ' ' , - .  ^ . ■■■ ' -,highly ornamented early verses. ? A feature which adds to the almost
percussive effect of the singing.is the tendency to perform,two rapid notes ,
on the *r V. on the last; .quaver: of every bar* Twice the phrase is broken
,; by a rest, each time occuring in the same part of the rhythmic patternv. ,
(line 3, bar, 4 and line 6, bar 2).
Verses 6 and 7 have a much Wider range and obrr.espohdingly fewer
ornaments.' Verse 7 is unusually long (75 bars), and this probably accounts
for the extended pauses for breath# . Here, as in all the other | verses,
there is a tendency to .sing the first tv/o quavers closer together - almost
Bhythms of the Brfekura Song of !fba!j.erkha_____    imnii.ii.il. mil in mil r ir-r ..  ^■ I J I I I .  II ... Jn n. _ 2 7  2
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The ohart of rhytlindc relations does not inolude verse 10, of which 
verse 1 is a traditional variant* - Mkewise the next .four verses, (puts 
11 - 14) have been omitted from the rhythmic patterns also, as they are 
repetitions of verses, 2 -  5*
2 7 3
. Verses 1 2 ■ 3 5 6 7
1 5 V
2 3 5
3 . , 2 (6)
■ 5-.: 1 2 6
6 C3) 5 . 7
7 . 6
Most of these versos have very long rhythmic patterns* The 
exceptions - verses 2, 3 and 4 -are rhythmically different to the,longer 
patterns, all of which have some degree of relationship to one another. 
There are no clear divisions in these.verses, hut the central group d 
(verses 2 - 5): tend more to thé use of crotchet heats rather than the 
dotted crotchet heats of the other verses. Verse 5 combines both types 
with a long rhythmic pattern, while verse 3 does so with a pattern of only 
two bars.
The verses are all performed in a lively, invigorating style# Verses 
6 - 9» the verses using the % pattern, were associated with the dramatic 
acts of thé ereakura totem rather than the increase rites for the ereakura 
bulbs.(one of the main sources of vegetable food in the Aranda area#)
CHAPTER 9 /d ( A
Lower Southern Aranda Wariara Etna 
(w"wariara - performance verses", "yorses intoned during wariara performances") 
(Transcriptions on pp* 27^-2^^ )
These verses-are irregular in that they do not conform to a standard 
rhythmic pattern* They have features which are quite different to the 
regular verses. The scale is not always descending; the melodic line is 
not always ■basically syllabipt the, dynamic expression la no longer a 
progressive diminuendo. ,
As these verses are less usual than the regular verse.s, the findings 
of the field-wprker can be of considerable help to the study of the music* ,
There are so few examples recorded that it is difficult to draw any ,,,
conclusions on purely musical ground*,
No* 1 [jïântinu/rinûra/ *y], is an .eagle verse (once intoned 
at the foot of the eagle totem pole, erected direing an L.S.A*
. totem wariara festival centring around the eagle totem)*
' ; . ÎÏ0. .2 [Aaâ^wâ(ntï)nü/rinùra **J is a free variation of
verse 1, i.e. in verse 2 the singer (inj61a) freely varied 
, the syllables and the intonation of the preceding eagle verse 
(îîo* l). Had ïnjola repeated; verse N6. 1 a third, time, he 
could have introduced further variations5 for the form of a 
"declaimed" verse is,not fixed rhythmically (as is the case in 
the normal Aranda songs)* '
No# 3 [po%i Ha!]atji/perdu/. * ^  is an L*S*A* il,ia (=emu) 
verse, of the, same free type* '
No. 4 [Aas^ I Alat;ii/pete/**.*]; is an L*S*A* rara 
(- kangaroo) verse*
No* 5 jkatnaiba/tnalba/* • * *J is a free variation by Injola 
of the earlier ilia vôrse (No* 3).
No. 6 is ; even freer8 it is an ad* lib* combination by Inj61a 
of the ilfa verse, (No* 3) and the kangaroo verae (No. 4)>
- From these explanations you yall gather how much licence the 
L*S,.A. singer could take with the words of a v/^ riara verset the two 
ilia versions 3 and 5, for instance, though allegedly one and the 
same.verse, have few syllables in pgmmon* They are, in fact,= two 
parts of a rather longer untapcd ilia yèrsc, v/hlch combines the two
A/;: / ; .r: 2 7 5
parts rcoordcd on; ;bhe diao* ; .Agaiii, since thèss variations . .
depended on the personal whim of the singer (who was expected to
change the words of the verse alightly at each repetition), the 
singer probably always, had to he a soloiet, for no assisting singer 
oOnld have anticipated the ; sudden modificationa.made by the 
ceremonial song leader# Notice also, that the rhythms and the. . 
ornamentation aro, left largely to the devices of .the .soloist* ,
Little is Imown about the L#S,*A# wariara festivals and their : 
"declaimed verses"* , uThe, eagle, polo ,’at whose foot the, eagle verse 
(and perhaps; some, of othefs too) used to .bë oung was set up for 
the last time at Urâlawuraka^ a place east of Charlotte Waters 
"some years before, the first, v/hite. iten came to Central 'Australia" , 
(i*e* before, i860)* .A tragedy. I happened on^this last occasion 1. 
something went wrong during a adored performahcé, and a couple of ; ,
men (or more) had their .hecks broken at the order of the cérémonial,
chi ef of the. eagle totem ; in ; punishment for their sacrilege * ’ Their: 
bodies were ihterred ‘at,: the base of the totem /pole. The latter 
v/as then dismantled,; and; the .terrified .festival par.Mpipants , 
hurriedly returned to their home districts; some had apparently 
come from,places up to a hundred miles distant# , /After .this ., 
tragedy, no one had the courage to arrange a further eagle wariara 
festival, . / ,v ^ ' . ; - à - /A' :, /
' In :i955 - when I obtained thooe' recordings - only two ,L>S*A#
-men remained who still knew/in detail a; certain (number of : the L,8# A# . 
traditions. They wére Injola ,;( then aged about-75 yëaf s) and 
Ky^ eithama (about 12 to I5 y car s .younger ) # Neither had ever, beén '
to a wari&ca festival; but Injola had picked up these.wariara 
verses .from some of his older male, relatives, ' Ktjeltnama refused, 
to learn these Wariara verses - he labelled them as ;"doUble-3)utch"i ' 
having somewhere picked up this'English phrase,
' The: proper. L,B*A, term for: thèse freely intonated and irregularly: 
formed versos is "ungwabora aralbera" (« ."talking/songs"),;
X heard similar "declaimed verses", also in the;Upper Southern . 
.Aranda atea in. 1933j for many of the. rain verses of Mborawatna ;
(= Idraoowra Station), belonged to this category. On that occasion, 
too, they were always intoned; by a- soloist who; varied .their musical 
form ajKl their syllabi es freely according to his personal whims.
Bince I did not have a r ecording machine on that : occasion , and since 
the soloist never/intoned the same- verse twice in an identical 
. Bhape, I got the irregular î^ îbcrawaina rain verses dovm only in a 
rather rough formw. ; By'195$ no ^Upper Southern Armnda man survived, , 
who kn ew, the se irr egul ar îi^ Iborawatna v er ses * ; : I was, , ther ef ore,. 
delighted to find a Lower Southern. Aranda man v/ho^ knew how to declaim 
wariara verses which were of the same free type, , /
1. T.G.H.S.
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The fact that the soloist was permitted to vary the song has an 
interesting implication, namely that in regular verso ho Ams not at ' 
liberty to alter anything* This indeed seems to be the case* A 
detailed study of repetitions of regular verses rOvoals only small . 
and unimportant changes between two performances of the one song, 
whether these two performances follow one another , or^  whether they - are 
talvèn with: a considerable lapse of time fcetween recordings*
The traditional Western view of primitive vocal music has been that ; 
there is no exactness to be found or to be expected in performance*
"Singers are a fickle race, swayed by every passing 
breath of feeling. The same mood can, never be recaptured; 
neither can,its repression be rigidly fixed. A primitive 
rock-drawing is relatively permanent! a song is, and niust 
always bo, evanescent,,
This quotation could well be applied to ther/c irregular verses, but 
I find it hard to believe that the author could have had in mind the 
regular verses of Central Australia when he wrote this passage*
The macabre, incidents, already related, associated with the last 
etigle wariara festival could well have been the result of a rausioal 
misdemeanour.. Punishment vvaa severe for any who made mistakes in 
porformahco, Davies/s statement .may be valid .for secular folk-muriic, 
but this approach is not compatible with the idea of traditional 
religious.music .with rigid laws governing every aspect of its performance. 
In the wâriâra vorses we should .expect to sea some measure of the 
creative ability of, the Aranda musicians* Actually, it would be more . 
clearly, seen if the two examples had been recorded by different . 
•performers* , . : ^ \ . : : .
The two Eagle verses have a different tonic* Verse 1 tonic is 
probably F (it,m y  be G) juid vors.e 2 tonic is definitely A* Lino 2 of 
both verses is almost identidal, and while verse 2 continues this pattern
1, E* Harold Davies, Music in Primitive Society, Anthropological Society 
of 8outh Australia' Oc%3oh5 ..(Mol* 1947)
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to the end, verse 1 introduces the figure * The last two bars
of each verse are rhythmically the same* (This would probably, suggest 
that P and not G is the tonic of verge 1*)
In verse 1 there is an anticipatory note in. line 3, bar 45 in verse 
2 at the same place,in the music (line 2, bar 3) and again in line g, bar
3* The vibrato in versé two, and elsewhere in these verses, is regular,
two oscillations talking the time of one quaver* - .
Verses 3. and 4 are very short, and although the opening of each 
appears to be .similar, the remainder of the verse is; musically different*
Verses 3 and 5 are both Emu verses. Their likeness to one another 
is not very pronounced* The opening of each verse is quite different; 
bars 4; 5> 7i 8 and. 9. of verse,,5 are closely related to. bars 3, 4> 5»  ^
and 8 of verse 3# The endings are different* Verse 5 is more regular, 
in rhythmic construction than the earlier verses*; (This should mean 
that'the metronome marking is more accurate;)
Verse 6 has a similar opening to that of verse 5* . Line 2 is. linked
with line 2 of verse 3, as is also thè rend of the verse* There seems
to be no particular musical connection to verse 4, as is apparently 
implied by the text. .
These verses are on interesting and valuable addition to this 
collection of Gentral Australian music* . At first aboriginal music is 
not easy to listen to, nor,is its beauty readily appreciated* Gradually 
the style, grows upon the heax^ er and the beauty makes itself manifest.
Some rare examples of the Central Australian music have immediate appeal , 
to a Western listener, and these irregular wg^ riara verses belong to this 
.category. They are, rich in emotion, and have depth and. warmth* In 
this regard they are in sympathy with our own music and are thought by 
the transcriber to be among the most emotionally powerful songs in this 
set of recordings* Gone is the almost académie approach to rhythm and 
form* Here is free interpretation, a free flight of the spirit. Nowhere 
else is the transcription so detrimental to the sheer beauty of the music* 
We must regret that there are not more of these verses recorded*
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Msoeilaneoua Bonga and- Verges 
Thé tosiq dealt With in this chapter is of a less .unified character .<
than the longer, songs in previous chapters, and less information .,
concerning: the mythological background is presented. However, the 
collection is none the less valuable musically*
The first work is the Eastern Aranda Son^ y of OrUoroa. (Transcription
PPfyJSl'2?7 ) We learn from T*G*H* t^relilow^ s .Aranda Traditions that/ , . >  ' ' ' ' '
there aré marked differences in the. religious practices of various sections 
of the Aranda tribe, and may wonder, whether this' difference extends to 
the music as well, The Eastern Aranda music included here does, not 
suggest that this is the case* There are many characteristics present 
in this song which are features of the music from other areas* The music
is quite different to that of the Eastern Aranda ISrÉakiira Song of IThalerkga,
but the use of an extended scale with the falling minor third in both 
octaves and a descending lihking passage clearly relate this song to the : 
music from other Aranda.areas*
Comments on Transcriptions* ’
As well as the'characteristic fall of a minor third to the tonic in 
both octaves, many doseending passages contain this interval (e.g* verse 
1, line 2, bar 4 and line 3^  bar 2.0* ,
Verses 1, 2 and 6 make use of the rhythmic figure -*••;> * = It would 
seem to be .a feature of this performance, being a type of rhythm which'is 
not used extensively*
In verse 4 there is a late Chorus entry after a tentative attempt by 
.a solo singer from the chorus*
Verse 5 has a number of déviations from the standard patter* . For 
example there are extra notes in line 2, bar 1; line 4y bar 45 and line 
6, bar 1* And in line 2, bar 1 the note has been replaced by a slide 
from the previous note. -
The long bar of .verse 6 could possibly be subdivided into two bars - 
Land'l . : ■ ■ ■  ■ . ■
Verses 7?. ^  and 9 are the same musically, but verses 8 and 9 a 
different text to that of verse 7# (eont. p,2gs)
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Thore are two rhythtnio ideas in  these versos one ina in ly a 
compound rhythm w ith  frequent use o f , the other m ainly even 
orotchet heats.
U nlike many songs, th is  one does not hegin w ith  a simple rhythm 
which is  developed throughout. Verse 1 is  ju s t as complex As any o f the 
othe^'yèrseSvdf the 'group .r^.Sj 6,' 7, 8 and 9» I t  is  .c lose ly  re la ted  to  
verse 2 , ; Verses.7, 8 and:9 are. d iffe re n t aspects o f a :compound rhythm
and tend to  form a aeotion o f th e ir  own.
Veraes 3, 4 and 5 form the centra l section . Verse 5 has the most 
concise rhythm o f the nine verses; thus the type o f rhythm.we have come
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tp Eiccept as normal, for an. opening verse is here found as the central 
one. . ' '■ _ ' ; ' ,
Each, rhythmic pattern is ihiusually regular in Hhat it has either 
one or two hars,
There is only one verse, available from the Eastern Aranda Lat.lia 
Song of Ljelta. (Transcription on p. Z^Z ) It precedes the Song of 
Urumima on the recording, and would therefore probably have been 
performed on the same ocoaaion. This may. accoimt for thé fact that both 
3c.ale-outline and pitch are the same ,in thèse two examples. , Although 
this is a èoloWong^ ! there are remarkably few liberties taken with it by 
the performer.- This is interesting, because one; tends to view the 
Strictness of performance as a hècessary condition.where there are a 
number of, voices. '. This example serves to show that this.strictness is . 
adhered to.even if no other singers participate. There^are more 
ornaments than ; hrQ audible in choral singing, and;they include the mordent: 
at. the conclusion of the. fall of minor third. '
This verse avoids the sharp form of preferring the softened g
rhythm,
The Unmat;ierafGefemohial^ '^ erses: • QtrahaoriptionS on pp. 2^)-^ ■ ) were ,
sung at the 1953 ceremonial festival held at Wolatjatara. The apts were 
taken from a number of unrelated totemic cycles# L ;
The verse from the Irbc^ nija (» fish) Song.of Ahkurowutja (see p. 2 %  ) . 
has an unexpected effect of richness of sound,.probably due to the singing in 
major thirds, which continues for eleven barsé^^  upper voices conclude: 
this two-part ,singing with a chromatic descent which gives rise to 
dissonant (but musically,;:' pleasing) intervals. ’The rhythm is vigorous 
and the performance stimulating.
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The verse from the Rtat^ a Itît.ia (« mulga seed) Song of Itftjalfr&la 
(see p, ) is the only other isolated verse in this group* Although
being sung at the higher and lower, octave, the scale has a narrow, range. 
The abrupt, fall to the lower part oocurs in the middle of the rhythmic 
pattern. Again there are chromatic descending passages in.the upper of 
the two partsé Thé anticipatory gliascmdo always starts on the last 
beat of the previous bar.
MShm-;/::.
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; There are four verses from the At^a (« possum) Bong of Erguljajata. 
They do not seem to resemble each other closely enough to be from one 
cycle, but rather give.the impression.of.individual verses with 
independent existence.
Verse 1 has.a range going over the octave with a central descending 
passage* In line 5, bar 1 the first note is replaced by a gliasando 
continuel from the previous note. This verse resembles the Kwat.ta Son# 
Of Walabanba (see p. ZoZ ,)#
Verse 2 is intoned on one note which is chromatically altered for . 
emphasis* It is similar to the Lower : Southern Aranda Erea Rain Verse 
(see p. Zp{> being^  performed in a parlando style by two voices. 
However, in accentuation it is like the Fish Song quoted above. In both 
" these verges extra era|ha3is is given at the ■change of rhythm (e.g. Possum 
verse 2,.line 2, bars 4 and $).
. In verse 3 the ornamentation occurs on the note and not, as isusual, 
after it. There is considerable latitude taken vdth the time value of 
the fourth quaver of the 3 bar (e.g. line 1, bar 3? line 3, bar 1; and 
line 3, bar 3)*
Versé 4 has quite a different scale outline which is similar to that 
of the t.iilpa verse (see pp. fSZ )•
The only feature thes# four verses have in common is.their
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unuaually low raaige# The baas, range la not exploited in any other • 
recordings trahscribed* Harold Davies may not have travélléà as far, 
north as the Unmâtjerà area, and, in this case, his assertion that there 
are no bass voices in Central Australia could still be considered valid.
He presumably-’^did not class the Unmatjera people as belonging to Central 
Australia,
The Kwvat.ia (” rain) Song of Wdlabanba has been included in the chapter 
on Bain Verses (see jp, ),
likewise, the next cut, on the recording, the Tjilpa Song of 
Aljitjarinria.has been included in the, chapter on native cat songs (sea
P* I5Z ' ,
Outs 10 and 12 consist of two verses from the Tdnaga (« flying ant) 
Song of îlapâtutjata/ /Both verses are what a Western listener would 
class as ; bad performances, . In verse 1 the chorus begins ^ust after the 
first note of the song leader and sings behind him throughout the song.
This is doubtless caused by uncertainty on the part of the chorus, and . 
makes transcription very difficult. However, this very feature has been 
frequently noted by ethnorausicologists, and it would be by no means certain 
that the■recorded version here transcribed was thought to be a bad 
performance by the natives,^ .This may be a traditionally acceptable . 
method of performance 1when there is uncertainty#
In verse 2, which is a little clearer, I hâve been unable to hear 
the first syllable of the second line of the couplet as originally given 
to met .
«Jâtjâlâbity etc,» - ' ;
except in line 5, bar 2 where it occurs as an.anticipatory note, .
The remaining two cuts on this portion of the record are the honey-ant 
verses found on pp, 2/1^/ • (cont.
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The Lower Southern Aranda Arenana (- carpèt snake) Verse from 
Brûlïtna has polyrhythmic heating throughout. In many respecte it la 
similar to the Akar* IntiSta verse 1 (see p p , ), ,' The beating 
conforms to the regular polyrhythmic pattern an accented boat on erery
I. See p. 3 0 I f.
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third quaver. There is a slight deviation from the usui^ l / y pattern.
The two heats (the first being the accented one) are’almost two even notes,
f%nd have been transcribed as There are at least two performers
beating and they are not together in the rapid passages. In lino 5, bar 4 
there has been one note »swallOwed».
The rhythmic pattern is long, and makes repeated us© of the figures 
.O and >a m i T n n i  j f »
¥
g./4.£. PR,sn.oa»,xx,'>l'?t^ ,g'if''' . .. .. _____ .............The two verses from the Kangaroo Bon^ of Kr&itji^  are a small portion
of the cycle associated with this important Northern Aranda totemic centre. 
They are very closely related to on© another, as the' two rhythms indicate.
j
i r i  1 } J j ; ->ri4= J.. J ' A_______________ .1& ' y ÿ*
^ .( = 120)U.K. V.I.
91. |.[3 ;.j ; 17) JI vrvj-
K'K. V, &,
The feature that most impressed me only at the time of re^copying 
these versés, is the use of the same pitch (one ?;hioh is unusual to the 
present work and therefore more noticeable) as the irregular kangaroo 
wariara etna verses. It seems unlikely that this is accidental.
I. See p- 3 0 4 1
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. General Ghayaoteristios 
There are a number of features which constantly,requr in the music 
of this section. The following* brief summary may help to indentif y the . 
more important characteristics of the music#
(i) Performance# There are many different types of performances. They 
are governed, musically, to a certain extent by their function. There 
are two main types of functional music « one commemorative in nature and 
the other associated with increase rites and charms^  The commemorative» 
songs tend to be more vigorous and are also the songs knovm by all 
initiated men, and hence performed by a wider circle of people* The 
rites and charms are secret and usually solo, and tend to be less robust 
and more highly ornamented. . Some songs are performed with a nasal 
quality of voice, some with soft, rounded tone; < Borae are invigorating 
and some languid and restful. Performance probably varies more from area, 
to area than does the actual musics however, more examples would be 
needed to make the*extent of variation clearer* With the exception of 
a few Unm&tjera songs sung by bass voices, the baritone range is the 
Usual one* '
Breath intake is often vooaliçed* Again, a breath may be taken 
where an impôrtîint accented note should have been sung* Almost all re­
entries after a breath or the end of a phrase have either an anticipatory 
glissando before the main note, or an actual extra note*
There are certain permitted traditional variants of, regular songs. 
.Irregular songs do not conform to any specific pattern and do not have 
traditional, but free variations* .
The tendency to divide a single syllable ending in fr*, thus making 
two rapid syllables, is more noticeable in verses with vigorous rhythms*
The division of the diphthong, on the other,hand, occurs more in slower, 
slurred passages* , _
Some performances are notable for.the consistency of pitch, and others 
seem to fluctuate ooh'siderably; in the accuracy of intonation of the tonic.
In thé two cases where the same song has haeh rc-reoordod there is 
considerable difference in the pitch of each performance (in one 
■example the rise; of a minor, 6th, and in the other a fall of a major 
third^ . ), ' ■; -
(ii) Qriiamentation* There are two separate'forms of ornamentation, one 
type being .-used in choral singing.,and the other, in solo singing, , The 
choral type is neoossarily limited, and consists mainly of slur figures . 
.over three or four notes of the melodic outline* a slide from one note
to the next,: a- slur and.mordent from one note to ‘cho next and various 
forms of slight pitch inflection. The solo ornamentation is'more .=
. .elaborate, using turns, mordents, grace notes, regular vibrato ,and slw 
patterns. Ir3?egular versos tend-in some oàses to be melismatio in 
contrast to: the basically syllabic formation of tho regular, verses.
(iii) Melodic'outline *. The selection of ;a limited number » of intervals 
from those possible throughout an octave, and their,particular usage,’ 
varies from song to song* % By far the most common form of medodic .
outline is that using three sections - (a), (b) and (o), - (a) being :
based around a descending interval of a minor third, (b) being a ;
• descending link passage and (o) the repetition of (a) an octave lower*
There are variations‘of this form. ; ; Sometimes the interval in (a) is a 
major third, and sometimes it is a, tone. Solo .songs generally tend to 
cotfir less than on octave and are expanded versions of (a). Some extend 
about a major sixth? ; others.are intoned.on one hote with slight inflections*
(iv) Bhythm. The aesthetic result of the regular isqrhythmic verses is, 
like the general perf ormance, ' governed by the function of j the music *
:Odininembrative music' (i*e.; miisio performed by a number of singers) is more ..
, strict in rhythm as it is the accompaniment to acting'and dancing. It 
is in this type of music that , the re^ pilar. polyrhythndo or accentual 
beating occurs. The length,of rhythmic pattern seems.to be no difficulty 
for choral singers or dancers. The rites and charms tend to haye less
'i.'8eeyp*\Zdq'/h '^0:', - '  '
2. See p* 27/ - : • . ' - • ':
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robust rhythms, often with subtle, changes and variations* These 
give the impression of greater rhythmic freedom than do the ceremonial verses
(v) Harmony» This occurs, as it seems, accidentally» However, there 
are to be found a number of passages using two- and three-part harmony 
most effectively. ' .
(vi) Form» There is always some underlying structure in longer 
collections of verses. As yet the examples are too few, and each one 
too limited in scope, for any general principles of formal structure 
within a complete song to be defined»
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CHAPTER 12 
Pitch, Interygils and Scale
To reduce exotic music to western notation nebessarily 
Implies comparison of pitch; and usually robs the exotic 
music of its own characteristic intervals and scale. In 
an attempt to overcome this and other deficiencies of the 
transcriptions, and thus provide accurate information on 
the sigo of intervals in common use in Central Australian 
sacred music, a purely objective method of measurement was 
usedë This had previously been devised and used 
successfully, by S. MacNeill and J. Lenih^, in their 
research on the scale of the Highland bagpipes.
■ 1^3Cperiment
Tho method used to establish the frequencies and 
iïitervals of the notes in the songs was to compare traces 
produced simultaneously on the screen of à cathode ray 
osciiloscope using
(a) à tape recording of the song and
(b) a standard source from a Beat Frequency Oscillator. 
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown below
CRO
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The output from the tape-recorder (TH) was connected 
to one beam of a double beam oscilloscope (CRO). The
other beam received the output of a Beat Frequency 
Oscillator (DFO) which could be adjusted to give a suitableIistandard frequency with an accuracy of 1 in 10 •
With the time base of the oscilloscope inoperative 
records of the two wave forms were obtained photographically 
on film moving at about 23 inches per second in a camera
(c) attached to the screen.
A typical trace obtained is shown below.
O C O O O O O D O O O C G D G O O G C C C u L i C C O O O O L C O G
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t  I 11  I I • I • I M  I I 1 1 1  I • I I I I I I I I 11  < I • I I I I I I I I < t  I I t I I I I I I I I 11  I I I I I I I t  I I t  I i I I I • I I I I I  I I M  I I I I • I i  I I • I I I I I I I I I I I k I I « I I I I I I i  « I I I I 11  tN
O O O C r C O D D D O O D O O O O O O O O O O O n O O O C C C C D  
E x tra c t from Film 2 showing p o rt of notes 8 and 9 in c lu d in g  the
consonant —  s ta n d a rd  6oo c /s
The frequencies of the notes were calculated by 
comparing the two traces on the developed film.
The standard frequency was 600 c/s in the first trial, 
but subsequently 300 c/s was found to be more convenient*
It was soon realized that many measurements were 
providing the average frequency of a long slide, and as 
such, were of no value in determining intervals. To 
locate these and to eliminate large errors in measurements 
at gradual changes of pitch which were not visible on the 
film, measurements were taken and frequencies calculated
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where possible, over every two inches of each film. These 
were subsequently graj)hed in c/s according to the location 
of each measurement. The frequencies found in the later 
tables are those which seemed the most accurate on each film. 
The intervals between these selected notes were calculated 
' in cents'.
Many of these intervals wore not adjacent in 
performance. Presuming that the larger intervals are made 
up of several smaller stops, all possible combinations of 
the above Intervals were calculated. All intervals thus 
available below 250 cents were plotted on the graph 
showing the distribution of intervals. From this it was 
possible to locate those intervals in most frequent use.
The choice of verses for this research was governed 
in the first instance by the feict that X found the Verses 
from the Ulamba Song of Ffoa impossible to transcribe 
accurately. It was therefore feIt no ces s a ry to find an 
objective method of checking the pitch to locate errors in 
the written version which was governed sololy by mÿ 
impressions of what the soloist performed. For this reason 
I have included the transcriptions as X originally took 
them down and have Indicated where changes are necessary•
There are thirteen different portions filmed, two 
small extracts being included on film 4. The Brea vei'ses 
used for this work are from the incomplete recording of 
that ceremony, and not from the version that is to be found 
in the chapter on Rain Verses (see p. 2 3 8 ). Thé extracts 
arc as follows:-
Film 1 : Irregular I^ ower Southern Aranda Wariara Etna,
verse 6, bars 8-l4 (for complete transcx'iption see p. 280)
. : . . .  , 3 12,
Film 2 ; Verses from the Ujamfoa Song of Erea, cut 12, 
verse 1 (for complete transcription of second version see 
verse 10, p. 246)
FiIni 3 : Verses from the Ujamba Song of Brea, cut 131
verso 2 (as for verse 6, see p.245)
Film 4(1); follows consecutively, and is cut 14, verse 3, 
(again as for verse 6 of the second version, see p* 245)
Film 4(2)Î cut 15r verse 4 (as for verse B, see p.245f)
Film 5; cut 16, verse 5 (as for versé 10, see p, 246)
Film 6; cut I?• verse 6 (as for verse 2, see p,240f)
Film 7 s cut TB, versé 7 (as for verso 11, see p.247f)
Film 8 i cut 19, verse 12 (as for verse 11, see P#%yf )
Film 9; Ulamba Song of Er^a, cut 22, verse 1, bars 8-12 
(for complote transcription see p# 24Ô)
Film 10; TJilpa Song of the llbalint.la Plain, verse 5 
(for complété transcrlx>tion sée p. 126) i
Film 11? T.jilpa Song of the Ilbalintja Plain, verse 29 
(for complete transcription see p$ 142)
Film 12 : Ereakux*a Song of Hbalerka, verse 2, bars 1-4 
(for complete transcription see p.265f)*
By examining the film it was possible to identify the exact 
location of each change of note, because of the different 
characteristics of thé consonants. It was found that 
y (îssNG) , M, N, II, W , J(-Ÿ) and L appeax'ed as sounds without 
visible pvex’tonos; T, KW, ü, P, K and B - the explosive 
consonants - caused a discontinuity in thé weive-length s.
Most of these sounds resulted in a dfop in pitch, this being 
particularly noticeable with XI and W. These sounds Xiave 
been marked oh the graph which resulted from measurements 
taken oyei' the entire length of each film* Below the graph
and in line with the corx'ect speech-sound, are tXie notes of 
my original transcription. Bach of these notes is numbered 
for clarity in reference.
As an aid to discussing thC; pitch of notes where
frequency in cycles per second is mentioned, I have added,
in square barackets, the nearest frequency of the tones of
the tempered scale, calculated according to American Standard ’ 1Pitch^. , :
Results
Film i  (see p.315)
There appears to be a break in the wavelengths of this 
film - over notes 10, 11 and 12, which does not occur in 
the song* The standard is filmed in this portion, so it 
is possible that the connection between the oscilloscope 
and the tape xecordor was temporarily affected.
The pitch of notes 1 and 2 appears as a continuous 
slide, upwards on 1 and downwards oh 2. The pitch of 3 is 
a more gradual slide. The notes hoard for 4 and 5 were 
probably those at the peak of each curve, 5 being slightly 
lower than 4. Apart from the opening fluctuation, the 
pitch of 6 is very stable. The pitch of 7 was hoard as 
tiie same as 6, but the graph shows that both tho proceeding 
and tho following consonants have had a marked effect on 
this note, the f causing a sudden rise, and the following 
syllable, which is actually barely audible (being performed 
on a breath intake) causes a sudden drop in pitch and 
intensity boforo ceasing to be recordod on the film* The
1. An extract fi'om * Acoustical Terminology^ sponsored bythe Acoustical Society of iVmerica and approved by the
American Standards Association, October 15 193^ madeavailable by the P.M.G. Engineering Library, Adelaide - contains these frequencies.
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pitch for both 8 and 9 should probably be the same; the 
descending s3.ide from 9 would account for hearing this 
note as lower than 8. The fact that 8 begins at the same 
pitch as that of 7 suggests to me that where a syllable is 
lost on a bx’éath intake, the singer not only begins with 
the last vowel sound of this missing syllable, but also 
sings this vowel at the pitch last heard, before reaching 
the new pitch required# This would account for many 
oases whore an anticipatory glissando is found• The pitch 
of 13 may be affected by tho pitch of 12 whic3i was not on 
the film. The slight drop at the start of l4 is due to
the consonant, and 15 may be intended as a higher note.
Obviously 6 and 7 should îiave been the same pitch as 
1 3 , l4, 15 and 1 6 . The frequencies chosen from this 
graph wore :
200 which appears as the base of a slide, and hence may 
be of value (g = I9 6]
245 which is, presumably, the tonic [B>= 24"^
266 whi oil is tho final section o f  3 [C - 262]
285 whi oil is tlie avei'age of the early measurements on
3 |c^  « 277] . . . .
300 which appears in 1 , 2 , 8  and 9 [O ” 294]
320 which is the highest pitch in this film and therefore
the climax of tîiese two phr-eisés = 3II]
It can bo seen, now, that it is the pitch of 4 and 5 
whi oil has been incorrectly transcribed, and has caused
the later confusion. Although both of these notes are
unstable in pitc3i, by their peaks 4 should bo about D and 
5 probably ♦ This then makes 6 and 7 B (which would 
be correct) and they then conform to 1 3 , l4, 15 and I6 .
n-
;
H
?
Film 2 (See p . 3151 3 1 6
The {^ rap}.! of film 2 shotv^ s very little stability of 
pitch, most notes being a continual slide. The pitch of
1 is the stable section at the beginning of the graph, and
2 has been heard ;as the highest point of the slide. The 
pitch of 4 is the most constant in this section. The 
ornament on 6 falls, but does not end above the pitch of 
the starting note as it does on 8. The outline of 10 is 
more like that of 6, arid 11 and 12 descend. The beginning 
of the second phrase is lower than that of the first, and 
each noté is started slightly lower than the final pitch
of the proceeding note until an unstable tonic is reached* 
The frequencies extracted from this graph wereî 
187 which is the tonic. = 18^
21g which is found on 6, 11 and the last part of 15 - 22oJ
248 which is found cloarly on 4 “ 24ÿ
2 ^  which is the peak of Ij = 2?^
^28 whi ch is the highest pitch on the film jfe = 33ÔI
With the exception of 11 and 12, which should be lower,
the outline of the transcription follows that of the graph, 
the pitch boing about a semitone flatter than the American 
Standard frequehcies.
Film 3 (see,p.^18)
This graph again shows a ragged outline.. The pitch 
of 2 has been noted lowei^  than 1 as a result of the auditory 
impression of the slide. The ornament on 3 is not very 
noticeable. The pitch of 4, as transcribed, is a sudden 
glissando. The peaks of 5*6 and 7 are probably the notes 
heard, the sudden drop in pitch being in each case due to a 
consonant. The oxnament on 7 is different in outline to
V-.'  ^ ; 3 1 7
the inoro usual form which begins with a descent. Note 8
is the same as 4, The ornament on 9 is the form most
usually found, descending first, then ascending above the
pitch of the starting hotel it is different from 11 which 
does not eventually reach the pitch of the starting note.
The second phrase begins, at a lower pitcîi than the first. 
Presumably l4 has been heard lower because of the slide.
The ornament on Ig has steady pitch towards the end.
The frequencies chosen from this graph were ;
.188 occurring on 11 and 12 = I85j
215 which is the base of many descending slides (a » 220]
242 which is found at the end of 1 5 |B = 24*^
257 which is found on 3 |c = 26^
275 which occurs frequently, but is clear on 13 {p ^  = 277] 
300 which is clear at the opening of the first phrase
,' [d = 2 9U].
Again, the transcriiition follows the outline of the 
gz'aph, but a semitone lower throughout. It is of interest
to note that while transcribing this song X was unable to
decide whether F or was the tonic; eventually X made the 
tonic of each verse F for uniformity,
£j-2.?» JLÜJL(sec p. 318)
Here the outline is better and the drop in pitch at 
consonants is very noticeable. The jiitch of 1 would be 
that at the peak of the curve, while 2 has been hcaird lower. 
The ornament on 3 does hot roach its initial pitch and 4 is 
an extensive glissando. The pitch of 6 is comparatively 
stable. The ornament on 7 is of loss amplitude than 
that on 3* while the one on 9 again reaches a pitch above
Xi
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the startlîifî note and retains this frequency for some time,
Tiiex’e should have boon a:a ant 1 cl pat or y Bsahdo , on 10
before reacliin^ ’; the loA/èX' ïxote which is then sustained for 
more than a quaver of XX before the oar'h ament fit ion#
The frequencies extracted from this v/ere î
l6^ which is the lowest pitch on the graph fF = 17^
1^4 which is found at the base o f many port amen t o passages
; > ' X  19(3
205 which may have continued 1 onxer had the film not ended 
at this point 
21 g which is found in 10 and 11 = 22(3
224 which is found at the end of 3 and may bo intended as
the same note as 215 " 220 is still the nearest
tempered frequency 
232 which is sustained at the end of 9 = 231^
259 which is the average value of 6 |c « 26^
Again the pitch of the transcription throughout is 
almost consistently a semitone flat by the American 
standard pitch.
Film 4 (2 ) ( Seem. 12ll
There should have been ah anticipatory gllssando on 
1K u note with fairly stable pitch# From the beginning of 
2 to the crotchet rest the outline is very similar to that 
of 4 (1 ) . Xn the second phx'ase the differences which occur 
between the two graphs are found on 4, 5# 7 and 9* Clearly 
the outlines arc intended to be the same#
The frequencies chosen fx'om this graph are a little 
different to those of 4(l). They are ;
194 which is again the base of several gllssando passages
[G = 19^ ... '
320
204 which is the lowest point of the ornament on 2 and 8 
« 208]
223 which is the last part of 2 (Â e- 22(3
249 which is tlie average of the frequencies from 6 to 8
|B 2 4 7 I
261 which is the average value for 1 [(? » 2 6^
This transcription io therefore much too low. It
should have started on G and the second phrase would foe 
about B. The tonic is not present on this film.
IXiii!_S(See p.321)
The pitch at the start of the oornament on 2 should 
be higher in the transcription# The end of this ornament 
and 3 are probably the same pitch# The outline of 4 is 
very like that of 2, and 6 is the same, only again lower
than the previous ornament. Thoi'o is a sudden slide on 8*
There should fop an anticipatory gllssando before 9* the 
pitch of 10 is indefinite. The ornament on I3 reaches a 
final frequency higher than the start of the descent, and 
15 is similar in outline. The ornament on 17 is more like 
that on 2, again with a clear finishing note# The tonic
is present at the very end of the film.
The fx'equoncios extzactod from this graph were :
IB7 which is the final note [l«'f =; 18^
2l4 which occurs most clearly at the end of 17 /Â ^  22(3
2^53 which occurs often, e#g# 2, 13 and at the end of 15
[b is 2 4 7 ]
266 which again occurs often, but is z'ctainod in 7 - 262]
286 which is the peak of 11 ]p > 2p^
295 which is the average value of 9 [p 294}
3 1:]
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As %/elX as the usual unimportant semitone difforcnce 
in pitch, the opening of the second phrase is too flat.
FM s L i  (»ee p. 323)
The outline of the tx'anscription follows closely that 
of the graph. There is a tondoney for the pitch of the 
transcription to descend to g # whei'o, in fact, it should 
all have been inflections of one note. On 10 and 15
there is a dOwnwax'd slide away from the first note and an
anticipatory gllssando to the second. The pitch of l6 
is probably the peak, and therefore my transcription is 
flat. My ear has anticipated the pitch of 19 in 17 and 
18. opening of the second phrase is again too low.
The frequencies extracted from this graph were:
184 which is the average value of 19 » 185]
212 which is the average value of the lower part of 15 
[G^  = 208] 3  '
225 which is the lowest point of 10 and 24 (a - 220j
236 which is the lowest point of 5 and the lowest point
of the curve from 12 to l4 “ 233]
257 wliich occurs frequently, e.g. 6, 7, 11 and 12 [g - 262]
273 which is an average value Of 2 and 3 (these two notes 
should probably be the same pitch) [C'^ - 277]
286 which is the peak of 11 and 16 [b r 294]
298 which is the average of the peak of 20 [D = 294 is
still the nearest » :D^ s= 311]
£ilia_Z (s«e p. 323)
This passage begins with three long slides which cover 
the distance of over an octave. The remainder of the first
X.
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phrase, a^ 'ter descending in 4, 5 ^md 6, stays around the tonic, 
which is STrpquentiy ornamented. It is not until 18 that
we see any stability of pitch. The second phrase starts
lower than the first, but has been transcribed too low.
The first note ** 24 - is an unusually good one for stability
The frequencies chosen from this verso were :
177 Vhich occhrs often ut the base of slides and is clear 
y on 10 :(X =174]
186 which is the average value of all readings around this 
hurnbor e, g ; tho so of , 12, 18 and; 19 - 185]
196 which is the ayerago value of 21 [g = I96J 
207 which is the average of the base of 1, the peak of 9 * 
and the measurements for 5 « 208]
3 4  ^which is very clear on 24v [F « 3491 * ibe 3?est of
the; transcription tends to be a semitone flat, this 
note should appear as 10, but it is not clear what the 
next note should
This graph has a less spectacular opening than that 
of film 7* There is an anticipatory gllssando, but the 
pitch after 1 is indefinito, the next pitch likely to be 
identified is that of 9 , After 9 the graph follows a 
similar outline to that of film 7 once the tonic is reached, 
but in film 8 there are no notes below I8 0 ,
Frequencies chosen from film 8 woreî
183 which is the hyerage value for the tonic {F^  l8g]
193 which is the average value of the measurements between 
191 and 198 [G = 1 9 6]
î
■- . / 326
215 which is found on 9» 10 and 11 [A ~ 22o|
267 which 18 found on 7 and 8 [C 262]
276 which is the averaf^e o t the poaks of 3 aiid 4 and the 
two, me a sûrement s on 5 ; - 277]
301 which is the average pitch ol 1 [d = 294]
EMBLJâ^eé p.32€^
This is taken from the second version of the Kréa song, 
and has many more well-established notes. The pitch of 1 
is very clear, but the ofnament on 3 is not well defined.
The oinament on 6 is not a continual slide, three distinct 
notes being used. Similarly, on 9 there are two different 
notes, the first and the last being the same pitch. The 
tonic makes a brief appearance on 12. The second phrase 
begins at the same pitch as the first one.
The frequencies chosen from this graph were :
159 which is the average value of 12 (1)^  =. 156]
179 which is the average value of the end of 9 and of 11
:[Fv./175] " \
IB5 whi ch is the average of the many readings - e.g. 3 
. -and 8 - 185] ■ ,
200 which is the beginning of 3, 4 and 6 [g = I96]
216 which is the pitch of 1 [A = 220j
With the exception of the first note, which should
have been loss than a semitone higher, the pitch of the
transcription closely follows that of the graph. The 
stability of pitch in this recording suggests to me that 
the singer w^ as more familiar; with the song when he 
recorded the second version than when ho recorded the first.
327 ,
Ho mention is made, . in MrSti'ehlow* s notes on these 
recordings, of any preliminary singing before the first 
recording. However, it is significant that he explains 
that he discovered that the informants knew more verses, 
and that eleven days after recording the first version, 
Strehlow recoi'ded the complete song. This particular verse 
is one wdiich did not occur in the first version* It 
seems obvious that the singer had been performing this and 
other verses after the first recording (how else could 
Strehlow know there wore further verses?) and therefore 
equally obvious that the second recording would be a more 
confident performance. This is indeed unfortunate from 
the point of view of determining a scale, because it means
that many measurements have been taken from inferior
singing.
Film 10 (328)
This film was taken in three sections. The first 
section was an attempt to capture the characteristic 
choral progression of a falling minor third in the upper 
octave, and the second was the same passage in the lower 
octave, while the third was used to make certain of the 
tonic. Unfortunately, very little of the film was clear 
enough to measure ; more especially was this so in the lower 
octave. It was not possible to locate the consonants.
The frequencies extracted from this graph wore :
123 which is tJie lower tonic [b - I23]
130 which appears at the beginning of the second part of
the graph ^ - 131]
24? which is the Upper tonic (h = 247]
IIf
;
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267 v/hicîi occurs three times ^  = 262]
284 whicli occurs i'our times [D ^  “ ^ 77* D - 294]
£ l i m ^ ( s e e  p, 33o)
This is a further film of choral niusi c* This time 
the aim was to ascertain whether thez'e were any clearly 
defined notes in the descendii% middle section of the 
choral verses. The best performed verse was used. Again, 
measurements v;erè very difficult.
The frequencies chosen from this graph were s
126 which occurs three times [B = 123]
l40 which is the average result of the level in the central
part of the graph - obviously aii important note [c^ = 13SÎ 
135 which is the average value of the note proceeding this 
last one - I36]
180 which occurs twice 175» = 183]
24l which is the highest point on the graph [B = 247]
p, 33o) f
This is again a solo verse with many sliding passages. 
The transoription follows the graph until 5 , which should 
be lower, then again until 9* From here to the end the 
pitch of the transcription is about a semitone sharp* 
Frequencios chosen fx^ om this graph were :
245 which is found on 9» 13 and l4 [B = 24?]
255 which occurs often, but is repeated on 11 and 12 [c - 262]
266 whi ch 1 s found on 10 and 11 (C = 262]
287 which is found on 1, 2, 3 and 7 [p - 294]
300 wdiich is the highest point of the graph = 3H]
So far no mention has been made of rhythm in relation
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to these graphs. A film running at a constant speed will
travel a certain distance for the duration of a crotchet, 
and twice that cli s tari ce for the duration of a minim 
performed at the same tempo, Each transcription as set 
out with the graph can have the accuracy of rhythm checked 
by the distance between each noto. (There may be 
occasional unavoidable deviations whore measuremehts wore 
not possible either side of a consonant, making the exact 
location of the latter difficult,) There appear to be 
very few instances where the rhythm differs from that marked 
in the transcriptions. The accuracy of rhythm in these 
performahces indictes how fe 1 lab 1 e is this aspect of 
aboriginal music.
Following tiio selection of certain frequencies for 
each verse, the ihtefvals betwemi these frequencies and all 
possible combinations of these intervals were calculated.
The tables below give, on the top line, the frequencies 
as chosen, then on the next line the cent valüe of each 
adjacent intervai, thon all other possible intervtils 
arising from the original frequencies. -,
Table 1 " Film 1 'IXy ' - X/ '
200 245 266 285 3pO 320
35^ 143 119 89 112
495 614 703 815
262- m i '  T. 463' T  T:\T;i 'iy - - " " '-/T; ■■■■ "..■■x. # 8  320 'V . 'I:
'4 . ■ - . . : - T . 2 0 1
: It should be noticed here that two Intervals - 119
332
cents and 112 cents are undoubtedly intended as the same 
sized interval.
Table 2 - Film 2
187 215 248 285 , 328
242 248 244 241
490 734 975
492 733
■'X'4 , , . . .  - 485 .
The most interesting feature of this film is that
all the adjacent; intervals measured were virtually the 
same size* This intervalxof about 240 cents is certainly 
an imj3ortant one *
Table 3 - Film 3
188 215 242 237 273 300
232 205 lo4 117 151
4 3 7  341 6 5 8  8 0 9
309 426 577
221 3 7 2
268
The interval of 232 cents would again be intended as
the same sized stop as In film 2, and that of II7 as those
mentioned in film 1.
■ ■: TT- . 3 3 3
Table 4 - Film 4(l)
169 194 205 215 224 232 259
239 96 83 72 62 191
335 418 490 552 703
179 251 313 464
155 217 368
134 ; 285 -
■ ' . 213
The interval of 240 cents is present again in this
film.
Table 5 - Film 4/Z )
194 264, 223 249 261
88 1 5 5  1 9 2  82
243 435 517
347 429
' 2 7 4
Hemombering that the two portions of film 4 were very 
similar, it is interesting to note that only the intervals 
of approximately 190 cents and 90 cents are common to the 
adjacent intervals of these two charts. However, the
interval of 155 cents occurs in 4(l) as the addition of
83 and 7,2. The larger interval found in previous verses 
is not present hero.
3 34
Table 6 - Film 5
187 214 253 266 286 295
234 290 87 126 53
524 6x 1 737 790
377 503 556
213 266
179
Table 7 - Film 6
184 212 225 236 257 273 286 298
245 103 83 l48 105 81 71
348 431 579 684 765 836
186 334 439 520 591
231 336 417 488
252 334 405
186 257
1 5 2
The two intervals 103 cents and 105 cents arc very 
close in.size, and the 240 cent interval occurs again here 
as it did also in film 5* '
Table 8 - Film 7
1 7 7  1 8 6  1 9 6  2 0 7  3 4 5
86 91 94 885
177 271 / / j é
185 /iW
335Table 9 - Film 8
185 193 215 267 276 3Pl X
" 73 187 : 375,;:- -S?:" 1 5 0,, ' -
2 6 0  6 3 5  : 6 9 2  842
562 619 769
■; 432 582 ' '• .
; : V  T.;'; 1; ■ , " ■; %07 I - ' V
Table 10 - Film 9
159 179 185 200 216
: 205 . 57 135 ; 134 ■
• 262 397 '■ 331
■ ' V  192 326 :
269 .
Here the two last adjacent intervals are the same size. 
Table 11 - Film 10
123 130 247 267 284
96 1111 135 107 ■
3 . 2 0 7  1342 1449
1246 1353
. - "T 242
The interval of 135 cents occurs here again, after 
appearing twice in film 9#
Table 12 - Film 11 3 36
126 140 155 180 241
182 176 259 505
358 617 112,2
435 940
■764
Table 13 - Film 12
245 255 266 287 300
i' ' 69 , 73 " 132 77 ■
142 .■ 274 . 351 ■
205 282 . -
' ' 2 0 9
The following graph (see p.3 38 ) shows the distribution
of these intervals, the clusters on the graph being
intex'vals which occur frequentlÿé It should be realized 
that the larger the intervals become the less likely they 
are to form a cluster - there need be very little 
difference in the initial small intervals which are added 
to form the larger ones, to cause a wide spread of 
intervals as the size increases. For this reason, the 
graph contains only intei'vals below 2^0 cents*
It can bo seen that a large number of intervals fall 
between yo and 100, They are probably intended as one 
interval, between 7P and 80 (average value 75)* but it
would seem that those around 57 cents form a separate
interval* The next interval to appear is that of about
105 cents ; the next 134 cents; then 152, 184, 209, and
337
finally 240 cents.
The most frequently recurring intervals are :
57. 75, 1 0 5,: 1 3 4 , 1 5 2, 184, 2 0 9, 240.
These values cannot he considered rig id, as there 
is sure to be considerable variation in the size of the
same interval, especially ; as measured from a vocal scale.- ' - 1 ' ■ - . _ 'Work on the bagpipe scale , the measurements of which were
taken from performances by very good players, produced
a deviation of t or X- 22 cents on one interval, the
smallest deviation recorded being + or - 7 cents. It
might be expected that this deviation will be greater in
vocal music.
If wo take only the smal l intex^vals * 571 75 and IO5 - 
we can build all the other intervals (many can bo reached 
by several different additions).
Table l4
57 + 7 5 >  1 3a 
75  ^75 =: 150
1 0 5 75 " 180
75 + 75 + 57 = ^ î07
105 + 75 + 57 = 237
This is one q)OBslble method of combining these 
intervals.
The films 2-8 are all closely related, with many 
frequencies common to a riumber of films. Table 15 sets 
out those recurring frequencies, and the interval is 
calculated from the average of the common froquoncies. ;
i.HacNeiii and Lonihan Scale Of the Highland Bagpipe*
Proceedings of the First ICA-Conqress Electro - Acoustics
(Netherlands, 1953), 231-2.
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Table 15
187 215 248 285
188 215 257 300
194 205 215 224 259
194 204 223 249 261
187 2i4 266 286 295
184 212 225 253 257 286 298
186 196 207
185 193 215 267 301
Mean frequency 186 194 205 2l4 224 250 266 286 299
Intervals 73 96 83 80 19I 108 126 57
T - — -252- — — - . ' —  • 271 -  ■ -183
179 : 379---— —
It can be seen from this table that in the verses 
performed, many small intervals are used, but they tend to 
be regularly combined to form larger intervals.
There are many possible cbmbinations of the recurring 
small intervals to form a scale, which, throughout an 
octave, incorporates all the recurring intervals so far 
measured « None of these com^ihations is specially 
convincing as a scale formation. It is probable that 
the, scale is. actually built of much larger intervals in a 
similar way to table 2 and that the small intervals are 
actually ornaments on each Of these important notes. It 
would indeed be interesting if sufficient material pointed 
more clearly toihis, as the Javanese slondro scale consists
3 4 0  .
of fi VO intoi'vals of cents, the older form of that
scale also omitting the final interval to complete the 
.octave.
One factor emerges clearly - this scale is quite 
differont to western scales* Workers in other areas in 
Australia note that the scales they find are closely 
linked to western scales. It is obvious thab the 
formation of the Central Australian scale is quite different 
even though the actual scale cannot as yet be enunciated.
Some of the greatest difficulties of this experiment 
have now been overcome. Although finaIre suIts are at 
present not clear, it is now only a matter of recording 
a much larger selection of intervals, sung, if possible, 
by the best native musicians available* With a larger 
number of intervals the distribution would become more 
definite and the less accurate intervals would cease to 
disfigure the final scale.
PART III
OOMPARISOÎT SIMI ABORIGINAL ÎWSIC 
FROM ' OTHER AlffiAS -
J
(i) Arnhem Land - 3-42. ,
Intensive research among the Australian ahorigines has teen confined 
■ to the trihes : in Central Australia and Arnhem Land* : Vhxile many other 
tribes have been studied by individual workers these two, particular tribes 
, have been in contact with many invesigatora each concerned with different '
; cultural aspects of the: communities chosen*
' Ocographically, the Central Australian and Arnhem Land tribes are 
opmpar.ütivelÿ close, .v : There would probably be a distance of 500 miles from 
the most northern Central. Australian'tribe to Arnhem: Land* which is ,
: situated on the west of the .Gulf of :Oarpentaria* It is likely that there 
has bben,cultural contact between these.two groups of natives, and if. so 
this should be noticeable : in their-music*
; B*A* Vforms suggests that there are many connections between the 
traditions of the , two areas which; are; 3ho\m. in the mythology, in 
ceremonial practice, and in certain:ceremonial objects* He instances the 
use, in Arnhem Land, of the hollo?/ log drum called ûbâr or uwâr and its 
mythological association .which is \vith the deadly'Hainbow Serpent,^ The 
drum has no membrane. The counterpart in Central Australia he describes as 
the ulpirra trumpet mentioned by Spencer and Gillen^ being also the 
tjurunga ulburu mentioned by C, Btréhlov/j a musical instrument with barred 
significance, : However, he omits the reference made to this ülbuya.trumpet. 
by T#G*H* Strehlow, where we learn that this instrument was used in the 
Southern Arandà ceremonies associated with the ilbaralea (snake) totem.
Again Worms. shows the link between the two areas in. the use of ceremonial 
\poiGs*^'-/ ' : . .
Oh first hearing Arnheta Land music, there seems to be little connection; 
..with .the austere music of the Aranda tribe* This is .due mainly to the use 
of the didjeridoo as a type of rhythmically animated drone acoonipahlment. 
This adds richness to the sound of. the vocal lineî It ' is only by careful .
1, E,A, V/orrn3,VS,A,G., ’Australian, Ghost Drums, Trumpets and Poles!;, . 
Antliropos, vol* 4Ô (Freiburg, 1953), 278-281,
2, T*G,H,S,, .Aranda Traditions, ?8, 79* ' V ' . . ' /
ccttipsrison of the two forms of music,;v/ith tholr es&temal: differences,
. that, y/e can see the essentially Australian bharaotëristies .emerge. 
Fortunately this can be : done as a result of Trevor Jones ’ s work*^
. ^he research done, on Arnhem Land music has boon conducted in .
coilahoration ,v/ith A#P* : Blkin, whn supplied thé necossary tenets*. 
Unfortunately for ;the tranaoriher, Blkln has apparently only supplied . - 
the i)roso version, which,, as; v/e have, seen-with Aranda verso, is entirely 
different ,to:the ;poetio version. ,: This lack of accurate texts necessarily : 
limits the transcriptions, as it is virtually Impossible to identify rapid 
paesciges by the music alone* > Jones has. therefore employed the sign 
to cover, such rapid syllabic:' passages. Apart; from this he usés very few ; 
signs which,are not familiar to,a Western musician, and his reason for : 
this is the close relation between Arnhem :L:wd music and that of our 
Western civilisation, .Vf-.'
One difference in notation is noticeable -.the/,bar-1inas Jones supplies. 
:aro not used in . our. Western sense of indicating an accented, boat * This is 
Quito contrary to my o m  practice> wbeëç bar-lines have been used, in the ' 
normally accepted way; It would Oeom. thon that the Aranda^  music makes more 
use of accentuation than does that of/irnhem Land* ;= v
Comparison betymen the two separate studies is liiiiited because a%r own : 
work deals exclusively'with sabfed (secret aiid ïicnrBôcret).music. Jones’s 
work- covers a ijiuch Avider field ;whioh includes,:. as well: as these two : types, 
the corresponding secular songs. It isr interesting;: to-note that there .:. 
ore secret songs with no: .sacred association. , This difference automatically 
; includes the didjeridoo which is; used in all socular, music in .J^ nhem Bmd,. 
while the instrumeht is xmkiiovvn in C.entral AustraliaV'
The use of thé. did j eridoo makes : for structural differences in the two 
; types of musio. lté note that - the voices never start a song, and that there 
are fjzequent ; instrumental interludes* Ih the realm oi. rliytkm the of feet
1*. ’ Arnhem ; Land Music ’,. Qoeatila* vol. : xxvi, ; 252 f ■ and vol *, xxvi ii, '1 f.
 ^ 3 4 4,
is that of . continual polyrhythm v;hich oeasee oooaaionally for special ,
effect.. This is quite unlike the Aranda practice where polyrhythm is
used; hut not consistently* This, probably accounts for the somewhat
simpler rhythms to be found in the northern vocal line compared with those.
of the centre. One rhythmic characteristic is conmion to both - the
infrequent use o f , the less angular ^  of-^being preferred. . \Hierever
a dotted quaver and 'semiquaver do occur, the shorter note is the accented 
■ F\-one
Jones gives the three beating patterns as follows*-
Although I have not found regular quaver beating, the other types are 
frequently encountered in the music of the Aranda. Hapid. "rolling*’ of 
sticks is to be found in both areas, although no mention is made of this 
being used to aocompany ceremonial quivering in Arnhem Land (as it is in 
Central Australia),. One Arnhem Land practice is quite contrary to the 
Aranda usage - the sticks set the tempo of the song,before the singers 
begin. ■ : . , v.
There,seems to be considerable difference between the two scale- 
structures. -That of Arnhem Land is diatonic* and only occasionally uses 
intervals unfamiliar to the Western ear. The movement in. singing is freer, 
often starting in the,middle of the scale and rising before eventually 
descending. . Karely is a , chromatic scale used in the north; the music of 
the centre has frequent.chromatic alterations very often in intervals 
smaller than a semitone., Occasional divisi. parts oooUr in both types of 
music, thus accidentally giving riso to harmony*
In the comparison; of the scales the fact that the most used Interval 
is the perfect fourth, and those most often omitted are the second and 
fifth is most, interesting. This agrees well with the standard scale taken 
from the Amewara Tnatatja Verses (see. p. ZJf ) where the, interval of 520 
cents Y/aa the moat important, while the next interval was that of 820 cents, 
thus omitting the, fifth. Thé difficulty experienoed in locating a tonic 
is,unlcno\7n to me, as all the music present here has an unmistakable tonic. 
Although, as mentioned above, there are instances of. part singing,
- ' '  ", : ' : : '"-SjiS;.
nothing in,.Central . Australian .sacred .rausxc reaches the contrapuntal' 
qomplexity of the Mulara oycle?’ I This is surely thé result of the 
professional songman of; the north* , : , /y -.{r
. ! "The songmen’ s ; freedom to create songs as; well, as to .
. ' préservé.the existing repertoire has led him and his . 
didj eridoo-player to experiment with complex rîiytiüns more , 
elaborate structures, and harniony and oounterpoint* The .
Often stultifying effects of tradition have had less sway 
in secuiarmusiOÿ.and thé favourable sooial conditions in 
' Arnhem Land have, through the inherent musical genius of 
, many generations of aongmen, produced, this large and"^ ----- - 
infinitely varied body of songs * * *,T
Of , all the trfuiacriptions included by Jones, : only that on page 337
seems closely related to the, familiar pattern of the centre* This may 
be because that particular song is sacred.and this fact causes me to - 
question whether there is indeed no,specific difference between the songs 
occurring,in the anthropological divisions of sacred and secular, % I 
would suggest that’ it is in the .minor’tonality (espocially thé minor third) 
that the musical distinction may rest, ‘ ; : ■ /
Melodic characteristics recur: in both areas* ' Jones 'mentions three 
types of melodic structure, two of which are faiDiliar to me ~
(1) two note melodies
(2) melodies descending to a tonic* ;
The large leaps of the northern vocai line are unusual for the centré* but 
the invariable downward trehdriond the practice of singing in octaves are 
usual. .
' Ornamentation seems to have even more in common* . All the ornaments- 
■ noted in the Arnhem,. Land music are present in the repertoire included in ' 
this work, while the ornament ^  seems to be a feature found only in the 
latter* Portamento is à fundamental technique in both areas*
Apparently the nasal quality of thé voice that I have mentioned 
oar lier is present in the north it is; "highly valued and carefully
1. Oceania* xxvi, 330 
2# Ooeania* xxviii* 3:*
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■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '  1 ■oultiyaiîèd among the aborigines". Fui*ther, we note with interest that 
here also the voice usually enters very loudly, gradually losing intensity 
throughout the verse, and ending in a whisper.
The song leader is present in the north (distinct from the songraan)
and is in charge on ceremonial occasions. He may be replaced by a better
singer (e,g, the songman, if he belongs to that totom v/liich is enacting the
sacred ceremony) but Jones does not indicate whether, the song leader still 
retains his authority in such oases, as he certainly would doTn Aranda . 
territory under similar circumstances* Often the song deader sings the 
opening phrase, but apparently his main claim to solo singing is at the . 
end of the song, where he must be the last person to sihg,
The bullroarer is used, with similar religious significance, in Arnhem 
Land, but J ones finds it infrequently in : musical performances, I think 
that it is used quite often in this way by the Aranda men, an instance
being the .first subdivision of the Amewara verses.
One very marked difference appears in the fact that most of the 
/irnhern Land music is isometric* , In both areas the tempo is strict, but 
in the centre there are infinite varieties of bar lengths and comparatively 
few examples of isometre* In both cultures there are examples of free, 
rhapsodic rhythms apart from the regular isorhythmio works which are the 
predominant element in both repertoires*
structural ideas vary little between the two areas, I am not • 
familiar with the process of the use of a rhythmic key-figure to various 
melodic, outlines, but,the reverse process is present in both cultures.
The form within the verse may be more complex in Arnhem Land, but in both 
places there are to be found lengthy song cycles, each with.different 
structure, but all cohformihg to some plan#
There seem to be quite definite connections, therefore, between these 
two different musical idioms# They have much in common and much v/hich 
they each retain, as individual characteristics* , They, do both belong to 
a larger culture group - they are but part of the music of the Australian 
aborigine.
1# Oceania, xxviii, 5*
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(11 ) : The Éongfm of Central and Southern Australia " ;
V 7'- (as atud^ ^^  Davio's)''' ^ % T;"'-. :
Tho v/ork Of Drofèasor Davies Appears in four different sourooa, 
but Giioh,. unfortunately, dleouesee the aamo musio and the same ideas# . He 
did, pot,.attempt any ooinpiète, transoriptiops of his reoordings# The few 
examples in the Musioal Times cohèist only of,one émail seotloh of each 
y or so, while those ; in Ooeania A'ive the melodio. outline In, semibreves*
. ' Bomo of the songs Y/ore reoorded at .Alice Bprings and also at 
Hermanhsburg and it muld therefore/be expeoted that the.results of Davies’s 
work phould be of value in thé - present work. , The- Bopth Australian songs 
referred to in the Oceania article'oomo from Kyre’s Foninsula,■ lAicumba 
(near Oodnadatta), tmd. Hoonibba* The only additional area mentioned in 
the Musical Times is in referehce to the performance by ;"a very old River
■Murray . blaokf el low"# ' '
Over this large area certain features of the music remained constant,#
Of these-the most importîUit seems to be the dovmward trend of the melodies# 
Instead of the more usual musical idea of delayed climax, much Aimtralion 
native music begins at the point,of great est intensity# Davies states 
that the opening of, the songs, was normally on the upper key-note* This 
seems unlikely, as the vast majority in my ©xperionoe begin with the next 
most important note above the upper key-note Auid do not necessarily descend 
to this note immediately# The subsequent ccomparatively svvift descent is 
a regular feature, of the, music as recorded by any reliable; workers, and is ■
noted'by Davies,# However, he maintains that in this:: passage: there is. a: ,
1* * Falaeolithic Music’, Musical Times (London, 1927) vol# Ixvili, 69I-695• 
Aboriginal Songs’ , Transactions of the Royal Society of South Australia,
■ 1927, 51, 81-92* ^
. ’Aboriginal Bongs of Central and. Southern. Auatr.-~*.lla’* Ûcoanla (Melbourne, 1932) vol* II, :Ro#:,4, 454'^467#.-A''':A:\%, % ' ■;:" ^’Music in Primitive.Sooioty*, AnthropOlo&loal Society of South Australia 
Ooogalonal Publio.àtion No* 2. I^ Adoïaidé '194751" ' " ^ ^
2* It:has come to my notice, recently,"that all of B* Harold Davies’s
recordings; have been transcribod by A# Moyle. :of Sydney and are soon to be 
published with musical analyses#
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definite "dOBîinant feeling" which Jones has not noted in Arnhem Land 
music, nor I in the saorçd music of Central Australia* The only 
constant idea I can find, in this often confused passage is that of a 
falling minor third, Each of the examples of melodic outline given by 
Davies contains,at least one interval of a minor third,
The decoration of the Upper key-note is explained by Davies as
"the pliysioal habit of testing out the.muscular apparatus* 
before making the.calculated effort"
This seems to.me quite the, wrong approach as the intervals above the tonic 
form important notes which are retained in many songs. Although Davies , 
finds that there is a feeling of définito pitch in certain notes, while 
others seem to have a good deal of elasticity of pitch, he apparently does, 
not feel that the decorative notes above the tonic, possess this definiteness, 
while I consider them to be the only constant intervals to be hoard.
There is frequent,reference throughout this early research to the 
pontatonic scale order., While some songs do possoss pentatonic outlines, 
this seems, to me, an .accidental formation arrived at from selection of 
five only of the possible intervals of the native aoale. In any case, 
the validity of the argument put forward in Oceanife (p, 4^4 f*). is 
weakened by the conspicuous lack, in most, other Australian music studied, 
of a definite dominant, or even a "dominant fooling". It likewise seems 
Improbable that the notes within this interval would form an important 
part of the scale*, The search for a scale in the rapid daboending,passage 
seems to me to be unlikely to ,prdvido any. useful information. This link 
passage rarely has the same stability of pitch that can be, found in the 
notes immediately preceding the tonic. Although obviously a descending 
scale, it would seem that in the first instance the intervals are built 
above the tonic, and where the range exceeds an octave,, are found again in 
the lower: register# X find little evidence of soauencas, which .again 
weaicena the pentatonio approach as applied to Australian abori^nal music. 
However, I am delighted to find confirmation of my own conviction that
1. Oceania, 463.
a definite soale-order exists. Davies says? . 3 49
"Yet this sense of pitch is fixed and secure, and in the 
face of such a fact we ^ st perforce rnodlfy our theoriea ^ that 
stretched strings, or pipes of varying length, were necessary 
to the Btahilising of either,songs or scales in which definite intervals are to he found."
There seems to me to he some evidence in the present work on scales to 
suggest that the muëioal Ideas, like the natives themselves, have arrived 
from other, lands. ' . Although sufficient proof is at present lacking, some, 
examples of scales studied; are almost, identical to.the instrumental 
tilendro scale of Java. , It is possible that these two scales had a common 
origin. , The instrumental scale found in Java would, in this case, be a 
reproduction of an already existing vocal scale.
In the realm of rhythm Davies's work is of loss help* . His decision 
not to attempt accurate transcriptions leaves*this important element 
untouched. We could presume■that the eohgs marked with repeats are 
isorhythmio. This practice of marking verses with repeats rather than 
transcribing them in full, although a saving in time and space, can be 
misleading* There would doubtless be considerable variation of outline 
with each repeat of. the rhythmic pattern* However, I have often found 
that a repeat of'the whole verse retains the. same pitch variations, and 
these must surely be considered important aspects of the music.
The information on beating agrees with other writing on this subject*
The music on Davies's recordings has examples of beating synchronized with 
the vocal lino - for,instanoq, two beats against a vocal triple pulse, and,
; elsewhere, beating in a ^  rhythm. It is also interesting to note that 
the natives always sang better if given sticks to beat.
■There arè several songs quoted which,do not cover the full octave range, 
and which are not consistently descending*, One, we are told, created an 
"impression of real passion", These characteristics .all seem to suggest 
the solo songs and sacred charms found in Part 2 of this work. However,
1* Musical Timesi ' 695.
2* Jaap Kunst, Music in Java (The Hague 1949) 14*
' : ■ : / : \ . -,  ^^  ■ lack of any extra-musical information in the writings under discussion
makes comparison of this kind difficult # .f.
One final remark is of great interest*
" [An observer in Western Australia) was playing over the 
, Columbia records,to, a number of.blacks at Albany, one of 
whom excitedly recognised the first song, which came from 
Denial Bay in South Australia* The distance betw«en the
two points is about d,000 miles,
This shows that there are certain songs, prevalent over a wide area* . It
also serves to show that the one musioal idiom is widespread -* probably ,
over the whole continent* A-third point that thiS;: incident makes clear is
that, regardless of, how. similar all songs seem to a non-'-aboriginal, there
are very clear differences between songs to' the patives themselves,. , With
this geographicalVdistance separating original, performande and,re-play it
is unlikely that; the. two natives concerned would spoak the same language.
if the song had been traded from one area to. the other it. would be performed
in the language of the place of its origin. If there.was no language
connection, then, clearly, the recognition was on purely musical grounds.
All, those facts seem to auggest niore and more that,,there is one basic .
musical idiom current throughout Australia. Although various workers
find small regional differences, there are certain featurea which recur in
all the 'Btudfea soi far undertaken.
( iii ) The Tanganekald' Tribe of South Australia 
The work oh>the; music available from .this source is far from complete 
and at present ënly the most.prominent features will be mentioned.. The 
transcriptions (as yet in rough forms, and thoreforoi hot included) are from 
recordings madée available by the Board of Anthropological Research.of .' ■ -oSouth Australia. ' These were collected in 1937 by ;.¥*B. Tindale and 
Professor Davies. The texts and; information bn the songs/ eleven of which
1, ’Music in Primitive Society’> 30.
2. Curator of Anthropology, South Australian Museumi
. 1 ..;■ 35  1have been sent to me, are published by Tindale.
. "The material diaoussed in this paper t/aa obtained by the 
* writer during a brief period of work with îSilerum (Clarence Long), 
one of the few surviving natives of the Southi-East of South 
V Australia, in Deoember, 1932# It comprisee seventeen songs sung 
: by the Tanganekald# .
The early life of Milerum was spent among the aged people 
: of the ,Tanganekald: (Tangane Tribe) during the last of their days : . 
of nomadic living in the unsettled country near Salt Greek on the 
: Coorong. He did not learn, either to read;/or/write, and thus. ^
was the more able and willing to absorb thé lore of his forefathers"-
These songs sung by Milerum provide a valuable,field of musical 
research* > Theyare.wido in range of topics* , Tindale-classifies them 
as follows*- - ::
(a), "Dream": Songs (very early, including the adventures of ancestral
% beings)
b) Magic Songs ■. ' ■ ’ ' \
o) Songs Associated with Sickness and Death 
(d) Totemic Songs 
:{ e) Hunting Songs 
, (f V Dramatic Songs and Epics
(g) Fighting Songs .
(h) Songs Demonstrating Public Opinion*
There seem to be no specific differences in the music of thé various 
types of song as listed here# The songS under (h.) obviously play a very 
important part in the keeping of order in tribal life* Two songs mentioned
1# Hormah B* Tindale 'Dative Songs of the South-East of South Australia' 
- Transactions of the, Royal Society of South Australia (Adelaide, 1937) 
vol. 61, 107-120. ; Part II 1941, vol. 65 (s)' 233-243.
2. Vol. 61, 107.
3. Vol. 61, 108,
in the publication are of postrEuropean origin; one refers, to , .
"the opening of Murray Bridge to railway, traffic (about 
1886)and the other recording the making of a road to.Guichen 
Bay (Robe) in the south-east of pur State in I865"
. The general’characteristics of. the music are entirely different to 
those of the sacred music■of Central Australia* ’ These differences; are 
particularly noticeable during the process of transcribing* , V/hile in 
the Aranda music great difficulty was experienced in-achieving any 
satisfactory method of noting pitch, the Tanganékaldimsic fits well in 
, Western notation* But the ease of transcribing isorhythmio music has 
been replaced: by the, difficulties arising froin the greater freedom and. 
irregularity of rhythm found in this music from the Coorong*
The downward trend of melodies-noted in all other music so far. 
mentioned is present to a, certain degree in this South Australian music* 
However,, the descent is less.consistent and more gradual. , Further, the 
' songs do not end, in the low register* The early .climax .of Other 
Australian music is not. found here, but rather several delayed; and very 
effective peaks;with one definite climax*. Each song tends to be divided : 
into sections, the.first part being a:gradual; fall, to either a fourth on a 
fifth below the starting note# This note is, retained for some time, is : : 
ornamented,. repeated;and used with different accentual patterns. The 
follov/ing descending paa,sage is often glissando. Having descended almost 
an octave, there is a sudden rise of pitch* This leap is usually an 
octave; on occasions .when; the octave is exceeded the.note at'this peak is 
the ornamental note above the octave note normally performed, and thé ’ 
latter is heard very.soon after this* . The second section tends again to 
,fallj this time usually, to the starting note which is again given some 
importance. The next octave leap introducing the third section, tends to 
be higher than thé first, and is the climax of the song* After further 
descending passages thé song ends, abruptly and loudly, on a note in the 
middle of the entire register ^ usually about the same point, as the 
. opèàihg note.' . .v..;'
- 1. Vol. 65','233.
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Identification of thé tonic is not easy, as it is in most of the 
other, music already discussed# On© feature previously noted is not 
present in this music, and that is the important place’of the interval 
of a minor third, The decoration of the upper,tonic, mentioned by Davies 
is probably similar to the inflections of the high notes in these songs, 
although these are not, in moot oases, the upper tonic.
The pentatonio scale is.npt used here, .but rather a. seven-note scale. 
It does seem that the tone is slightly larger than ours. Semitones do 
occur, but never immediately below any prominent note# This gives a 
"flatteneçl-seventh" feeling to many progressions#
The melodies are not isorhythmio# The rhythm tends to be less 
regular, although songs v/ith accentual hand-clapping accompaniment are in 
isometric compound rhythms. There are no examples of polyrhythm#
The voice is possibly baritone, but has a tenor quality in the upper 
register#
The small and restrictive sample, of the music, of the Tanganekald 
people available limits comparisons# Itoy of the common features from 
other areas are not present in these solo songs, but this does not mean 
to say they were never in the tribal music. We have no way of telling 
whether or not harmony, polyphony and polyrhythm liore. Icnovm to these 
people* However, the known aspects of the music seem, to have much more in 
common with Arnhem Land music than v/ith that of Central ' Australia#
(iv) Pintubi Music 
Again I am indebted to ÎÆr# Tindale for the use of his recordings, 
taken in 1957? this .time of the music of a secret ceremony belonging to 
the Pintubi natives whose tribal grounds cross the Dorthern-Terrltbry- 
Western-Australian border#
One example, only is in my possession, (see p# 3 %  ) the text of
which was transcribed by Tindale# Most features are the same as those 
of the Aranda music. The pitch is higher than the normal Aranda .songs, 
and the note above the tonic forms the interval of a tone# The 
descending passage is; clear, and has several intervals of a minbr third,"
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Twice, after descending to the lower tonic, the singers 
leap to a higher note and again descend . : ; This seems to 
be an intermediate stage between the consistent downward , 
movement of the Aranda music and the fluid movement of that 
of the Coorong* .
The two elements of the diphthong are divided over a 
slur. : This is a characteristic of choral music ixi Central
Australia* It may also be surmised from the opening solo 
that the song leader has similar rights among the l^intubi 
natives as he does in Aranda territorir*
The verse quoted (one from a long cycle) is isorhythmio 
and hhs accentual beating*
(v) YirkalTa Music -
The only account X have been able to find of the 
twelve month * s research coniploted in Australia by Richard 
Waterman contains more information on the social aspects 
of music than on the music itself* It emphasizes the 
importance of music from babyhood to, in the case of men, 
old ago* X find it hard to believe that the women in / 
this area arc confined to ritual wailing as their only form 
of musical expression. This is quite unlike the custom 
in other Arnhem Land areas where there are women's love 
chants and secret songs* One of the few specific musical 
references is as follows:
"Thus, if wo take the note of the drone-pipc as an 
octave or two below the first of the scale, a 
karma cycle of the speaking lineage uses
the first, the flattened second, and the flattened 
third of the scale ; a cycle of the komajj.tj -speaking
1. Richard A* Watofiuan 'Music in Australian Aboriginal 
Cultux^e - Some Sociological axid Psychological 
Implications' Music Therapy V (Kansas 1955)*
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lineage uses the natural second and the flattened 
third of the scale, and one of the magkalili- 
speaking lineage the flattened third and fourth"^
This is clearly the same melodic idea as is found in 
Central Australia. The songs refex’red to in this extract 
are non-secret totemic ones. The secret songs have a 
range extending over the octave# The drone accompaniment 
is used in the non-secret songs, but not in the secret ones. 
All the Songs have similar outlines and are diffcfentiated 
by their rhythms.
3?his article has some very interesting information 
on the sQcial aspects of the music. A superficial knowledge 
of totomism and of the poetic la3Tguage of the songs tends 
to make It less valuable than it might otherwise have been* 
The information on the music itself provides no xiev; material,
(vi) Tasnifmian Music
A recent article by Mrs. A^ Moylo^ supplies valuable 
information on music which has, until now, been neglected.
Of further interest to this study Mrs. Moyle undertakes a 
bx'ief comparison of the two stylos of Tasmanian singing 
with that found in Central and Southern Australia.
There is a limited quantity of music available which 
was recorded in 1889 and 1903 from one of the last of the 
now extinct Tasmanian aborigines. Fx'om this Mrs. Moyle 
has identified two different styles which she terms "legato" 
and "corroborée"*
Doth these styles have a range of at least an octave 
and have 7 or 8 "appreciably different tones" although
I . p. 46 ' —  : '
2* 'Two Native Song-Styles Recorded in Tasmania*Papers Proceeding o Soclety of Tasmania V o l. "W T H o b a rt, 196oT/~73-8'. ~  ”
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they ar^ e apparently basically pent atonic * ABCending and
descending phx'asos follow in sequence, and there are at 
least four notes of different duration in each style*
In the "legato" style, phrases arelbalanced above 
and below a tonal centre, The tempo is slow and the 
phrases are long, The balancing upward - and downward - 
tending phrases and the refrain passage, suggest to 
Mrs. Moyle exotic cultures rather than Australian styles.
The\singing is mollsmatic, there is a type of vibrato on 
sustained notes, ornamentation and non-periodic rhythm.
The "corroborée" style tends to use compound rhythms, 
is basically syllabic, and lacks the melodic symmetry of 
the other typo of Tasmanian music I’ecox'ded.
These two . styles jîiay have less in common with Australian 
music than the sacred music, which observers described as 
sometimes tending towards elementary polyphony in the 
singing of thirds, and sometimes reiterating one note 
throughout, and, again, singing songs with a range of 
. only a third. ,
The styles found on the recordings have, accox^dihg to 
Mrs. Moyle, only two features which link thorn to Australian 
music. They àre the ayllabic structure of the "corroborée" 
song and the rise in pitch towards the end of a song to 
begin à final short descending passage. In fact, both 
these features are found in the more regular song and 
little relation is found between the "legato" form and 
Australian music.
Features which are unusual ai'o mentioned as the 
central tonic, the prominence given to notes of the 
submediant triad, the rising penultimate tone and the
■■■■■■-■ % ■ 3 5 8frequmit breath intake in performance.
From my own observation of the transci*iptions included 
I find that the music is not isorhythmic, and, in the 
"corroborée" song, fréquent use 1 s made of while
the South Australian example quoted uses only a quaver.as 
an unaccented note# There is slight inflection of pitch 
in the Tasmanian examplesj and frequent use of the moxdent 
in the South Austrailan examp1e.
It seems, to me, more probable that the final note of 
the "corroboreè" song (c) is the tonic, and not the central 
one (e ) which is chosen by Mrs. Moyle. In example 1 
of this song G occurs twenty-four times, E thirteen times 
and C, the final note twenty-two times (two of these in 
the upper octave)# In example 2, G occurs twonty-flve 
times, E thirty-three times and C twenty-six times# The 
more frequent occurrence of E in the second example has 
probably been the deciding factor for the choice of that 
note, but this number* is due to a further repetition of 
the coda, starting on E. The final position of C suggests 
many of the Central Australicui songs, falling, as they do, 
to the tonic as the final relaxation in contrast to the 
initial climax#
If we consider 0 as the tonic, the triad now becomes a 
tonic triad, and the next most frequent note is the dominant. 
This is very like the music of the Coorong, in the South­
east of South Australia, where we find emphasis given to 
notes of the tonic triad. It has already been montionod 
that this South Australian music makes use of the flattened 
seventh, although this was never used as the penultimate 
note as it is shown to do in the "corroborée" songs.
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Further, the central tonic of the "legato" stylé is to be 
found in the Coorong music, although the initial ascending 
phrase is lacking. There is, however, balance between 
lower and higher phrases, and more mélodie syi^ imetry than is 
common in the Central Australian music.
Mrs. Moyle has provided six scale outlines, each with 
C as the tonic. The first two examples are taken from 
the two Tasmanian songs. The third is from the "Ship Song" 
from Yardea,Eyre's Peninsula, which is one of the songs 
collected by Davies. The fourth is taken from a song 
sung by a native from Denial Bay and recorded in 1958 by 
Geoffrey O'Grady. The fifth is a Pidjindjara Kangaroo 
song recorded in 195^ by T.G.H. Strelilow. Of these scale 
outlines, the only two not finishing on the tonic are the 
Tasmanian ones. They are all similar in outline, amd if 
we take the tonic of the "corroborée" soUg as the final 
note, we airive at the familiar outline C, B^, G, F , E^, C 
with D and in the lower octave occurring as ornamental 
notes. Surely this is closely related to the music of 
the Australian faaialand.
Reference is made to a recorded interview where 
Mr. Tindale expresses the opinion that this particular 
"corroborée" song is similar to songs hoard on the West 
Coast of South Australia. Together with the already 
stated opinion that this song and the "legato" song have 
common features with mainland music, I think we can assume 
that Tasmanian music was not unique, but that the music 
found here is a further form of the vast variety of music 
that was once performed throughout Australia and Tasmania.
1, A Moyle 'Two Native Song Styles..." p.
■ 3 6 0
If this assumption is correct, we welcome this writing on 
Tasmanian music not only for the enlightenment it affords 
on the music of this area, but also for farther revealing 
the extent and the great wealth of the music of the 
Australian aborigine.
PART IV
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We have been granted the privilege of studying the sacred music of
the Aranda tribe* -
"As. in the case of all people everywhere  ^tlxrough . their. . 
music we may come, Gloser,to knowing and understanding them than in any other way. "
We can share the discovery of a highly-developed musical culture with 
research-workers concerned with other aspects of aboriginal intellect.
We have witnessed one facet of the output of this artistic and cultured 
race, but the results agree with those found in other branches of native 
tradition. The legends - and many have been oolledted and published^ - 
reveal a, deep understanding of human nattire which is expressed in 
beautiful language. And to those with the knowledge, the visual arts of 
the aborigines have the same appeal.
The- music studied displays all the characteristics that we require 
of good music ^ form, beauty/ balance and meaning. ■ Some of thé 
characteristics are unique, and all are most interesting. However, it is 
my opinion that, having-isolated this subject, from its present-day 
::environment, for the duration of this, study, we must now return to the 
native himself in his present condition to’asdertain whether this work 
can be of any value in understanding the Australian aborigine of today*
It seems to me that any work of this nature-has much to put forward 
towards the easing of the colour problem, -Ought we hot to understand 
the native better now - after studying the work of sympathetic writers - 
than we did when we thought his music a meaningless jumble? Can we 
Australians, knowing something of the noble culture that once existed, •- - ■ ' *5 , ' .still refer ;to the present-day native as'"nigger, boong, coon, Abo'-', to 
mention only a few of the usual derogatory terms employed?
The missionaries have done a great deal to improve the conditions
1. T, Jones. Oceania, XXVIII, 30
.2. %ICLangloh Parker. Australian Legendary Tales (Sydney, 1955)
3. Malcolm J.C., Calleyj'Race Relations in the North Coast of Dew South 
,Wales,* Oceania, XXVII (1956-57) 201, This article contains much 
valuable material on the doloior problem.
under which the natives live, and also their moral cbnduct which has • .
been so sadly degraded by the white, man# The Church has given them
new hope# . But what have they given them to replace the music which
they have, directly or indirectly, forced out of*.existence,'v/hich.
was;, such a fundamental part of their native way of, life?/. The answer
is: simple - hymns# And who,. amongst our own people, would spend every
evening singing hymns? The native has little entertainment, and what
music he nov/ composes is in imitation of western nopular musio. To .
drive away, his boredom he is therefore, forced to drink. - However, it is
Illegal ,for èuiy hut a few. privileged natives to obtain alcbhol, and there
is consequently a continuai battle between; natives and police#■ The
following song, written by a native of tjle Wiloannie settlement (Queensland),
describes the situation* ■
The people in town just run us down.
They say we live on wine and boor, ' , '
But if they'd stop and think, if we didn^t drinkj 
There'd be no fun around here#
Just the other day I heard a woman say, .
- We're nothing hut a bunch of mugs.
.Although we fight and drink and end up-in clink, :
We im; going to cut a rug* 7
Happily there Come to my mind two outstanding examples of wonderful
works .of art/produced as. a. result of. sympathetic cultural understanding.
: The first is that of the white soûlptor William Ricketts* Ricketts, 
although domiciled in the Dandenong Ranges outside Melbourne, .where there 
are no longer any natives/ is a man who has spent much of his life among
L : the aborigines in Central Australia#, . He has, as; it were, breathed ,in..
and-absorbed, the authentic native traditions and reproduces them in his ovm 
sculpture. His work ranks with the.finest art produced in Australia by 
either .European or aboriginal. To see even a small piece of his work is
to see something that is of the very. essence of this vast and ancient land#
The same could bo said about the famous paintings by the Aranda man
Quoted by Jeremy Beokot,'*Aborigines Make Music*#' Quadrant# Vol# II, Do#4 : (Bydney, 1958} 42. - /. / • ■
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Albert lawatjira* Here the reverse process has taken place. Very 
shortly after being introduced to the vastly different Western approach 
to painting,. Dâtmatjira produced fine pictures* How great an. achievement 
this was will be more clearly understood if we remember that, until this 
time, most native pictures were drawn on the ground, and that .they 
described some.legend. The onlookers stood around the picture and viewed 
it from all sides. Little colour was used and no attempt was-made to 
reproduce forms accurately.
When comparing the Europeanized art of our foremost aboriginal painters 
with the descriptions of the Australian landscape contained in the native 
ceremonies, one becomes fully aware of thé : ruggednoss and unusual colouring 
of this country, and one also realizes that each of these,works of art has 
been entirely successful*
Attempts have been made,. by contemporary Australian musicians, to 
incorporate aboriginal ideas in their compositions*. John Anthill's 
"Corroborée/' is probably the .best known example of this type of work, and 
while the music does not seem to be greatly influenced by 'any elements of 
aboriginal music, the. atmosphere of the entire ballet has much to comroend 
it*
The knowledge we now possess of the cultural iife of the oldest = 
Australians places on us a responsibility* We must present this 
information in an aooeptable form and in.terms which the ordinary man can 
understand, and thus arouse a genuine interest in the ability of the native* 
Why should an aborigine feel ashamed, of his own-type of .music,? Why.
cannot the hyAis be set by the natives themselves %o their own music? It
hàs always been thought that they, would be unable to produce anything
worthy of the exalted concepts of Christianity. This is entirely wrong.
Again, what have we.done about assimilating facets of this culture 
into our own culture? Surely here lies the most important present-day 
application of this, research* The creative workers should be able to 
produce a vital'culturea. cult^ ire v/hich is wholly Australian, and which 
speaks alike to dark, or white*
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